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Abstract

Emulsions, a kinetically stable dispersion of droplets within a second, immiscible

fluid, are industrially important. Phase inversion is the process by which the

dispersed phase becomes continuous and vice versa. This is exploited in industry,

for example in churning cream to butter in the food industry, or use of the phase

inversion temperature emulsification method in the transport and production of

asphalt for roads. This thesis considers emulsions stabilised by solid particles,

known as Pickering emulsions. Whether the dispersed phase is oil or water is

thought to be governed by particle wettability.

It has previously been demonstrated that emulsions comprised of limonene, water

and fumed silica particles exhibit complex emulsification behaviour as a function

of composition and the duration of the emulsification step. Most notably the

system can invert from being oil-continuous to being water-continuous under

prolonged mixing. Here, we investigate this phenomenon experimentally for the

regime where water is the majority liquid. We prepare samples using a range

of different emulsification times and we examine the final properties in bulk and

via confocal microscopy. We use the images to quantitatively track the sizes

of droplets and clusters of particles. We find that a dense emulsion of water

droplets forms initially which is transformed, in time, into a water-in-oil-in-water

multiple emulsion with concomitant changes in droplet and cluster sizes. In

parallel we carry out rheological studies of water-in-limonene emulsions using

different concentrations of fumed silica particles. We unite our observations

to propose a mechanism for inversion based on the changes in flow properties

during emulsification. An in-depth explanation of image processing and analysis

techniques is given, including code from matlab.

It has been demonstrated repeatedly that the variation in surface wettability

with roughness is non-monotonic. Historic studies are based on measuring

maximum capillary pressure of Pickering emulsions stabilised by particles of
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different roughnesses before collapse or contact angles of fluid droplets for rough

surfaces. In this thesis, pendant drop tensiometry was carried out for vesicles

of variable roughness. The vesicles are self-assembled triblock copolymers. The

roughness is dependent upon the length of one of the blocks, which undergoes

nano-phase separation in the vesicle wall. A single droplet of oil was suspended in

water, before particles were added to the bulk phase. Four oils were tested, and

all suggest that wettability indeed has a non-monotonic change with roughness.

Finally, this work turns to emulsification properties of an industrial stabiliser,

with which a range of emulsions with 20% water volume fraction were fabricated

with different oils. For various combinations of oil and water, studies were

made on changes in emulsion type and droplet size with particle concentration.

Two classes of behaviour were found. For dodecane and water, the resulting

emulsion was always a high internal phase emulsion (HIPE), and changing the

concentration of particles reduced the droplet size. These emulsions were dyed

and viewed under confocal fluorescence microscopy, where droplets were visualised

with aggregated material at their interface. In combination with fast dynamics

seen through pendant drop tensiometry, it was concluded that adsorption has a

strong molecular component, with material sitting on the fluid-fluid interface.

With other oils, low concentrations of stabiliser result in small water-in-oil

droplets. Increasing the powder concentration results in progressively more oil-

in-water droplets until a phase inversion occurs, and the emulsion becomes an oil-

in-water HIPE. Confocal fluorescence microscopy of these samples showed fibre-

like structures within the continuous phase. Supporting rheological experiments

upon dispersion of stabiliser-in-water at various concentrations showed a sudden

jump in viscosity after a critical concentration. The corresponding flow curve

showed shear thinning as shear rate increased, suggesting gel-formation. These

observations suggest that within the continuous phase a percolating network

can form with sufficient stabiliser, immobilising droplets. This is a completely

different stabilisation mechanism compared to the previous case. Different

behaviour for different oils may be due to their differing physical and chemical

properties, for instance their polarity or viscosity.
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Lay summary

Emulsions, a stable mixture of oil and water, where one has formed droplets
within the other, are important in many industries. The fluid within the
droplets is known as the dispersed phase, and the other as the continuous phase.
The composition of the emulsion is important, since it dramatically affects the
resulting physical properties. This can be seen through the familiar phenomenon
of churning cream to butter - water is the continuous phase in cream, but in
butter these droplets have swapped places with the oil to become the dispersed
phase. This process of swapping places is known as phase inversion.

This work begins by looking at a specific system of oil, water and stabiliser which
was previously studied. Similarly to churning butter, mixing for a long time
causes a phase inversion in emulsions formed of limonene (the essential oil from
oranges), water and fumed silica (a common industrial thickening powder). To
understand why this happens, a range of dyed samples were made and mixed for
different times. These were then examined under a microscope, and the images
analysed to look at how the size and shape of droplets and clusters of silica
particles change. Separately, we made emulsions consisting of different droplet
sizes to see how droplet size affects the way the emulsion moves during this
mixing process. This data is brought together, and leads to the theory that this
particular phase inversion happens because of the way the emulsion changes how
it flows during the mixing process.

In order for an emulsion to stay mixed, and not separate out, a stabiliser must be
present. Much of this work considers what happens with a stabiliser which is a
solid particle. Emulsions stabilised in this way are known as Pickering emulsions.
These solid particles must sit in between the oil and water in order to do their
job. The effects of the roughness of these particles were investigated by watching
a single droplet of oil within water as particles were allowed to come to the
droplet surface. The particles used had a similar size, but the surface varied from
smooth, to football-like, to raspberry-like. Four oils were tested, and we found
that rough particles took a lot longer to come to the surface of the droplet than
their smoother counterparts.

The final part of this work is an investigation into how an industrial stabiliser
is able to prevent oil and water from separating out. Preliminary experiments
found which pairs of oil and water were able to form emulsions before more
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detailed studies were done. Two different ways of stabilising emulsions were
found. For the oil dodecane, emulsions of oil droplets within water were able to
be formed for all amounts of powder tested. These emulsions were only 20% water
by volume! We saw that increasing the amount of powder reduced the droplet
size, and increased the amount of material at the edges of droplets. Watching
how the stabiliser goes to the surface of a single droplet it became clear that
there was a molecular component helping stabilisation. This means small bits of
material can move rapidly to the surface of droplets. For other oils, few droplets
were formed with small amounts of stabiliser. By increasing the stabiliser a lot,
a thick emulsion is formed which doesn’t move much when the vial is turned
upside down. Experiments upon dispersions of the stabiliser within water at
different concentrations showed that as you increase the powder fraction, suddenly
the mixture becomes much less runny. A gel forms within the water, and this
stabilises these other oils, since droplets become stuck within the gel network.
This is an entirely different mechanism to that previously mentioned.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Emulsions

Emulsions are ubiquitous in everyday life. We eat them (i.e. milk), we take

them when we have certain types of illnesses (i.e. emulsion medications such

as pepto-bismol), we put them on our skin (creams) and even on our roads

(asphalt). Emulsions, a stable dispersion of liquid droplets within another,

immiscible fluid, have a large variety of possible physical properties depending

on their composition. Understanding of these properties and how they depend

on composition has an impact on many industries. Indeed, this understanding is

exploited in order to get the best product, or to reduce energy costs in transport

of materials. For instance, asphalt is transported in the form of oil droplets within

water (oil-in-water) to where it is needed. As an oil-in-water emulsion, it easily

flows and can be transported easily. After the asphalt is laid, droplets begin to

flocculate and coalesce. Water is expelled, and the emulsified asphalt inverts to

form a continuous asphalt film [32].

1.2 Wettability

The behaviour of a solid particle at a fluid-fluid interface, or the behaviour of

a droplet of fluid upon a solid substrate can be used to predict and understand

emulsion properties. It is well known that a hydrophobic (water-hating) material

is likely to stabilise an oil-in-water emulsion, whereas a hydrophilic (water-
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loving) material will stabilise a water-in-oil emulsion. As a field, wettability is

intrinsically interesting, and sometimes very beautiful. For example, droplets on

a rose can be seen in Figure 1.1(a). Notice that there are many droplets together

in a small area, and they are rounded and separate, instead of forming a film

along the petal. Similarly, the Lotus leaf is famous for droplets which sit above

the surface in a similar way. Additionally, the Lotus (Figure 1.1(b)) is thought

to be rather spiritual since when the droplets which sit upon it roll off, they take

dirt with them. A perfectly clean lotus leaf can be found in muddy water.

(a) rose (b) Lotus flower

Figure 1.1 Wettability in nature. Hydrophobic surfaces can be seen in roses
and lotus leaves. (a) Droplets sitting on top of rose petals. Note
that the droplets are rounded, and don’t join together to make a
puddle. This is due to the wettability being heterogeneous, as will
be further discussed in Chapter 4. Image taken from Ref. [58]. (b)
Lotus leaves stay pristine in a muddy pond. Image taken from Ref.
[70].

1.3 Phase inversion

Phase inversion is the process by which an emulsion changes composition such

that whichever fluid was dispersed, is now continuous and vice versa. This

phenomenon can result in vastly different properties in the resulting emulsion.

As well as the previous example of asphalt, it also happens in the production

of butter. As cream is churned, or mechanically agitated, the droplets of fat

within the cream are disrupted and break up. They then aggregate to form the

continuous phase, with trapped water droplets. An emulsion of water in fat is the

result. What previously flowed easily, now exhibits a yield stress and has changed

colour. As well as being inherently interesting, it is important to fundamentally
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understand the science behind this process in industry.

1.4 Aims and Motivations

In this thesis, basic concepts in the above subjects will be explored with respect to

new experiments, which show new ideas in these fields. These new ideas include

why a specific phase inversion happens, and whether it was really due to the

reasons previously suggested (Chapter 3), how roughness of a particle changes

the way it will approach and become trapped at a fluid-fluid interface (Chapter

4), and finally how a specific industrial stabiliser prevents phase separation of

different oil-water pairs by either a molecular or colloidal phenomenon (Chapter

5).

1.5 Thesis outline

Chapter 2 explains science which is requisite knowledge to more than one of

the experiments in this work. This includes more about what an emulsion is,

and what affects its physical properties. The emulsification process and how an

emulsion can be stabilised are considered. After this point, newer science can be

considered.

Chapter 3 is a detailed account of an investigation into the phase inversion of a

water-in-limonene emulsion into a multiple emulsion which is water-continuous.

Firstly, previous work is considered, and the previous understanding of what

causes this phase inversion considered. Here, emulsions were made with the

same composition, but emulsified for different durations. These samples were

made with a fluorescent dye, which using a two-channel fluorescent confocal

microscope allowed visualisation of both the oil phase and the particle stabiliser in

the presence of the dyed oil. An explanation of the algorithms required to quantify

the data in the micrographs is given before the size analysis of all components

in the system is carried out. Rheological measurements were made of emulsions

consisting of different droplet sizes. This was used in combination with the other

data in this chapter to give an alternative mechanism for this phase inversion.

Finally, some conclusions are drawn from the work in this chapter.

Following the work on phase inversion, a study is made on the specific effects
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of stabiliser roughness on the approach of a single droplet in Chapter 4. The

requisite science is explained at the start of this chapter including theories on

homogeneous and heterogeneous wetting, as well as the effects of re-entrant

geometries. This provides the reader with a good grounding to understand

the data from this chapter. Experiments here were done by pendant drop

tensiometry. Stabiliser was added to the continuous water phase around a droplet

at equilibrium. As the stabiliser adsorbs, the droplet elongates allowing dynamics

to be observed. As has been previously found in other studies, it was again shown

that wettability has a non-monotonic relationship with surface roughness. Again,

some conclusions are made to round off the chapter. The background science in

this chapter additionally brings an understanding of the phenomena seen in Figure

1.1.

The final investigation, in Chapter 5, looks into stabilisation mechanisms of

an industrial protein powder. The idea was to find out how this powder

could stabilise an oil-water interface. To this end, several different oil-water

pairs were chosen, and interestingly the powder was found to behave very

differently depending on what the system comprised of. For a system of dodecane

and water, increasing stabiliser reduces droplet size. Confocal microscopy in

combination with pendant drop tensiometry showed that there is a strong

molecular component to emulsion stabilisation. In contrast with other oil-

water pairs, increasing powder concentration leads to a phase inversion from

small water-in-oil droplets to oil-in-water droplets. Confocal microscopy and

rheological measurements upon different concentrations of dispersed stabiliser

in water showed a gelling mechanism at play rather than molecular. Above a

certain concentration of stabiliser within water, a percolating network forms.

This network can withstand a small stress, and droplets are immobilised.

Overarching conclusions from all of these experiments, an evaluation of what

could have been better and future work are discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Background science

The previous chapter introduced the subject area and why it matters, and this

chapter delivers the fundamentals required to understand the work within this

thesis. This information relates to more than one of the three main data chapters

within.

2.1 What is an emulsion?

An emulsion is a dispersion of fluid droplets, within another, immiscible fluid.

The properties of the emulsion are dependent on the relative viscosities of the

two phases, the relative volumes of the two phases as well as the characteristics of

the stabiliser, which prevents phase separation of the two phases. A good starting

point is how the stabiliser itself sits at the interface. When this stabiliser is a

solid particle, emulsions are known as Pickering emulsions. This chapter looks

first at Pickering emulsions before considering surfactant- or protein-stabilised

emulsions.

A useful schematic for this from Binks et al. [10] is shown in Figure 2.1. At the

top of the schematic are three particles at different positions with respect to the

fluid-fluid interface, while the two lower drawings show the effect of a lateral force

pushing such particles together.
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Figure 2.1 Figure taken from Binks et al. [10]. The position at which a particle
sits at between oil and water at equilibrium allows us to predict the
natural curvature of the interface.

Particles once adsorbed onto the interface are unlikely to desorb. This is because

their energy of attachment is extremely large, at

E = πr2γ12(1± cos θ)2 (2.1)

where r is the particle radius, γ the interfacial tension between fluids 1 and 2, and

θ is the contact angle. Since the contact angle is measured through the water

phase, the positive sign refers to removal into the non-water phase, while the

negative sign refers to removal into the water. To give an idea of what this means

for a system used in this work, we can supply some numbers to find the energy

of adsorption. For fumed silica, (r = 10−8 m) at a limonene-water interface

(γ = 0.0402 N m−1), the maximum energy of adsorption is 1987 kBT. At these

values, desorption will not happen spontaneously.

In Eq. 2.1 it can be seen that the energy of attachment is proportional to the

cross-sectional area of the particle. When a particle gets sufficiently small, it has

a similar energy of attachment to a surfactant molecule [10].
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2.2 Phase Inversion

In the above theory, it is clear that generally there is a preferred phase for a

stabiliser at an interface, based on wettability and geometry. Given this, it may

come as a surprise that a change in macroscopic conditions such as temperature,

electrolyte or cosurfactant concentration [10] can elicit a change in state of the

emulsion. This phenomenon, where a previously dispersed fluid phase becomes

continuous, is known as a transitional phase inversion. Catastrophic phase

inversions result from changing the relative ratio of the two fluids forming the

emulsion.

Brownian motion is enough to drive this phase inversion, due to the small nature

of the particles [10]. The difference of energy on transferring a particle from one

phase to the other is proportional to both the surface area of the particle as well

as the difference of surface energy experienced by the particle within both phases,

E ∝ 4πr2(γSO − γSW ) (2.2)

where the subscripts S, O and W refer to solid, oil and water respectively. We

recall that the difference in surface energy is given by Young’s Equation,

γSO − γSW = γOW cos θ (2.3)

where θ is the contact angle of the particle at the interface, measured through

the water phase. Combining these equations, we get,

E = 4πr2γOW cos θ = −kT lnK (2.4)

where K is known as the partition coefficient, defined as the ratio of particle

concentrations in oil to water. (It should be noted that this is more complicated

for larger particles which often partition bertween the interface and one of the

phases.) This relationship may also be recognised at the Boltzmann distribution

for particles in two states. The fraction of particles within the water phase (fw)

is given by 1
1+K

. The dependence of fw upon θ depends on the value of γOW .

This is shown in Figure 2.2. Notably, there is a much more gradual change with
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wettability for interfacial tensions around 0.05 mN m−1 as opposed to the step

function observed for a surface tension of 36 mN m−1 as is the case for a toluene-

water interface. Such low interfacial tensions can be observed in the presence of

very active surfactants. It should be recalled that when particles strongly prefer

one of the fluid phases, that phase is very likely to be the continuous phase.

Figure 2.2 Figure taken from Ref. [10]. The dependence of particles partitioned
into water on their wettability is related to the interfacial tension
between the oil and the water. The smaller this value, the less like a
step function 90° becomes. The solid line refers to a toluene-water
interface (γ = 36 mN m−1), whereas the dotted line refers to a low
tension interface (γOW = 0.05 mN m−1) like those in the presence
of surfactants.

2.3 Nonideal Pickering emulsions

When solid particles stabilise a dispersion of fluid droplets within another

immiscible fluid, it is known as a Pickering emulsion. The physics of this is

explained above, but that assumed an ideal, spherical particle. Often solid

particles do not conform to these expectations. The precise size, shape and

interparticle interaction leads to unexpected effects within an emulsion. For

instance, for some systems addition of salt [52] or surfactant [42] is required to

allow stabilisation of an emulsion. The additional salt caused the solids to floc,

increasing their ability to stick to interfaces. Recalling the theory in the previous

chapter, a larger particle has a greater energy of adsorption. This means that as

a flocc increases in size, it is much less likely to desorb following adsorption. This

was a goldilocks situation, since more flocculation resulted in weaker emulsions.

In the second example, addition of surfactant reduced interactions between the

solid stabiliser. In the absence of the surfactant, the stabilisers rapidly formed

a 3D network making emulsion formation impossible. The study concluded that
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the surfactant reduced the bond strength between stabilising molecules, so they

could be released from the network to coat water droplets before coalescence and

phase separation.

The size of the Pickering stabiliser matters. A large single grain or crystal, as

in the case of Johansson et al [33], can stabilise more than one droplet. This

phenomenon is known as bridging. It is characterised by flocculation, as droplets

are not separated, and often is followed by coalescence. This is because if the

droplets are pulled apart, a bare patch is left where the grain used to be, making

the droplet susceptible to coalescence. This is prevented by a higher concentration

of particles. The increased stability comes from the increased number of particles

at the interfaces - there are fewer bridged droplets. An additional consequence of

the higher concentration is an increased viscosity in the continuous phase. This

slows down coalescence since droplets move more slowly.

The initial position of the stabiliser is also important. It was shown that when

particles are predispersed in one of the two fluid components before emulsification,

the preferred continuous phase is the one in which the particles were dispersed

[10]. This makes sense since in order for the other fluid to wet the surface, the

initial fluid must dewet. This is no longer true in the case of surfactant-stabilised

emulsions. This is attributed to the smaller size of the stabiliser leading to faster

movement between phases.

2.4 Surface Energy, Wettability and Roughness

The previous sections looked at emulsions as a whole, in this section we look at

what happens where the different phases touch in more detail.

2.4.1 Flat, Ideal Surfaces and the Young-Laplace Equation

Liquids are held together by cohesive forces. The origins of these forces lie in the

molecules constituting these liquids. Within the bulk of the liquid, all molecules

exert a force on their neighbouring molecules. At the surface of the liquid there

is no molecule on which to pull and be pulled on outside the liquid. This missing

pressure creates a positive energy on the surface of the liquid [39]. This results

in the phenomenon known as surface tension.
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Figure 2.3 Droplet on a surface. At equilibrium, the surface tension forces
(γ) from the solid-liquid (SL), liquid-gas (LG) and solid-gas (SG)
balance. The ratio of these forces determines the contact angle of
the droplet (θ).

This positive energy causes small falling droplets, such as when it is raining, to

seek out the smallest possible interfacial area with the surrounding air. For this

reason, falling droplets are nearly spherical. Larger droplets, on the other hand,

are deformed by air currents and gravity [39]. Liquids in contact with either other

liquids or solids are often no longer spherical due to their area of contact with

the other phase. At this point, adhesive forces between the two phases become

important.

Adhesive forces are similar to cohesive forces but acting between molecules of

different types. When these forces are unbalanced, liquid molecules will move to

oppose the imbalance. At equilibrium, the surface energies in the system have

been minimised, with all other things being equal. An example is that of a droplet

resting on a solid substrate in air. If the adhesive energy between the solid and

the liquid is smaller than that of the solid and the air, the droplet will tend to

spread out. As this happens, interface between air and solid is destroyed as that

between solid and liquid is made. The liquid is said to wet the solid well. The

forces can be visualised in Figure 2.3. The condition for spreading of a fluid upon

a solid substrate is given by,

γSG < γSL + γGL cos θ (2.5)

where γij is surface tension, SL refers to the solid-liquid interface, SG to the

solid-gas interface and GL to the gas-liquid interface respectively. The interfacial

tensions of fluids are constant given unchanging conditions. This makes the

contact angle of the liquid with the solid, measured through the fluid phase a

natural parameter to define wettability. Spreading will occur while this condition

is satisfied, until the two sides become equal. When the left hand side is greater
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than the right hand side, dewetting will occur. The droplet will contract, and the

contact line will recede. Assuming the droplet is water, when θ > 90°, the solid is

said to be hydrophobic, and hydrophilic when θ < 90°. At equilibrium this angle

is defined by Young’s equation,

cos θ =
γSG − γSL

γGL
(2.6)

where it is possible for the contact angle to lie between 0° and 180°. These extrema

refer either to a completely wetted or completely dewetted droplet respectively.

With the exception of the Leidenfrost effect, when a droplet sits above a surface,

gravity requires a contact between substrate and droplet. This means the limit

of 180° is never reached in practice.

It should also be noted that the surface tension of the liquid plays a large role in

this equation. Due to the lower surface tensions of oils, they tend to wet surfaces

more easily than water. Their lower surface tensions come from their lack of

hydrogen bonds as compared to water. As such, oils tend to have a surface

tension a half or less than that of water [7].

2.4.2 Forces acting at the interface

The surface tension acting on the surface of a droplet results in a pressure increase

within the droplet. This pressure increase across the interface is given by the

Laplace equation [57],

∆P = γC =
2γ

R
(2.7)

where P refers to pressure, and C to the curvature of the interface which for a

sphere is 2
R

. It can immediately be seen that the smaller a droplet is, the larger

the resultant Laplace pressure. Droplets within the Earth’s atmosphere are also

subject to gravity. Whether forces acting upon a given droplet are dominated by

gravity or capillary forces can be found by equating these forces at equilibrium.

By equating the hydrostatic pressure, ρg2R, with the Laplace pressure, 2γ/R,

it is possible to find the length at which these pressures have equal magnitudes.
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This length is known as the capillary length, κ−1 [39],

κ−1 =

(
γ

ρg

)0.5

(2.8)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, ρ the density of the droplet and κ and

is usually on the order of millimetres [57]. When the radius of a droplet is smaller

than this value, the effects of gravity are negligible. Droplets on a flat surface are

spherical. Conversely, when the radius is above this value, gravity is dominant

and droplets look more like puddles. It should be noted that gravity does not

alter the contact angle of a fluid, only the distribution of fluid or position of the

contact line [45].

Other lengthscales than the size of the droplet play a role. One interesting

study by Papadopoulos looked at droplets upon arrays of nanorods. Confocal

fluorescence microscopy and optical microscopy were combined to visualise a

dyed water droplet upon the substrate. Using fluorescence to observe different

optical slices it was possible to look both close to the surface of the substrate,

and 10 nm above [55]. The shape of the fluid-air interface varies over this short

distance. Close to the pillars, the contact line follows either the main or diagonal

axes of the pillars. This gives the droplet an octagonal appearance. 10 nm

away from the pillars, the droplet recovers its expected circular shape. They

suggest that contact angles could be distinguished between the nano-, micro- and

macroscale, corresponding to distances of 10 − 100 nm, 1 − 10µm and > 10µm

respectively. They attribute the difference between nano- and macroscale to be

that surface forces including electrostatic double-layer forces and van der Waals

forces affect the local shape of the liquid surface. At larger scales, the liquid

surface is described by Young’s equation.

2.4.3 Contact angle hysteresis

Complications to the above theory arise in the presence of a surface defect. For

the simple case of a kink upon a surface, there are a range of possible values for

the contact angle. This can be seen from Figure 2.4. Far away from the kink on

either side, ideal wetting is expected. But at the kink itself, the contact angle is

ill-defined and can take any value of the angles shaded blue! Scratches of 10 µm

upon a surface to be characterised will be invisible to the eye but can affect the
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contact angle measurement [57].

Figure 2.4 When a surface is kinked, there is a range of possible contact angle
values. This is why the contact angle measured can vary between
measurements upon nearly identical surfaces - the contact angle
can depend on the history of the droplet leading to contact angle
hysteresis in dynamic measurements.

Surface defects are not the only time where there are multiple possible contact

angles in droplet morphology. It also has a role to play in growing or shrinking

droplets, as well as tilted droplets. Imagine a droplet on a smooth, flat substrate.

The contact line where the droplet meets both air and substrate is static. Imagine

first the case of water slowly being added to our water droplet. The contact line

will not move immediately since it is pinned. This means that the droplet was

in some energetically favourable position before water was added and as such

will not move until it is energetically favourable for it to do so. As the volume

of the droplet is increased, surface tension continues to pull the droplet into a

spherical cap. As this occurs, the contact angle of the droplet with the substrate

slowly increases. At some maximum value before the contact line moves, known

as the advancing contact angle, the contact line begins to advance and the area

of substrate covered by the droplet increases. Let us now turn to the case where

water is removed from the droplet. The contact line is again pinned, and surface

tension still acts to keep the droplet spherical. As the volume is reduced, the

contact angle at the point where the droplet meets the substrate is slowly reduced.

The minimum value of the contact angle before the contact line moves is known

as the receding contact angle. Hysteresis is defined as the difference between

these two values,

H = θA − θR (2.9)

where H is contact angle hysteresis, θ the contact angle, and subscripts A and R

refer to advancing or receding respectively. When a droplet rests upon a substrate

which is tilted to some small angle, α, the droplet does not immediately move.
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Defining our frame of reference such that front refers to the direction the substrate

is losing height, we can examine the underlying physics. Before the substrate

was tilted, the droplet formed a spherical cap and the contact line was circular.

When the substrate is tilted by a small angle, the contact line is pinned. Gravity

alters the shape of the droplet, but the contact line doesn’t move [45]. As the

substrate is tilted more and more, gravity acts to lower the centre of mass of

the droplet. Fluid within the droplet moves such that more fluid is near the

lower portion of the droplet than the upper. Consequently, the contact angle

is greater at the bottom portion of the droplet, and smaller at the top of the

droplet than it was before. The droplet does not yet advance. The contact line

cannot advance until the advancing contact angle is reached at some point of the

contact line. Likewise, the contact line cannot recede before the receding contact

angle is reached. This is why rain droplets are able to stick to windows. The

larger curvature at the bottom of the droplet induces a larger capillary pressure

than the smaller curvature at the top of the droplet. This pressure difference is

enough to resist gravity! As the droplet becomes bigger or the angle at which the

substrate is tilted increases, gravitational forces become larger than those due to

capillary forces and the droplet rolls down the window.

The above arguments can be summarised in a graph, such as that in Figure 2.5.

There is a large range of possible static contact angles, where the advancing (θA)

and receding (θR) refer to the limits of the possible contact angle of the droplet

while at rest (velocity, v is zero) [20]. The magnitude of contact angle hysteresis

is related to adhesion of the droplet upon the surface [50]. With little adhesion

to the surface, the droplet would show little contact angle hysteresis. With more

adhesion to the surface, contact angle hysteresis increases.

Figure 2.5 The contact angle (θ) of a droplet with zero velocity (v) is not unique,
but can take many values as shown by this graph. When a droplet is
moving, it has a unique contact angle given its velocity. Taken and
adapted from Dussanchow et al. [20].
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A droplet rolling along a surface is a dissipative process, since more energy is

required to dewet a surface than is released when it is wet [49]. In the case of

Cassie-Baxter wetting, only a portion of a surface is wetted. One might expect

that the energy required for a droplet to roll is reduced. This is supported by

a study by Papadopoulos in 2013, which involved looking at droplets sitting on

pillars. As a part of this study, the relative forces from tilting a plate, and pinning

on the pillars were compared. Their results suggest that as the size of droplet

increases, and it rests upon a greater number of pillars, the roll-off angle (the

angle that one must tilt the surface such that the droplet rolls off) is increased.

This is from increased adhesion to the substrate [56]. One notes that the larger

the tilt angle, the greater the force parallel to the substrate acting upon the

droplet.

It has been suggested that contact angle hysteresis is due to a frictional force

which must be overcome for the liquid to move [1]. Using similar mathematical

descriptions, the frictional force described by Adam was suggested to be a

‘contortional’ force by Good [24]. This force must be overcome for the triple

line to proceed over an inhomogeneity of either roughness or of a chemical nature

with a contact angle value different to the local equilibrium value. This force

increases as the inhomogeneities increase in magnitude. The inhomogeneities

that matter are the ones directly affecting the triple line. Inhomogeneities far

from the contact line lying underneath the droplet do not affect the contact angle

hysteresis [5].

A small contact angle hysteresis combined with a large contact angle is what

gives the lotus leaf its claim to fame. Despite living in dirty conditions such as

swamps, this plant is well known for its clean surfaces, making it long prized as a

purity symbol [6]. As a raindrop lands, it doesn’t wet the surface (due to the high

contact angle) but rolls off (due to the low contact angle hysteresis), taking with

it mud and debris [64] [44] [6]. The self-cleaning, water repellent effect is known

as the Lotus effect [6]. The surface structure of the plant consists of paraboloids

with a fine structure overlaid on top [44]. This double lengthscale of roughness

provides extra possibilities for wetting states. Interestingly, although the plant

leaf is rendered hydrophobic by its structure, the carnauba wax which coats the

leaf is intrinsically hydrophilic with a contact angle with water of 74.0±8.5° [17].

To highlight the importance of contact angle hysteresis, the rose leaf also has a

large contact angle. However, due to large contact angle hysteresis, the rose leaf

can be entirely turned upside down and the water droplet remains attached [9],
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in contrast to the lotus leaf. The rose leaf provides an exception to the general

observation that contact angle hysteresis is reduced in the Cassie-Baxter state.

2.5 Adsorption at Oil-Water Interfaces at

Equilibrium

These ideas can be extended to a particle upon a liquid-liquid interface. The

only difference is a change in lengthscale of the solid in question. A diagram of

the relevant forces is shown in Figure 2.6. In place of the liquid-air and air-solid

surface tensions, are liquid-liquid and liquid-solid surface tensions, where the two

liquids are immiscible. As expected, when the surface energy of the particle is

the same in both liquids, the contact angle is 90°. When the surface energy of

the particle is smaller in one of the fluids, the particle will sit slightly above or

below the interface depending on its affinity. The contact angle by convention is

measured through the more polar phase. As before, when θ > 90°, the solid is

said to be hydrophobic, and hydrophilic when θ < 90°.

Figure 2.6 Particle at a water-oil interface. r is the particle radius, and θ the
contact angle. γ refers to surface tension, and the subscripts S, O
and W to solid, oil and water respectively.

When a particle is sitting at an oil-water interface, it displaces a portion of

this interface. This can be seen through a thought experiment. Imagine that

a particle within the aqueous phase diffuses to the interface. If it comes to the

interface, an area of particle-water interface is destroyed along with an area of oil-

water interface. Some particle-oil interface is created. When the surface tension

between the particle and both fluids is less than that between the two fluids, the
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particle will adsorb to the interface. The adsorption energy increases with both

particle size and interfacial surface energy.

2.5.1 Why particles and surfactants adsorb to an interface

Surfactants and particles which adsorb onto a fluid-fluid interface affect the

droplet in different ways, both reducing the total surface energy of the droplet.

Interfacial energy cost is given by the product of surface tension and interfacial

area, γA. Surfactants and particles reduce this energy cost in different ways.

When a surfactant adsorbs to an interface, it changes the interfacial tension of

the interface, γ. Particles instead reduce the interfacial area, A, by sitting upon

the interface. The regions of bare interface have the same interfacial tension as

in the absence of particles. The effect of the adsorption of either particles or

surfactants upon a droplet make the relative effect of gravity stronger. Hence, a

pendant drop elongates, while a sessile drop flattens.

In the absence of particle-particle interactions, the change in interfacial tension

has been shown to be proportional to the adsorption energy [19]. When the

packing density of particles and the change in surface tension is known, Du et al

argue that it is possible to calculate the energy of adsorption.

At the interface

The above explained what happens when one particle adsorbs onto the interface.

But what happens when many particles are adsorbed onto a flat interface? To

understand, we once more turn to looking at one particle before considering how

many particles behave together. The schematic in Figure 2.7 shows a meniscus

where the oil-water interface meets the particle in the presence of gravity. In the

absence of a body force, the meniscus will be flat where it meets a particle. But

when, for instance, gravity is present, this is no longer true. Young’s equation

still applies, so there is an equilibrium contact angle. Depending on the relative

buoyancy of the particle in the system, the particle may be pushed up or down

relative to the interface. This causes a bend in the meniscus. This occurs when the

diameter of the particle is larger than the capillary length, and gravity dominates

over surface tension. When the particle is smaller than the capillary length, the

effect of gravity is negligible and the meniscus remains flat. When external body
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forces result in curved menisci for many particles upon an interface, the total

surface area of oil-water can be reduced by particle aggregation [41]. This results

in a lateral force pulling particles together into particle rafts. The distortion

of the interface decays with distance from a particle, so far from a particle or

particle raft, the interface becomes flat once again. The larger the deformation

of the interface caused by the particles, the greater the lateral capillary forces.

These aggregations can also be a result of chemical heterogeneities or roughness

making the three-phase contact line non-smooth. Capillary forces are responsible

for these effects [36].

Figure 2.7 Particle at a water-oil interface in a gravitational field. The particle
is less dense than the water phase.

The lateral force pulling particles together at an interface induces a curvature.

When particles are squeezed together to close pack upon an interface, the contact

angle determines the curvature of the interface. Assuming the particles are hard

and non-deformable, and the wettability of the particle is intermediate but not

close to 90°, the particles on the interface form a curve. The fluid wetting the

majority of the surface of the particle becomes the continuous phase. The fluid

wetting the particles least becomes trapped inside droplets if the binary fluid

mixture is sufficiently agitated for emulsion formation. In order for droplets to

form, interface must first be generated in order to be stabilised.

The lateral capillary force can be of the order 10 − 100 kT. As such it is large

enough to drive aggregation of particles at the interface, since Brownian motion

has a smaller effect [37].

Induced curvature of a meniscus leading to stable droplets leads to a continuous

phase and a dispersed phase. It is possible to predict which fluid phase will be

continuous and which will be dispersed. The fluid which preferentially wets the

particle will be the continuous phase [22]. This natural curvature is what gives

the expected emulsion types shown previously in Figure 2.1.

With the exception of this section, the above focussed on flat substrates. Real
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surfaces are not atomically flat, but have some intrinsic roughness. The role of

roughness dictates the way in which a liquid droplet wets a surface, as discussed

in the following subsections.

2.5.2 Line tension and capillary quadrupoles

The surface tension of a droplet extends into three dimensions, yet the Young

equation is in only two dimensions. To reconcile this, the Young equation can be

viewed as the solution to the three dimensional problem at a specific point of the

triple contact line. (Such that the Young equation varies along the triple contact

line.) Additionally, this triple line can have its own tension. It has been shown

that when the droplet is axisymmetric, the actual contact angle is equal to the

Young contact angle. Sometimes this line tension is significant. If so, and the

solid surface is rough or heterogeneous, the contact angle is no longer the same as

the Young contact angle [77]. When the droplet is larger by a couple of orders of

magnitude than the lengthscale of roughness or heterogeneities, the line tension

has been shown to be negligible [45].

Additional forces resulting from the three-phase contact line have been shown

to play a role in the energy of adsorption. One experiment showed that

for nanoparticles, where the line tension might be expected to dominate, the

adsorption energy scaled as r instead of r2 [19].

A smooth, ideal, spherical particle at rest in the absence of body forces has a

flat meniscus, as shown in Figure 2.8(a). The meniscus is no longer flat in the

presence of a body force, such as gravity, or an electromagnetic field. When

the meniscus surrounding a particle is curved, it can interact with other curved

menisci. Whether this interaction is attractive or repulsive is determined by the

relative curvatures of the two particle menisci. This is shown in the schematic in

Figure 2.8(b). The two pairs of particles experience different forces, which come

from the capillary forces trying to minimise the total interfacial area between

the two fluids. The upper pair both have menisci curving down, and as such are

attracted. The lower two have opposing curvatures in their menisci. They are

repelled.
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Figure 2.8 (a) In the absence of an unresolved body force, menisci at a
smooth, ideal, spherical particle are flat. (b) In the presence of
gravity, capillary forces can appear due to the curvature of menisci
around the particles. These inter-particle forces can be attractive or
repulsive depending on the curvature of the menisci. (c) However,
when the capillary forces result from rough features or chemical
heterogeneities, the resulting interaction is always attractive at short
distances.

The fluid surface is also non-flat when the particle exhibits roughness [35] or

chemical inhomogeneities, as shown in Figure 2.8(c). In this case, in the absence

of a body force capillary forces are always attractive. This is similar to the

cornflakes effect, where in a bowl of cereal, cornflakes close to each other rotate

and join together to form rafts and strings. In both cases, the driving force comes

from surface tension [67].

2.6 Kinetics of Adsorption of Particles

For adsorption onto an interface, three steps are important [68]. These are

moving from the bulk towards the interface, adsorbing onto the interface, and

rearranging once upon the interface. These three steps are treated independently
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in the following sections. Depending on the experiment, the first timescale can be

eliminated by having pre-dispersed particles within one of the two fluid phases.

It only plays a role when the particles or surfactants under question are released

in a specific part of the system. In the cited paper [68], the stabiliser being tested

is a small molecular surfactant. Its diffusion timescale is small enough such that

they treat it as negligible. It is important to note that particles, due to their

greater size, have a smaller diffusion coefficient so take longer to diffuse. The size

and diffusion coefficient of a particle are related by the Stokes-Einstein equation,

D =
kBT

6πµr
(2.10)

where r refers to particle radius, T to temperature and µ to the viscosity of the

fluid in which the particles are diffusion. As well as having a smaller diffusion

coefficient, the way particles behave at an interface is quantitatively different to

that of surfactants [30]. An Equation of State (EOS) was developed by Bizmark et

al. [13] to account for the differences in behaviour. A good example of it in use is

shown in the work of Nelson et al. [47]. When particles adsorb onto the interface

of a pendant drop, they are irreversibly bound [13] as opposed to surfactants

which can desorb easily. It is stated that irreversibly adsorbing nanoparticles end

up with a surface density of 0.91 - the close packing limit for spheres on a flat two-

dimensional surface. The remainder of this subsection considers nanoparticles.

From the above, we can see there are three things to be gleaned from a pendant

drop tensiometry curve: initial kinetics (how fast stabilisers in the bulk adsorb

onto the surface), late kinetics (how fast adsorbed stabilisers rearrange upon

the interface to allow stabilisers in the bulk to adsorb) and equilibrium position

(when adsorption is finished, what the surface coverage is). As pointed out by

Hua et al. [30], for an energetic barrier to adsorption to be seen, its timescale

must be greater than that of diffusion. Bizmark et al. look at the surface

concentration of nanoparticles on the interface, and find evidence to suggest that

local rearrangements upon the interface lead to a surface density corresponding to

a maximum jamming fraction upon the surface, larger than random close packing

[13].

This suggests the presence of two timescales. One is the timescale of adsorption

onto the interface and the other is the timescale of particle rearrangements

upon the surface. When the rate-limiting step for adsorption is diffusion of the

stabiliser from the bulk to the interface, the relevant model is known as the
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diffusion-controlled model. On the other hand, when the rate-limiting step is the

adsorption itself, it is known as a mixed kinetic-diffusion model. The barrier can

be due to an applied surface pressure, or to there not being enough available sites

for adsorption, thus causing the stabiliser to diffuse back into the bulk instead of

adsorbing at that point [21].

It has been suggested that at early times, the process is diffusion-controlled but

as more adsorbents become present at the interface, there is a switch over to a

mixed kinetics process [3].

Figure 2.9 Figure taken from Eastoe et al. [21]. Before a stabiliser can adsorb
to a bare interface, it must first approach it by diffusion. This figure
shows surfactants, but it still holds true for particles. It should be
noted that particles take longer to diffuse. Mechanisms (1) and (2)
refer to whether the adsorption-limiting step is diffusion itself (1), or
whether there is some other energetic barrier which if not overcome,
the stabiliser will diffuse away into the bulk again. In this Figure, an
air-water interface is shown, but again it still works for an oil-water
interface too.

To relate the amount of stabiliser in the bulk and at the surface, an isotherm can

be used. The simplest is the Henry isotherm, where the surface coverage Γ is taken

to be directly proportional to the bulk concentration, where the coefficient is the

equilibrium adsorption constant (Eq 2.11). This model assumes no interaction

between particles, and has no upper limit for the surface coverage. For this reason

it is valid only at low concentrations,

Γ = KHc (2.11)

where Γ is surface coverage, KH is the equilibrium adsorption constant and

c is the bulk stabiliser concentration. The next simple common isotherm is
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the Langmuir isotherm. The assumption of no upper limit is lifted while the

assumption of no interactions is kept, while new assumptions are applied. These

are that adsorption sites are equivalent, and that whether a given site will become

occupied is independent of the occupancy of any neighbouring sites. Since this

model is derived for small molecular surfactants, it takes into account desorption,

which is impossible for adsorbed particles. Given that at equilibrium the rates

of adsorption and desorption are equal, and that the chance of adsorption is

proportional to the number of particles available to adsorb and the sites available

to adsorb onto mixed with that the chance of desorption is proportional to the

number of adsorbed species, the Langmuir isotherm can be found,

Γ = Γ∞

( KLc

1 +KLc

)
(2.12)

where KL is simply the ratio between the rates of adsorption and desorption. By

additionally accounting for solute-solvent interactions, one can get the Frumkin

isotherm. Due to its non-linearity, there is no analytical expression for the surface

tension, γ, with concentration. Limiting or numerical solutions can be calculated

instead.

The first quantitative model for diffusion-only adsorption is that of Word and

Tordai, from 1946. This accounts for diffusion to and from the bulk to the

interface, with the assumption that if there is a free site, the molecule will adsorb

and otherwise diffuse back to the bulk. This equation, valid for surfactants is

Γ(t) = 2c0

√
Dt

π
− 2

√
D

π

∫ √(t)

0

csd(
√
t− τ) (2.13)

where co is the bulk surfactant concentration, D is the diffusion coefficient for

the stabiliser, cs the subsurface concentration and τ is the dummy parameter

being integrated over. The integral within is convoluted, so it cannot be solved

analytically. However, approximations can be made at both short and long times.

At short times, the interface is bare. As such, the second term of Eq 2.13 can be

neglected. Combining with the Henry isotherm above, (Eq 2.11) one reaches the

following approximation

γt→0 = γ0 − 2nRTc0

√
Dt

π
(2.14)
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An alternative equation was suggested by Bizmark et al [13]. By noting that the

oil-water interface can be treated as a perfect sink, they derived the following

equation:

γ = γ0 − 2NA|∆E|c0

√
Dt

π
(2.15)

It should be noted that Eq 2.15 is the same as Eq 2.14 when |∆E| = kBT . They

show that when this approximation is used to estimate the diffusion coefficient

at early times, it is hugely overestimated. The diffusion coefficient can also be

calculated from the Stokes-Einstein equation.

They note that when the particle concentration in the bulk is too low, a higher

plateau in surface tension is observed. This is attributed to the reservoir of

particles within the bulk being depleted. Since this violates one of the equations

used in the derivation of Eq 2.15, this approximation can no longer be used. They

show this model agrees quantitatively with their experimental data.

For the long-time approximation, the subsurface concentration of particles

approaches that of the bulk. Since cs can now be factored out of the integral,

which tends to infinity with infinite time, the following approximation can be

derived:

γt→∞ = γeq +
nRT (Γeq)

2

c

√
π

4Dt
(2.16)

It has been shown that a quadratic relationship exists between the timescale of

adsorption and the bulk molar concentration of the surfactant [47]. This was

shown for three different core-shell particles. In each case, separate pendant drop

curves collapsed upon a master curve upon scaling. They rationalise this by the

following:

Rearranging Eq 2.15,

τ =
1

(πR2)2N2
AC

2
0D

(2.17)

γ = γ0 −
2|∆E|
π

3
2R2

√
t

τ
(2.18)
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This tells us that the timescale on which the adsorption due to diffusion occurs

is related to the size of the particle, the molar concentration and the diffusion

coefficient of the particles (which is itself related to size). They note that particle

diffusion can differ between the bulk and near to the interface due to wall effects.

As the interface becomes more occupied with particles, the rate of adsorption

may decrease. If an incoming particle comes towards an adsorbed particle, it

cannot adsorb in the same place. Either the adsorbed particle may move to

allow the new particle on, or the new particle will diffuse around until it finds an

unoccupied space. When the timescale for rearrangements is greater than that

for adsorption, a blocking function can be introduced into the model to account

for the reduction in kinetics.

By introducing such a function and rearranging they get:

γ = γ∞ +
K1|∆E|

(πR2)2NAC0

√
1

Dt
(2.19)

ka =
Θ3

4.64K2
1

(2.20)

Above, k1 is a dimensionless reaction constant and Θ is the surface coverage and

ka is a dimensionless adsorption constant

γ = γ∞ +
K1|∆E|
(πR2)2

√
τ

t
(2.21)

ka = kaDNAC0πR
2 (2.22)

2.6.1 From pipette to interfacial region

In Chapter 4, particles are pipetted into the continuous phase within a cuvette.

This is done in the same spatial location every time, by hand. Once the particles

are within the continuous phase, the system is left to equilibrate. Transport from

the continuous phase to the interface takes place by diffusion.

One study looked at the effect of initial distance of a surfactant emulsifier away
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from the interface to be studied upon adsorption dynamics. They did this by

releasing the surfactant from various distances from the fluid-fluid interface, and

measuring the interfacial tension during adsorption. They found that below a

certain distance, the diffusion time from the bulk to the interface was negligible,

and all that is measured is the steps of adsorption and rearrangements upon

the surface [68]. Their figure showing the tensiometry curves is shown here in

Figure 2.10. At early timescales, the curves vary greatly with distance. For the

emulsifier released 60 mm away from the interface, an initial plateau is seen. At

lower times the initial gradient is reduced with respect to the closer-counterparts.

This plateau is followed by an increase in the kinetics, heralding the arrival of the

incoming surfactants - they are now available to populate the interface. It was

concluded that when the distance from which the stabiliser is released is between

6 and 23 mm, the interfacial tension is independent of this distance. (It should

be noted that this distance will be dependent upon the diffusion coefficient of

the interfacially active species.) This is backed up by another plot comparing the

interface tensions at 1 and 4 s following emulsifier release.

Figure 2.10 Reproduced from Stang et al. [68]. The distance an emulsifier is
released from an interface matters beyond a critical distance, where
the adsorption becomes diffusion-limited.

By looking at the early adsorption kinetics it should be possible to gain insight

into how quickly the particles in this work get from the continuous phase to the

sub-interfacial region. The next section looks at the insertion of particle onto the

interface itself.
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2.6.2 Adsorption onto the oil-water interface, and geometric

rearrangements

As explained in a previous section, particles upon the oil-water interface have a

large energy of adsorption due to the reduction of interfacial area between oil

and water. This provides a driver for the insertion onto the interface. One study

which looked at how a particle does that, using an optical trap is that of Kaz et

al. [34]. They found that the particle breached the interface with a very short

timescale. The interface in question was bare. When other particles populate the

interface, they affect the adsorption kinetics.

Bare interfaces

Returning to the case of a bare interface, Kaz et al. watched a single particle

approach the interface [34]. Using an optical trap, it is possible to hold the particle

close to the interface. With the particle in place, changing the salt concentration

controls the repulsion experienced by the particle from the interface. In this

way, the particle can be prevented from adsorbing. When allowed to reach the

interface, it is seen that two things happen. There is a fast step as the particle

breaches the interface, and then a much slower step as the particle relaxes towards

its equilibrium position upon the interface. After tens of seconds, the measured

contact angle is less than 75°, when the equilibrium angle has been reported to be

110°. They attribute the slow speed of this step to be due to the way the contact

line moves across the particle. They believe it is a hopping mechanism. Since the

effect of surface tension on the particle decreases as it approaches equilibrium,

defects take longer to be wetted. This explains the logarithmic relationship they

see between time and penetration depth.

Partially-covered interfaces

As a particle drifts toward an interface, its behaviour is affected by the presence

of other particles. If the interface is clean, the particle can insert itself anywhere

upon it. As more particles adsorb, this situation changes. As the bare parts of

the interface become smaller and more separated, the particle can only adsorb if

it finds itself in a favourable position. If it comes upon a dense patch of particles,

these particles must themselves move and rearrange for the new particle to adsorb.
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Treating each particle on the interface as a hard sphere, such that the only

interaction between them is that they cannot overlap, results in an exclusion

zone for every particle upon the interface [61]. If a particle approaches the

interface such that on adsorption its centre of mass would be in this zone it

may not adsorb. Either it moves away from the interface or the particle upon

the interface must move laterally. This becomes harder as the particles upon the

surface become dense enough to jam. Regardless of whether the particles upon

the interface are mobile in principle, in practise they cannot accommodate the

new particle. Adsorption slows and stops. This is a time-dependent effect. As

such, the adsorption of a particle can be split into two stages: the transport of a

particle to the interface, and its adsorption [63].

The packing of particles was studied by Huerre et al. [31]. In these experiments,

the interface was visualised while particles adsorb. The particles in question

are sterically stabilised with polymer brushes. Before some critical time value,

as each successive particle adsorbs, the particles upon the interface remain in a

hexagonal lattice such that the particles have the same distance from their nearest

neighbour. Each new particle merely makes this value slightly smaller. Above

a critical value, the particles form rafts upon the surface. These are formed of

closely packed hexagonal lattices, and every new particle takes a space at the edge

of the raft in a position such that the hexagonal packing order is preserved. At

long times a monolayer is formed. During this process, the core of the particles

do not come into contact. As more particles populate the surface and rafts start

to form, the interparticle distance does not decrease. This distance was found

to be 11.6 nm. The nanoparticle core has a diameter of 4.5 nm, and the brush

length of the steric stabiliser is 3.9nm. The intermolecular distance is less than 1

nm under the distance of 2 particle radii and brushes. These rafts form even for

repulsive particles.

Another study where particles adsorbing onto an interface were visualised is that

of Schwenke et al. [62]. This study combined simulations and experiments. By

using simulations, the group had access to the surface coverage at all times,

and could relate what was going on microscopically to the rate of adsorption.

As particles adsorbed onto the interfaces, they formed ordered and disordered

domains. It was seen that generally particles insert themselves into defects in the

packing structure upon the interface rather than pushing their way into the centre

of ordered regions. They found that the timescale of adsorption is correlated to

the bulk concentration of nanoparticles, to a first approximation. With sufficient
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adsorption dynamics, an initial plateau is seen before further adsorption takes

place. This is understood as the formation of a glassy state upon the interface,

with caging effects on the nanoparticles. This happens when the adsorption was

diffusion-limited. When the timescale for adsorption is much greater, this initial

plateau disappears, and the particles have time to relax before this state occurs.

Diffusion along an interface

The case where adsorbents once adsorbed cannot diffuse (upon the interface) or

desorb (from it) is known as the Random Sequential Adsorption (RSA) model

[61]. As pointed out in the previous section, every adsorbed particle results in

an exclusion zone where new particles may not adsorb. In the limiting case that

diffusion is forbidden, this can be thought of as having a diffusion time, τd much

larger than the adsorption timescale, τa � τd. Conversely, when τa � τd, this is

known as the instantaneous surface equilibrium situation.

For a given surface coverage of particles, the configuration of particles matters.

Where diffusion is allowed, the particles can relax and move such that new

particles can adsorb. When diffusion is not allowed, a percolating network can

form forbidding any new particles from adsorbing onto the interface. To see what

an impact this has, look at Figure 2.11. At a surface coverage of 10%, already

more than 20% of the surface is not accessible to incoming particles.

Figure 2.11 Figure taken from Schaaf et al. [61], where Φ refers to the
proportion of a flat, uniform surface onto which a particle may
adsorb, and Θ to the proportion of the surface covered with an
adsorbed particle. This assumes that particles may neither desorb
or diffuse upon the interface. At a particle coverage of 10%, the
proportion of interface accessible drops to 80%.
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They note that as more and more particles adsorb onto the interface, the

adsorption time increases until it is of the same order as the diffusion time,

which is unlike to ever be exactly zero. At this point the surface can no longer

be treated as an equilibrium or an RSA model.

A study by Yao et al. [40] looking at the diffusion of one system of nanoparticles

at an oil-water interface found the 2D diffusion coefficient at large time scales to

be four orders of magnitude smaller than that for bulk diffusion.

2.6.3 Droplet size and Ostwald ripening

As previously mentioned, Laplace pressure is inversely proportional to droplet

size,

∆P =
2γ

R
(2.23)

where P refers to pressure and R to droplet radius. The smaller a droplet is, the

larger the resultant Laplace pressure. When a distribution of different droplet

sizes exists, the differing Laplace pressures result in varying chemical potential.

This acts as a driver for Ostwald ripening, a mechanism by which smaller droplets

get smaller, and larger droplets grow [75] [72]. This occurs by molecules diffusing

out of the smaller droplets, through the continuous phase, and into the larger

droplets. In this way, smaller droplets can completely disappear. As a result,

the more soluble the dispersed phase is within the continuous phase, the faster

Ostwald ripening is able to occur, all else being equal.

The concentration and type of surfactant play a large role in Ostwald ripening.

When bare interfaces of droplets come into contact, the thin film between can

rupture. When the droplet is fully stabilised, this doesn’t happen, for both

Pickering and surfactant-stabilised emulsions.

When the concentration of surfactants is too high, aggregates or micelles can

build up in the continuous phase. Micelles increase the solubility of the dispersed

phase. As such the rate of Ostwald ripening is increased. When the concentration

of Pickering stabilisers is too high, aggregates can form. These aggregates can

increase the chance of a percolating network of droplets forming. Droplets in

close proximity are more likely to undergo Ostwald ripening.
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Particles in high concentrations upon fluid-fluid interfaces halt Ostwald ripening.

As the process begins, and smaller droplets shrink, their surface area is reduced.

The particles covering it have a very large energy of adsorption and so they cannot

come off. Instead the interface buckles or resists further reduction in area below

that which is stabilised. As droplets grow, they may collect particles dispersed

within either fluid phase, and increase their stability against coalescence [10] [72].

If buckling of the interface does occur, sometimes the local curvature of the

interface averages out to be zero. Interestingly, for bubbles this has even been

observed in the absence of buckling! At this point the capillary pressure tends to

zero. Ostwald ripening is again stopped.

Proteins are somewhere in the middle of surfactants and particles. Due to their

size, the energy of adsorption is higher, so Ostwald ripening is slowed down.

Desorption is slower for proteins with many segments since to desorb, all the

segments adsorbed must come off at the same time. Experiments have shown that

proteins tend to desorb instead of folding when compressed. It was concluded

that small protein sized particles might not fully arrest Ostwald ripening, but

that structured aggregates might.

Surfactants which reduce interfacial tension also reduce Laplace pressure, and

hence also reduce the driving force for Ostwald ripening.

2.6.4 Other coarsening mechanisms

Apart from Ostwald ripening, there are other processes by which the size

distribution changes, or which contribute to coalescence. These are discussed

below. It should be noted that they can be slow due to the formation of

metastable states.

Aggregation

In an emulsion, droplets will come into contact. This can be because of thermal

motion of droplets, the action of gravity, or due to high droplet volume fractions.

Assuming it not to be the latter, there is a finite chance that two droplets do not

come apart following contact due to Van der Waals forces or other attractions.

This can have two effects. Firstly, because droplets are in closer contact, it is

easier for coalescence to occur.
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Aggregation can be caused by the process of depletion attraction. Sometimes

polymers are added to an emulsion to increase viscosity of the continuous

phase. When there exists a population of smaller objects than emulsion droplets,

depletion attraction can occur. When two droplets approach, and there happens

to be very few or no small objects between them, the local water concentration

is high. Water is squeezed out from between the two droplets, which experience

an attraction.

Bridged droplets also result in aggregation. Bridging, where two droplets partially

share a stabilised interface, which tends to occur during emulsification rather than

after.

Sedimentation

Sedimentation, or its counterpart, creaming, refer to the average movement of

all droplets to the bottom or top of the continuous phase respectively. It is due

to density differences between the two fluid phases. The larger the droplets, or

the larger the density difference, the faster it will occur. This drift velocity is

proportional to the square of the radius of the droplet. With sufficiently small

droplets or by density matching solvents, it can be arrested. In the case of small

droplets, Brownian motion exerts as much influence as gravity. It can be reversed

by gently agitating the emulsion.

Another way of preventing sedimentation is to increase the viscosity or yield

stress of the continuous phase to be equal to or greater than the stress exerted

by gravity,

σG ∝ Rg (2.24)

where σG is the yield stress of the continuous phase, R, the droplet radius and g

the gravitational acceleration. When viscosity is great enough such that the yield

stress of the fluid is greater than the stress exerted by gravity, sedimentation is

arrested. As viscosity approaches this value, sedimentation speed is decreased.

Since sedimentation is correlated with the size of the droplet, aggregated droplets

(or indeed larger single droplets) sediment or cream faster than their smaller

counterparts, due to their increased mass. As such they may overtake slower

sedimenting (or creaming) objects. Certain conformations of aggregated droplets
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also increase the rate of sedimentation. If droplet aggregation is fast enough, a

percolating network forms which can stop sedimentation. It is possible for such

a percolated network to be consolidated by gravity. A layer at the top or bottom

of the vessel may result.

2.6.5 Coalescence

As two droplets approach, the fluid film from the continuous phase thins. Without

sufficient stabilisation, it will rupture and the two droplets will begin to empty

into each other. As this occurs, their total surface area decreases. What happens

next depends on the interface stabilisation of the two participating droplets.

For particles with a high adsorption energy, as the two droplets merge, their

coalescence will be arrested when the new surface area equals the area stabilised

by the stabiliser. When the particles are unable to rearrange, the shapes of the

two parent droplets will still be visible in the daughter droplet. For particles

which can rearrange upon the interface, the daughter droplet will be spherical.

The driving force of this process results from the reduction of energy in the

system as interfacial area is reduced. Coalescence is enhanced by aggregation

and creaming and can eventually result in phase separation. The enhancement

is due to the increased time that droplets are in close proximity.

When droplets are deformed, weak spots appear where there is a locally lower

concentration of stabiliser. These areas are especially likely to experience

coalescence when in contact.

Agitation increases the likelihood of particle collisions, and possibly increases the

deformation of droplets. As such, coalescence can be increased.

2.6.6 Protein stabilisation

Polymers adsorb in a way which is intermediate to that of either surfactants

or particles. Their adsorption energy lies somewhere in the middle due to size

effects. A smaller concentration of protein is needed to reduce surface tension

of an interface than surfactants. The range of concentrations over which the

surface tension varies is larger for proteins than surfactants, due to variation in

molar mass of proteins. Since larger molecules are more surface active, there will
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be extensive exchange of protein molecules at the interface. This exchange takes

some time since desorption of proteins is slower than for a similarly sized particle.

In addition, a much larger surface excess is needed compared to surfactants to

substantially reduce the surface tension and the maximum reduction in surface

tension is usually smaller [75].

2.6.7 Making an emulsion with a rotor stator

In order for an emulsion to be produced, oil, water, energy and a stabiliser must

be present [75]. The energy of the system following emulsification is simply the

product of the specific area and the surface tension of the interface. The change

in mixing entropy upon emulsification is negligible. As a general rule, larger

emulsion droplets are less stable, but also require less energy input to form them.

One way of providing energy into the system is to use a rotor stator.

A rotor consists of an internal shaft with a blade on the end which rotates.

Around this is a solid shaft which stays still. This shaft has slots in the side out

of which material is expelled following being pulled in from the bottom. When

the mixture undergoing treatment is a mixture of two fluids, interface is rapidly

created. When this interface is protected by stabilisers within the mixture this is

known as emulsification. The flow can be seen in the schematic in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12 Flow pattern when using a rotor stator. Material is forced through
slots in the shaft, breaking up aggregates and producing interface
between immiscible fluids during emulsification.
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The internal geometry of a rotor stator can be seen in Figure 2.13. A small

gap exists between two concentric cylinders. The internal ‘rotor’ sits within the

external ‘stator.’ The shear applied is determined by the gap between the two,

and the rate at which the rotor turns.

Figure 2.13 Schematic of a rotor stator from Walstra et al. [75].

During emulsification, fluid is pulled up into the rotor stator blade as shown in

Figure 2.13, before being pushed out of slits within the side. This shears the fluid,

and creates a flow field above and below where the fluid exits. New interface

between two fluids is continuously generated. The opposite to this process is

droplet coalescence. Which process dominates depends on several factors within

the system, such as the amount of stabiliser available, energy input and the

geometry of the vessel and rotor stator.

As droplets get smaller, their Laplace pressure increases. As such, smaller droplets

require greater shear rates to be generated. In addition, they will only be stable

in the presence of sufficient stabiliser.

During emulsification, various processes can occur. These are shown in the

schematic in Figure 2.14. During emulsification, each droplet will be stabilised

to some extent. Bare patches may exist on the interface, or not. In the first

example, a fully stabilised droplet is sheared. This produces a deformation.

Where the interface has been extended, new interface is formed. If the droplets

are pulled far enough apart, the middle of the droplet begins to neck. If it gets too

thin, the thread will rupture. Two new droplets will form. Since the interfacial

area has increased, the new droplets have patchy interfaces. Excess stabiliser

within the continuous phase may fill this in later, as shown in (b). It is possible

that before the interface is repaired with new stabiliser, the droplet may meet

another patchy droplet. Should this occur, and the droplets collide with their

bare patches touching, then coalescence may ensue. In the intermediate step we
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can see that the two parent droplets still maintain their figure of eight shape.

What happens next depends on the nature of the stabilisation. In this example,

the surface rearranges and the daughter droplet becomes spherical. This is not

always possible. Sometimes the particles on the interface are jammed, and will

not move. In this case, the droplets stop emptying into each other when the

new interfacial area is equal to the area being stabilised. The daughter droplet

will have a characteristic shape. In the final case, (d), we see two fully stabilised

droplets collide. Since their interfaces are fully covered with stabiliser, they simply

bounce off of each other and move apart. No coalescence occurs.

Figure 2.14 During emulsification, droplet breakup can occur (a), patchy
interfaces can be filled in (b), droplets may coalesce (c) or be fully
stabilised (d). See text for a more detailed explanation. This figure
is taken from Walstra et al. [75].

Particle fraction and droplet size

There are two regimes of droplet size, which depend on the amount of stabiliser

present. These are known as the high powder fraction and low powder fraction

regime, respectively. This is shown in Figure 2.15, taken from Tcholakova et al.

[72]. When there is relatively little stabiliser within the system (region 1), more

interface is made than can be stabilised. Small droplets rapidly coalesce until

their surfaces are entirely covered with particles. The number of particles is what

determines the resulting droplet size. When there is an excess of particles (region
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2), this is no longer the case. As interface is created, particles are able to quickly

stabilise it. When droplets collide with each other, it is less likely that they will

coalesce. The resulting droplet size instead depends on how much interface can

be created by the emulsification method and settings.

Figure 2.15 There are two regimes of emulsion behaviour with respect to
stabiliser content. In the first regime, droplet size is highly
dependent on stabiliser fraction. In the second regime, there is
little or no dependence. d32 refers to the volume averaged droplet
diameter. Figure taken from Ref. [72].

2.7 Flow during emulsification

During emulsification, frictional or viscous forces act as well as interfacial forces.

These forces act in different directions. Viscous forces act tangentially to the

droplet interface, whereas inertia acts perpendicularly. Frictional forces are

proportional both to viscosity as well as the local velocity gradient. Fluctuations

in velocity lead to pressure fluctuations. This is what gives rise to inertial forces.

Which force dominates is given by the Reynolds number of the flow,

Re =
vlρ

η
(2.25)

where v is the linear velocity of the liquid, ρ is the liquid density and η is the

viscosity. The characteristic length, l, is the diameter of flow through a cylindrical

tube, or, in the case of a narrow slit, twice the slit width.

Below a value of Re ≈ 1000, laminar flow results, whereas larger than Re ≈ 2000,
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turbulent flow occurs. The flow regime impacts the two competing processes

during emulsification - droplet breakup and coalescence.

2.7.1 Reducing droplet sizes and preventing coalescence

With a larger shear rate [14] or a longer emulsification time, droplets generally

get smaller, and at the same time the size distribution becomes narrower [65].

This is in part due to the greater number of passes through the blades, assuming

an excess of stabiliser.

Another reason can be that as two rigid (due to lateral surface tension gradients)

droplets are forced together, a flat surface is established with trapped fluid. The

fluid can’t drain easily, and this prevents recoalescence. This is shown in Figure

2.16. In turbulent flows droplets are often pulled away from each other before

they can coalesce.

Figure 2.16 When droplets are forced together, it can adversely impact fluid
drainage. Perhaps unexpectedly, throwing the droplets together at
larger rates can result in trapped fluid. This is because the harder
the droplets are pushed together, the larger the flat disk formed
where they touch. This high pressure can prevent fluid drainage.
Figure from Walstra et al. [75].

In the case that as two surfactant-stabilised droplets come together with a locally

low concentration of surfactant, a surface tension gradient is formed. This

gradient pulls the interface laterally to the area with less surfactant, bringing

surfactant with it. This in turn drags some of the continuous phase with it. This

is known as the Gibbs-Marangoni effect [71]. It also provides explanation for

Bancroft’s rule in the case of surfactants. If the surfactant was in the disperse
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phase, this fluid movement wouldn’t help to stabilise the droplets. It is the fluid

on the outside of the droplets which moves, and so it cannot drag any material

inside the droplets. Since polymers reduce surface tension on interfaces less at low

concentrations, the Gibbs-Marangoni effect is less effective for stabilising these

types of emulsions. This is one reason why (with everything else being equal)

protein stabilised droplets are larger than their surfactant stabilised counterparts

- because this stabilisation mechanism is less efficacious.

2.7.2 Effects of droplet volume concentration

What happens as the volume concentration of droplets rises is highly system

dependent. As the number of droplets increases, several competing effects may

occur. Collisions become more likely to occur, since there are more droplets

per unit volume. If the probability of recoalescence is not reduced as droplet

concentrations increase, then the average droplet size may well increase. Without

a large excess of stabiliser, the average concentration of available stabiliser is

decreased. This means that any newly formed interface is less likely to be

stabilised. The average droplet size can increase. The flow regime depends on

the both the shear rate and viscosity of the emulsion can lead to a change in flow

regime. A higher viscosity may also result in turbulence suppression, especially

for smaller eddies.

Laminar flows

When considering flows with a fluid, the force per unit area which must be applied

to cause flow is known as shear stress, σ. Within laminar flow, viscous forces

dominate. As such, it is these which are responsible for droplet breakup. The

external stress upon a droplet is,

σ = ηG (2.26)

upon the droplet surface, where η is the viscosity of the fluid in question and

G is the velocity gradient. For simple shear flows this is simply the shear rate,

whereas it is the elongation rate in elongational flows. As a droplet is deformed,

the likelihood of drop breakup is given by the ratio between external stress and
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Laplace pressure, the Weber number,

We =
GηcR

2γ
(2.27)

It should be noted that the Weber number is sometimes known as the capillary

number, particularly for laminar flow. Schematics of droplet break up in flow are

shown in Figure 2.17, taken from Walstra et al. [75]. In the case of shear flow, a

droplet is pulled on at different rates according to the local flow rate. This causes

a spherical droplet to become a prolate ellipsoid. For very low Weber numbers,

the diameter is equal to the Weber number, and the elastic shear modulus is equal

to half the Laplace pressure. The fluid inside the droplet rotates with the flow.

Above a critical Weber number, the droplet will break up. This assumes that the

ratio of viscosities of the continuous and dispersed phase is not too great.

In the case of elongational flows, increased shear rate extends the droplets. This

is also shown in Figure 2.17. Interestingly, the closer are the viscosities of the

two fluids, the thinner the elongated droplet has to be before it breaks up.

Figure 2.17 Simple shear and elongational flow deform droplets and lead to
droplet breakup in different ways. This schematic shows that that
in simple shear flow, droplets become peanut shaped, as opposed to
high aspect ratio ovals as in the case of elongational flow. In both
cases, the shear rate much be sufficiently large for droplet break up.
Figure from Walstra et al. [75].
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2.7.3 Turbulent flows

In turbulent flow, inertia dominates. Droplets no longer flow in laminar sheets,

but rather swirl around in eddies. In turbulent flow, the local flow velocity differs

from the time average value. In addition, the average difference between velocity

and average velocity is zero. This is because flow is as likely to be in one direction

as in the opposite. The rms velocity is not zero, however.

These eddies give rise to smaller eddies as their energy is dissipated. As eddies get

smaller, eventually much of their energy is dispersed as heat. As the kinetic energy

is transferred to smaller eddies, the rms velocity decreases while the velocity

gradient increases. Consequently, smaller eddies have a larger energy density.

Smaller eddies produce smaller droplets.

2.7.4 Surfactant spreading upon interface

Once upon a surface, surfactants may spread upon it. Generally transport from

solution to the droplet surface is convection rather than diffusion [75]. In the

absence of external influences, the distribution of surfactant will become uniform.

There are three mechanisms by which this occurs. The first is adsorption from

bulk. As surfactant diffuses in from a bulk solution, there is an equal chance of

a stabiliser molecule coming into contact with any specific part of the droplet.

With sufficient time, this is likely to even out. Once upon the interface, lateral

diffusion will help surfactants to spread. The time by which this tends to occur

is,

t =
z2

4Dσ
(2.28)

where Dσ is the coefficient of diffusion upon the interface. This is best

approximated by the bulk diffusion coefficient in the most viscous phase [75]. For

a small molecular surfactant, this is of the order of 5× 10−12 m2 s−1. Polymeric

surfactants have a smaller diffusion coefficient. The final mechanism is the motion

of the interface itself due to a surface tension gradient. The transfer is that of a

longitudinal wave.
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2.7.5 Emulsion volume fraction

Viscosity of a fluid increases with additional objects, such as hard spheres or

droplets. Small droplets can be approximated by hard spheres at low volume

fractions. As a small part of fluid is replaced by a droplet, that droplet shows

increased resistance to flow than the fluid itself did. At low volume fractions this

is described by the Krieger Dougherty equation,

η = ηc

(
1− φ

φm

)−2
(2.29)

where ηc is the viscosity of the continuous phase and φm is the maximum packing

fraction of the dispersed phase [4]. Looking at this equation, we see that as the

volume fraction of the droplets increases, the viscosity of the emulsion increases.

If the volume fraction of the droplets becomes equal to the maximum volume

fraction, then the viscosity diverges. In a rotor stator this will cause the emulsion

to jam, and stop flowing. Droplet size dispersity increases the maximum packing

fraction, and as such, reduces the viscosity of the emulsion.

As the volume fraction increases, the emulsion stops behaving like a Newtonian

fluid, but becomes increasingly shear thinning. This is because when flow

begins, droplets can order into layers. The apparent viscosity also increases with

increased volume fraction. When the concentration of droplets is 40% volume,

the minimum droplet separation is about 5% of the radius. This becomes smaller

as the volume fraction of droplets increases.

For volumes of droplets greater than maximum packing for spheres, droplets

are deformed and space-filling. As the droplets are increasingly stressed, they

increasingly resemble cubes. As they approach cubes, their volume fraction

approaches 1, since cubes can completely fill space. Application of stress increases

deformation, which is resisted by the droplets. This is the primary cause of the

observed elastic modulus [75].
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2.7.6 Drop size distribution

Most emulsions are not monodisperse, and so the drop size distribution has to be

characterised. Often, the nth moment is used,

Sn ≡
∫ ∞
0

Dnf(D)dD (2.30)

where D is the droplet diameter and f(D) is the number of droplets with that

diameter. S0 is the total number of droplets per unit volume and πS2 gives the

specific surface area [75]. This is then substituted into,

Dab ≡
(
Sa
Sb

) 1
a−b

(2.31)

where the commonly used Sauter mean diameter is D32, more commonly written

as d32. This diameter is the average volume diameter, where droplets of a larger

volume have a larger weighting.

2.8 Pendant drop tensiometry

The shape of a droplet is governed by the interplay of two forces - gravity and

surface tension. Gravity attempts to elongate a suspended droplet, and reduce its

gravitational potential energy. An oil droplet suspended within water lengthens

upwards, and a droplet in air lengthens downwards. Surface tension acts to pull

the top of the droplet into a spherical cap. By measuring the curvature of the

droplet the surface tension of the interface can be calculated when the densities

of the two fluids and the gravitational constant are known. This assumes an

axisymmetric droplet. It should be noted that for droplets with diameter less

than the capillary length, gravity is negligible and the droplet is always spherical.

This is also the case where a droplet is being measured while suspended in a fluid

of very similar density. Measurements of close-to-spherical droplets tend to be

inaccurate since the deviations being measured are very small.
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Theory

Pendant drop tensiometry is a technique relying on a camera, a needle and a

syringe combined with a computer programme able to process the images. To

get the interfacial tension of a droplet from an image, the droplet edge must be

found. This begins with an edge detection algorithm, before an initial guess is

made. The initial ‘fit’ is a spherical drop which is roughly the same size as the

droplet in the image. A numerical algorithm is used to find the best fit to the

edge detected in the image. One crucial assumption during this process is that

the droplet obeys the Young-Laplace law. For this reason, experiments involving

very fast timescales may be unsuited for pendant drop tensiometry, which requires

the images to show a droplet passing through equilibrium steps. In this section,

pendant drop tensiometry will be discussed in reference to a pendant droplet.

The same equipment can be used with a different fitting algorithm for a sessile

droplet.

In addition to the Laplace pressure across the interface of the droplet, there is

a hydrostatic pressure gradient across the droplet due to gravity. This pressure

difference varies along the z-direction (vertical direction). It can be defined as

∆P = ∆zρg. Taking the apex of the droplet as a reference plane, we then arrive

at the equation ∆Papex − ∆PLaplace = ∆zρg. At equilibrium the hydrostatic

pressure balances the Laplace pressure, and this allows the surface tension to

be calculated. The assumption of a rotationally symmetric droplet means the

principle curvatures can be known from a single image. These, in combination

with the Laplace law are used in the numerical fitting algorithm. A numerical

integration method, beyond the scope of this thesis, is used and compared to

theoretical shape profiles to obtain a fit.

Two types of experiment are possible with this technique. It is possible to

look at dynamics as species adsorb onto an interface, as well as equilibrium

interfacial tensions for specific systems. For dynamic measurements, adsorbing

species can be added to either the dispersed or continuous phase. Both have

their own advantages. Adding the sample to the continuous phase allows the

bare interfacial tension to be measured before addition. This provides a control

measurement for every droplet! This control measurement will show whether the

system is clean from impurities. Adding the adsorbing species to the dispersed

phase means that predispersal within the solvent is possible. When something is

added to the continuous phase, time is required for the concentration to become
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homogeneous. Impurities in the adsorbing phase will also have different effects

depending on the method of addition. If they are in the syringe, and solvent

is flowed into the droplet, any large particulate contaminant will immediately

sediment into the interface being measured. If instead the sample is released into

the continuous phase, there is a much smaller chance of the contaminant making

it to the interface.

Important considerations

When using this technique, there are some things which must be borne in mind

which are discussed here.

The algorithm discussed above relies on differences in pressure along the droplet.

These pressures arise from differences in hydrostatic pressure with distance from

the apex of the droplet. The droplet should be longer than the capillary length

to ensure a measurable pressure difference. For an almost spherical droplet the

fit is not very accurate [8]. If the droplet is completely spherical, the fit will be

perfect but it isn’t clear if the surface tension is very large or if the droplet size

is simply below the capillary length. For the same reason the density difference

between the fluids also matters. If the densities are close to each other, a much

larger droplet will be required for accurate fitting. Droplet size may be limited

by the size of a cuvette or the field of view of the camera.

The Laplace equation is used in the fitting. This equation is valid when the

droplet is in equilibrium throughout the adsorption process. For a small rate

of change this is likely to be the case. For very fast timescales of adsorption,

this assumption may not be strictly true. It is well-known (from the Stokes-

Einstein equation as mentioned previously) that the speed of diffusion is lower

for larger objects. Particles diffuse much more slowly than surfactants, so this

is unlikely to affect the experiments here. The timescale of adsorption should

also not be too long, as other problems arise from long measurement times. For

droplets in air, significant evaporation will occur. Evaporation reduces the surface

area of the droplet, which will change the concentration of adsorbed species at

the interface. This is less crucial for liquid-liquid measurements where the two

liquids in question are immiscible [8]. In Chapter 4, an oil droplet is suspended

in water, which arrests evaporation of the droplet. The adsorbtion timescale is

on the order of hours, and so this fitting algorithm is appropriate.
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Stabilisers may be added to the set-up in the dispersed or continuous phase. The

choice will subtly impact the experiment. Any contaminants within a dispersion

inside a syringe will directly go to the interface upon injection of a droplet. This

increases the variability of the data with a given droplet and setup. Predispersing

a stabilser within the continuous phase means it is difficult to see initial kinetics.

As the droplet is injected, the moving oil-water interface will sweep up stabiliser

on its way, vastly increasing the rate of adsorption. For this reason, in Chapter 3

particle stabilisers are added after the set-up is completed, with a droplet ready to

be measured. An additional benefit comes from the possibility of measuring the

initial interfacial tension before the experiment begins. Any contaminants will be

visible in the interfacial tension measurement. A given droplet can be accepted

or rejected, and the set-up cleaned prior to the experiment. Such contaminants

are troublesome since they can have non-linear effects on the interface or the

wettability of the stabiliser being measured. It has been shown for the adsorption

of particles, small contaminants can significantly affect the adsorption process [2].

2.9 Background Theory of Rheology

A common definition of rheology is the study of the flow and deformation of fluids

or solids. For a fluid which behaves viscously (such as water), flow rate is always

proportional to the shear stress applied. Such fluids are known as Newtonian.

Completely elastic behaviour is that comparable to a spring, where the elastic

energy is stored in response to an applied stress.

Many materials are neither simply Newtonian or Hookian. They in fact exhibit

a mixture of viscous and elastic behaviour. As a result, they are known as

viscoelastic. For these materials, stress and strain are functions of time, direction

and extent of deformation [16].

Viscoelasticity can be measured by a steady state rheological experiment. For

this, a shear rate or shear stress is placed upon a sample in a given geometry for

some time until the measured shear stress or shear rate equilibrates. The rate

or stress is then changed and the measurement repeated. In this way a curve is

built up from individual measurements. This curve shows any non-Newtonian

behaviour of the sample in question.

Another possible rheological measurement is made by oscillating one of part of
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the geometry. Since the elastic and flow responses of the sample have different

phases, a complex shear modulus can be defined [16],

G∗(ω) = G′(ω) + iG′′(ω). (2.32)

where G’ is the storage modulus, and G” the loss modulus. These parameters

show how much energy is stored and lost during a strain cycle respectively.

Provided that the strain applied is limited to small amplitudes (< 1%) the

microstructure is unchanged during the measurement [69]. The behaviour of

a given fluid is reflected in the relative magnitudes of G’ and G”. When G” is

greater, the fluid is more viscous, and when G’ is larger, the fluid is elastic.

Geometries

In this work cone and plate and couette flow geometries were used. The choice

of geometry depends on the likely viscosity of the sample, and sample volume.

For low viscosities, the larger surface area of a couette geometry is hugely

advantageous. As an extra bonus, due to the low surface area of the sample

exposed to air, there is very little evaporation. For lower volumes of sample then

a cone-and-plate is of use. For this geometry, the strain rate is uniform. This is

almost the case for couette cup geometries too.

2.9.1 Rheology of interacting droplets

Particle interaction can be seen in emulsions where they cause droplets to

flocculate. This flocculation can be due to particles being positively attracted

to each other, or a result of depletion flocculation. In depletion flocculation,

described earlier.

Flocs have a structure typical to that of fractals [4]. Their shape obeys the

relation,

P ≈
(
R

r

)D
(2.33)

where P is the number of particles, r is their radius and R is the radius of their
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enclosing sphere and D is the fractal dimension. The greater the attractive force,

the bigger the fractal dimension. The larger the pores and the more space filling

the aggregate is. This has the effect of increasing viscosity through reducing the

maximum packing fraction.

Shear acts to break up aggregates. As this happens, their relative volume within

the continuous phase is reduced, and the mixture shear thins as a result.

Figure 2.18 Initially dispersed particles may aggregate or gel as shown in this
figure, taken from Ref. [69].

Gelled particles are stuck to each other, and require some force to break the

bonds. This force is often weak and as such is easily broken by shear [69]. As

they break up, the volume fraction taken up is reduced, and the viscosity often

decreases as a result. The stress at which the system gives way and begins to flow

is known as the yield stress. The stronger the bond, the more shear is required

to break it. When there is a range of bond strengths, the measured rheological

behaviour is likely to be shear thinning rather than plastic. Plastic behaviour

would occur in the case where once the system begins to flow, the entire network

of particles is dispersed such that the behaviour becomes Newtonian.
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Chapter 3

Bulk Emulsions and Microscopic

Imaging

This chapter explores why a specific phase inversion occurs, uniting observations

from emulsification and rheological studies to suggest a mechanism by which it

occurs. First, the relevant background theory is discussed, before the experiment

and associated discussion and conclusions.

3.0.1 Silica systems

Silica is used commonly in industry to stabilise emulsions, and also as a thickener.

A typical type of silica used is fumed silica, whose surface can be modified to

change its wettability. It consists of primary particles between 10 and 30 nm

[10] which are both aggregated and flocculated. Aggregated particles are difficult

to break up, whereas flocculated particles are loosely-bound clusters which are

easily separated with shear. This can be seen in Figure 3.1. Here floccuated

and aggregated silica can be seen following drying of a silica dispersion. With

increasing storage time, flocculation becomes more frequent, and large aggregated

structures can be found. An example of aggregates on an oil-water interface

following emulsification can be seen in Figure 3.2, where a triglyceride-in-water

droplet has been freeze-fractured before Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).

The textured regions in the particle layer are twice or more the size of the primary

particle size. It can be seen that the groups of particles tesselate with no holes.

This is made easier by the large polydispersity inherent in fumed silica.
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Figure 3.1 Fumed silica aggregates visualised via TEM [12]. Silica particles fuse
through the formation of silane bonds.

Figure 3.2 This freeze-fracture SEM micrograph shown the external surface of a
triglyceride droplet in water, stabilised by fumed silica. The texture
seen on the droplet (60 - 80 nm) is much larger than the primary
particle size of the silica (10 - 30 nm). Taken from Ref. [10].

The surface of silica is covered with silanol groups (Si-O-H) which are hydrophilic.

These groups can be replaced with methyl groups through reacting with

dichlorodimethylsilane in the vapour phase. This renders the surface of the silica

more hydrophobic [10].

3.0.2 Previous work

One study of note was that of Binks et al. [11] in which various oils commonly used

in perfume formulations were studied, looking at their transitional phase inversion

with changes in wettability of their fumed silica stabiliser. One oil of particular
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interest is limonene, which is the focus of this chapter. The corresponding phase

inversion can be seen in Figure 3.3, with both photographs and associated droplet

size analysis. This phase inversion occurs at between 67 and 71% silanol content.

Silanol groups are hydrophilic, so the more of these groups are present, the

more hydrophilic the stabiliser is. In the absence of this group, fumed silica is

hydrophobic. For this experiment, the silica started previously dispersed before

emulsification. Particles with 70% or more silanol content were dispersed in water,

whereas those more hydrophobic were dispersed within oil.
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Figure 3.3 Figure from Ref. [11] demonstrating a phase inversion in limonene,
water and fumed silica emulsions as the hydrophobicity of silica
is varied. (a) Photographs of resulting emulsions, made using
predispersed silica. The labels refer to the percentage of silanol
groups present upon the silica surface. Intermediate hydrophobicities
form a space filling emulsion with no excess fluid. The most
hydrophobic and least hydrophilic (62 and 67%) silica forms an
emulsion with excess oil present. Above 70% silanol groups, the
emulsion is no longer oil-continuous but water-continuous. This
phase inversion is investigated from an alternative angle in this
chapter. (b) demonstrated that droplet size decreases generally on
approach of phase inversion, although due to multiple emulsion
formation the droplet size briefly increases slightly at higher silanol
contents before the phase inversion.

In Figure 3.3, we see that for extreme wettabilities, the fluid which the fumed

silica prefers forms the continuous phase. For example, at low silanol contents,

the emulsions are oil-continuous. In the photographs we see that for intermediate
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wettabilities, (40-60% silanol groups), a space-filling emulsion is formed with no

excess fluid. Outside this range, for silanol contents under 70%, we see excess

oil. Similarly, above 70% we see excess water. As the system approaches the

phase inversion, droplet size (as a rule) decreases and stability to creaming and

coalescence increases. For higher silanol contents below the phase inversion, the

presence of multiple emulsions was suggested to be the cause of the slightly larger

droplet sizes.

It is known that the emulsion produced can be influenced by which fluid a

stabiliser is initially dispersed [12]. To avoid this bias, Binks et al. developed

a novel powdered particle method. In this method, the most dense phase is

measured first, before particles are sprinkled on top. Following this the least

dense fluid phase can be added. The mixture is then emulsified [11].

When the same range of emulsions is made using the powdered particle method,

the inversion occurs at much more intermediate wettabilities, as can be seen in

Figure 3.4. In this figure, the silanol content is plotted against the conductivity of

the emulsion sample. Conductivity is negligible for oil-continuous emulsions. As

such, the phase inversion to a water-continuous emulsion is given by the sudden

increase in conductivity. Filled and empty diamonds refer to emulsions at 1.0

or 0.1 wt% silica contents respectively whereas crosses represent emulsions made

by predispersing particles at 1.0 w/w%. It can be seen that the predispersed

particles have a much significantly higher inversion point (with respect to silanol

content) than when sprinkling particles between the two phases. It can also be

seen that increasing the concentration of powder shifts the inversion point to

higher hydrophilicities. They attribute this to a change in wettability of silica

during emulsification. This argument is based upon a previous study by the same

group, explored in the next few paragraphs.
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Figure 3.4 Figure taken from Ref. [11]. Conductivity measurements of
limonene, fumed silica and water emulsions formed with varying
silanol contents. An increase of conductivity indicates a phase
inversion from an oil- to water-continuous emulsion. Crosses
indicate emulsions made with predispersed silica, at a weight fraction
of 1.0%. Empty and filled diamonds indicate 0.1 and 1.0%
weight fraction emulsions formed via the powdered particle method
respectively. Increasing silica content shifts the inversion point to
greater silanol contents.

As well as looking at the silanol content of the silica stabiliser, the effects of

particle concentration in emulsions formed of fumed silica, water and silicone

oil is studied [11]. In addition to emulsification studies, rheology and light-

scattering measurements were made. The main question addressed was why

on increasing the concentration of fumed silica with 71% silanol groups, cause

a phase inversion when initially dispersed in oil, but not water? This phase

inversion was from oil- to water-continuous. To explain this, surface chemistry

of the silica surface is invoked. It is argued that as fumed silica is dispersed

within a fluid, it forms loosely-bound aggregates. These aggregates form through

the interaction of silanol groups, which form a silane bond (Si-O-Si) while

releasing a water molecule. The argument is that these bonds are broken

during emulsification, leading to a population of silica particles with increased

hydrophilicity as compared to before emulsification.

They have evidence for these aggregates. Gel-like behaviour has been observed

in dispersions of fumed silica in non-polar solvents with relatively little solids

content. This does not occur in polar media, since fumed silica is charge-stabilised

in this case. In their experiments, they produce dispersions with 1 - 5% silica

content in both oil and water. They find shear-thinning behaviour only for
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the oil dispersions. These dispersions do not flow on turning a vial containing

them upside down. This does not occur for water. These silica aggregates were

visualised using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), as shown in Figure

3.1.

Figure 3.1 Fumed silica aggregates visualised via TEM [12]. Silica particles fuse
through the formation of silane bonds.

The structure of the aggregate in Figure 3.1 is space-filling and porous. These

aggregates were measured using light scattering as the concentration of the

dispersion was increased from 1 - 5%. This corresponded to a size increase from

170 - 330 nm.

It is argued that when these aggregates break down, that a more hydrophilic

population of silica is released, which in turn causes a phase inversion from an

oil-continuous to a water-continuous emulsion.

Taking this further, the effects of emulsification time are explored. In the above

argument, emulsification releases a population of relatively more hydrophilic

particles into the system. As emulsification proceeds, a greater number of

aggregates are broken into smaller pieces, and as such more silanol groups are

revealed. The results of this investigation can be seen in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 Phase inversion of limonene, fumed silica with 58% silanol groups
and water emulsions [11]. (a) photographs of emulsions, with
equal fractions oil and water, and 0.5% weight fraction silica. For
emulsification times less than 180s, emulsions are w/o. For larger
emulsification times, emulsions are water-continuous. (b) Filled
points show oil-continuous emulsions, whereas empty ones show
water-continuous. Silanol content of the silica shown by marker
shape. Diamonds, squares and triangles are 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00
wt% respectively. Droplets get bigger before the inversion, and are
multiple.

The critical time for inversion can be seen in Figure 3.5(a) to be between 165

and 180s, and in (b) we see that the point of inversion is dependent upon particle

wettability. As the particle concentration increases, the time at which inversion

occurs increases. The emulsion composition is an equal measure of both oil and

water, with 0.5% weight fraction fumed silica. The silica has 58% silanol coverage.

As the emulsion approaches the phase inversion, more excess oil can be seen above
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the emulsion phase, and looking at the associated droplet size distribution curve

we see that droplet sizes increase. This is due to the incorporation of oil droplets

into the water droplets - a multiple emulsion is formed. Another factor is the

breakdown of silica aggregates. This reduces the viscosity of the continuous

phase, allowing more sedimentation of the droplets. After the phase inversion,

the emulsions appear very similar and the size distribution shows an unchanging

droplet size distribution.

This phase inversion is attributed to changing wettability in silica. As the clusters

of silica are broken up, hydrophilic silica is released into the system. As a control

experiment, a hydrophobic silica was used to make an emulsion. During the

emulsification process, hydrophilic powdered particles were gradually added. The

system underwent a similar phase inversion (w/o to o/w/o to o/w).

We can see that increasing the particle concentration shifts the critical ho-

mogenisation time to larger timescales. We know that increasing the powder

concentration causes a phase inversion. It is possible that the phase inversion due

to particle concentration is really an effect of having a shorter effective mixing

time. More clusters take longer to break up.

The above phase inversion is the focus of this chapter. One sample of particles

is chosen to study, rather than changing wettability. The sole variable is

emulsification time. The emulsion is dyed to allow separate visualisation of oil,

water and silica. Supporting rheology experiments look at droplets themselves

instead of the behaviour of the stabiliser within the fluid phases.

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Emulsification

Emulsions were required for two different parts of this experiment. The first was

to reproduce experiments done by Binks et al [11]. The second was to specifically

test the way droplets formed would flow depending on their radius. A different

protocol was used to separate the effects of droplet size and silica aggregates.
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Emulsification studies

The powdered particle method developed by Binks et al [11] was used to avoid

influencing the emulsion type through predispersion of the stabiliser as discussed

earlier. The densest phase, water, was measured into a vial. A given amount of

fumed silica was then sprinkled on top before the addition of limonene. The silica

sits between the two fluid phases until emulsification. Although it gets partially

wetted by both phases, it does not disperse, but remains aggregated.

The water volume fraction of the emulsions was 80% and the silica weight fraction

was 0.5%. The limonene was dyed with Nile Red. This was done by adding some

Nile Red powder to limonene, sonicating for 20 minutes before filtering to remove

any aggregates. The concentration of Nile Red was 2.1 µM .

To emulsify the mixtures, a Polytron PT 3100 rotor stator was used with a 12

mm head. The shear rate was 10,300 rpm, and the emulsification duration was

1, 5, 10, 15, 20 or 25 minutes depending on the sample.

Rheology studies

In the rheology studies, where a predispersed silica solution was required, a

stock solution of fumed silica-in-limonene was prepared via three cycles of 2

minute vortex mixing before ultra-sonication using a probe (VCX 500, Sonics

and Materials Inc., Newtown USA) for 2 minutes at 20% maximum amplitude.

Using this stock solution, 6 25 mL emulsions were prepared with water volume

fraction 70% and silica weight fraction of 0.11, 0.19, 0.27, 0.35, 0.44 and 0.52

w/w% respectively. For the homogenisation, a Silverson L5M-A mixer was used

with a shear rate of 10,000 rpm for 10 minutes.

3.1.2 Rheology

A TA Instruments DHR-2 rheometer was used with a Couette geometry. The

bob length and diameter were 42 and 28 mm respectively, while the cup diameter

was 30.4 mm. The freshly loaded sample rested for 120 s, before a frequency

sweep was carried out with angular frequency between 0.3 and 100 rad s−1 while

the stress was held constant at 1.0 Pa. At every step, there were 5 conditioning

cycles and 5 acquisition cycles. Finally, an upsweep in shear stress from 0.9 to
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200 Pa was carried out to measure the flow curve. For this, the equilibration and

acquisition times were 5 and 20 s respectively.

Although no stress sweep was done before the oscillatory rheology experiment,

later flow curves showed that samples exhibited a yield stress of between 6 and

90 Pa. As such the constant stress applied of 1 Pa is far below the stress required

to alter the sample structure.

3.1.3 Optical microscopy

To characterise w/o emulsions an Olympus BX51 optical microscope with a

GXCAM HiChrome-MET (GT Vision) camera system was used. To prepare

the emulsions for microscopy, a curved spatula was used to scoop some of the

emulsion onto a cover slip for observation. Using the curve of the spatula, it

was possible to make a thin film without squashing any of the droplets. Droplet

sizing was done using matlab. Hundreds of droplets were measured for each

sample, using a homemade function. This allowed opposite sides of a droplet to

be clicked. The average coordinate gives the centre of the droplet, and the radius

can be calculated using the Pythagoras theorem.

The droplets measured in this way were spherical or almost spherical. Every

droplet was measured precisely once, and where the droplet was not perfectly

round, an intermediate diameter was selected. Any errors from selecting a slightly

too large or too small droplet were eliminated from averaging.

3.1.4 Confocal fluorescence microscopy

A Zeiss LSM 700 scanning system was used together with an inverted Zeiss

Observer Z1 microscope to visualise dyed emulsions which were emulsified for

various durations. The limonene was dyed with Nile Red (2.1µM, Technical

Grade, Sigma-Aldrich). Two channels were used together which allows separate

visualisation of both dyed oil (channel 1), and silica in the presence of dyed oil

(channel 2). The first channel used a laser with wavelength 488nm, and the second

555nm. A short pass filter at 555 nm and a dichroic mirror was used to separate

the light for these two channels. To prepare emulsions for microscopy, a spatula

was used to scoop some of the emulsion onto a cover slip. For phase-inverted

samples, a pipette was used instead.
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3.2 Image analysis

Here I briefly discuss the processes by which I segmented my images. It is meant

as a guide to understand what I have done, and as such it assumes a basic

knowledge of the programming language ‘Matlab.’

3.2.1 Making and using a GUI to segment droplets - low

magnification images

The image analysis to get the droplet data out of the micrographs (10× and 40×
magnification, where the higher magnification lens was an oil immersion lens)

was quite complicated. In an attempt to achieve greater statistics of droplets,

the camera used during confocal microscopy was zoomed out as far as possible.

This meant there was an uneven illumination across the micrograph. In addition

to this, background noise is always present and so there were two sources of noise

to remove. Since there were always large and small features in the image, the

background noise was found by using a combination of Gaussian filters.

The human eye is an amazing thing, automatically segmenting the image to

find the droplets without a problem, while accounting for uneven illumination.

Matlab needs help to do this, since a simple threshold was insufficient. Either

the centre was satuated and droplets at the edge could be seen, or droplets in

the centre could be seen and the edges were too dark to see droplets. To find the

best possible segmentation for each image, a GUI (Graphical User Interface) was

designed on Matlab to be able to quickly see the effects of Gaussian filters using

different kernel sizes, as well as to find the optimum threshold. This GUI will be

explored and explained in this section. First, the individual inbuilt functions in

Matlab will be explored and explained, before the code actually used is presented.

3.2.2 Functions used by my GUI

imgaussfilt

Images can be filtered by convolution with a kernel to remove high-frequency

components (noise) or low-frequency components (i.e. enhance edges or remove
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background). In this way, features that are irrelevant can be removed making

automated measurements of image features easier.

Here, this was done using a Gaussian filter. In this type of filter, the new value

of a particular pixel depends on the old values of the surrounding pixels. These

pixels are not weighted uniformly, but rather according to distance to the new

pixel. The weighting falls off with a Gaussian distribution. The advantage of this

type of filter is that there is no ‘ringing.’ This is an artefact which occurs when

an image is filtered with a sharp cut-off point. If a square is filtered in this way,

spurious lines will appear parallel to its edges.

To calculate the new value of a pixel, a structural element or kernel is ‘placed’ on

top of it. The values in this kernel have values corresponding to a Gaussian

distribution. Each element is multiplied by the element of the image being

transformed. These values are then averaged to give the new value of the pixel

in question. The kernel is rolled around the images to give new values for all the

elements.

The effect of a Gaussian filter is to blur an image. This means that some detail

is lost. For a kernel with a small radius, a small amount of detail is removed.

Speckle noise is gone, and the underlying features remain to be seen. Enlarging

the kernel removes larger features. Make it large enough, and the background

brightness of the image can then be seen. This background brightness can then

be removed from the original image. In the case of my algorithm, I remove it from

the original image after it has been filtered with a Gaussian filter corresponding

to a small kernel size. Both background and speckle noise are removed.

In Matlab, the command to perform a Gaussian filter upon an image is

imgaussfilt(image,radius) where image is the image to be transformed

within the workspace, and the radius refers to the desired kernel size for the

filter. To find my background noise I in fact average two Gaussian-filtered images

to account for the small and the large objects. The kernel size was varied using

the GUI to find the optimum size to separate the droplets.

strel

The function strel creates a structuring element. This is a matrix of a given

size and shape, and is used in order to process images. The larger the structuring

element, the less subtle the effect achieved. Different possible shapes include disks
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and squares. In this work, a disk shape is used.

The format for this command is strel(`disk',radius) where `disk' refers

to the desired shape, and radius to how large this element should be. This

is then used for morphological operations such as opening, closing, erosion and

dilation.

imdilate

This function is used to ‘dilate’ an image. This has the effect of increasing the

size of objects in a specific way. A structuring element, as defined above, is rolled

around the image. To calculate whether a given pixel should be turned on or off

is determined by the values of the structuring element and the original image.

For example, if a pixel is originally ‘off’, but one of the pixels in the structuring

element overlies an ‘on’ pixel in the real space, then the new pixel will be turned

on.

The matlab code for this is imdilate(image,se), where image is the name

of the image to be processed within the workspace, and se is the structuring

element created using strel.

imerode

This function is used to ‘erode’ an image. This has the effect of decreasing the

size of objects in a specific way. A structuring element, as defined above, is rolled

around the image. To calculate whether a given pixel should be turned on or off

is determined by the values of the structuring element and the original image.

For example, if a pixel is originally ‘on’, but one of the pixels in the structuring

element overlies an ‘off’ pixel in the real space, then the new pixel will be turned

off.

The matlab code for this is imerode(image,se), where image is the image to

be processed within the workspace, and se is the structuring element created

using strel.
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imopen

A morphological opening is a compound morphological operation consisting of an

erosion and then a dilation using the same structuring element. The erosion first

decreases the size of all features within the object. When the image is dilated

again, not all the pixels which were previously on will be on. The effect of this

is to increase the space between features. In this work it has been very helpful

to separate droplets which appear to be touching due to the resolution of the

micrographs being insufficient to resolve the bulk phase between them.

The matlab code for this is imopen(image,se), where image is the image to be

processed within the workspace, and se is the structuring element created using

strel.

imclose

A morphological opening is a compound morphological operation consisting of a

dilation and then an erosion using the same structuring element. The dilation

first increases the size of all features within the object. When the image is eroded

again, not all the pixels which were previously off will be off. The effect of this

is to decrease the space between features. This was included in the GUI to play

with the effects of different techniques, but was not used in the final analysis. It

is included here for completeness.

The matlab code for this is imclose(image,se), where image is the image to

be processed within the workspace, and se is the structuring element created

using strel.

bwareaopen

This helpful function removes all objects smaller than a specific number of

pixels. One thing to be considered is the connectivity of the features within

the images. Within a 2D image, it is possible to decide to use 4-connectivity

or 8-connectivity. The difference between the two comes when deciding whether

two pixels diagonally next to each other are touching or not. In the case of 8-

connectivity they are, but not if 4-connectivity is the rule. This can be used to

gather objects of a specific size. Either by using it upon an image to remove
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smaller features, or by using it to ‘get’ the larger droplets, then subtracting the

larger droplets from the original image.

The matlab code for this is bwareaopen(image,threshold,conn) where

image is the image to be processed, threshold refers to the number of pixels

acting as a threshold, and conn is the desired level of connectivity.

bwconncomp

This function finds connected components within a binary image. It returns a

structure containing objects found within the image, and the pixels associated

with each image. It is used later to segment an image. Its default connectivity is

8 for a 2D image.

The matlab code for this function is bwconncomp(image, conn) where conn

can be used to define a different connectivity if desired. image refers to the image

to be processed.

regionprops

This function takes a structure of connected components, such as that output

by the function bwconncomp and returns the desired aspects of the objects. In

my algorithm, I measured the centroid, area, eccentricity, equivalent diameter

and the perimeter for each object. In the end, only the areas and equivalent

diameters were used for quantitative analysis. The centroids were used to check

the segmentation by eye.

The equivalent diameter is the diameter a perfect circle would have with the same

number of pixels as the object. It is calculated using the formula d = 2
√

A
π

, where

d is equivalent diameter and A is the cross-sectional area.

The syntax for this is regionprops(cc,'aspect') where cc is the connected

components structure, and `aspect' refers to whichever aspects are to be

measured. More than one can be chosen, and separated with commas.
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3.2.3 my GUI code - low magnification images

The GUI itself can be seen in Figure 3.6, where an example image has been

processed. The implementation for the functions within it can be found within

Appendix 1. The background theory on inbuilt functions is found above.

To analyse the droplets, a bandpass filter was used to remove speckle and

background noise. Following this, the image was thresholded and inverted to

make the droplets bright. At this point, a morphological opening was performed

using a structuring element determined by the user, and the image segmented.

The data was then saved in the workspace ready for further analysis.

Also determined manually by the user, were the ratio in which the two channels

of data were to be mixed, three noise coefficients for the bandpass filter, and the

threshold to be used.

Within the code, when an image was to be displayed, it was achieved by clicking

on a specific set of axes.
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Figure 3.6 This is the GUI I created to analyse my low magnification data. Very
briefly, the boxes top left are parameters used in order to segment the
droplets, and the panels show the result of various functions. This is
discussed more in the text, but the bottom left picture is the results
of mixing the images from the two channels with some defined ratio.
The next two boxes are Gaussian filtered versions of this picture,
and the one on the right is the result of subtracting the background
noise (3rd image) from the image with speckle noise removed (2nd
image). In the top row, the first image is the result of thresholding
the bottom right image. The next image is the result of performing a
morphological opening, and the final image shows all the segmented
objects with a cross at their centre of mass.

3.2.4 Making and using a GUI to segment droplets - high

magnification images

The high magnification images were segmented using a different GUI, in which

every droplet was segmented manually. To do this, various parameters were

changed using sliders while the entire image was scrutinised by hand to capture

each droplet present in the best possible way. This GUI and approach are

described here.

Algorithms used

It was necessary to treat different droplets differently. This is because different

droplets needed the two images from the different channels of confocal microscopy
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to be mixed with a different ratio. To achieve this, some droplets were segmented

and then saved within an image. Subsequent images with different droplets

were added to the original segmentation to build up an accurate picture of the

micrograph.

Droplets were segmented in such a way that morphologically opening was no

longer necessary. The mixing of the two channels, and the Gaussian blur were

carefully adjusted using sliders while the micrograph was examined by eye. At

this point the threshold was selected such that some number of droplets within

the image for which those settings worked could be seen in a binary image.

The function bwselect was used and the droplets successfully segmented were

selected with a mouse click. Once they were gathered, an overlay was displayed

with the original micrograph, with the objects found overlaid on top, with each

object a different colour. This meant that for successive gatherings of droplets,

the overlay could be compared to the other images to ensure each droplet is

selected.

In this GUI, moving the sliders called the functions.

3.2.5 Functions used by my GUI

getData

1

2 % This function takes the filename as an input. It then adds ...

the path with

3 % the files I downloaded to let matlab read my lsm files. My ...

microscopy

4 % files have data from two channels. It so happens that my ...

first channel

5 % highlights my oil, and the second my particles. As such, I ...

call the first

6 % slice oil, and the second particles.

7

8 %It stores the pixel size at the same time, so a scale bar ...

can be added

9 %post processing. I scale my data between 0 and 1 to ensure ...

my pictures are

10 %comparable. It makes thresholding easier later.
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11

12

13 function [oilsn,particlesn,pixelSize]=getData(filename)

14

15 addpath 'C:\lsmread'
16

17 A=double(importdata(filename)); % Downloaded from

18

19 oils=A(:,:,1);

20 particles=A(:,:,2);

21 particlesn=normaliseMatrix(particles);

22 oilsn=normaliseMatrix(oils);

23

24 [LSMinfo] = lsmread(filename,'InfoOnly');

25 pixelSize=LSMinfo.voxSizeX;

26

27 end

removePixelFFT

This function removes pixel noise. The smaller the parameter sd, the more

blurred the image becomes. Different objects required different levels of blurring

to be able to easily see them. This function acts in Fourier space, and so the

computation is faster than working in real space.

1

2 function new=removePixelFFT(image,sd)

3

4 gaus=@(x,y,sigma) exp(-(x.ˆ2+y.ˆ2)/(2*sigma*sigma));

5 % This is the definition of a Gaussian.

6 x=linspace(-512,512,1024); %Selects 1024 evenly spaced points ...

between - and + 512.

7 y=x;

8

9 [X, Y]=meshgrid(x,y); %makes a grid with X coordinates x, and ...

Y coordinates y

10

11 new=abs(ifft2(fftshift(fft2(image)).*(gaus(X,Y,sd)))); %This ...

performs a Fourier transform on the image, multiplies it ...

by the Gaussian filter, before transforming it back to ...

real space. the larger the sigma value, the less harsh the ...

filter is.
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12

13 end

repmat

repmat is an inbuilt function. It copies the original matrix in whichever dimen-

sions are desired. For instance, when example=repmat(thing, [x y z]), and

thing had dimensions a× b× c, then example will have dimensions ax× by× cz

labelmatrix and label2rgb

The labelmatrix function takes a structure made from the bwconncomp

function, and assigns each object a label. Putting this labelmatrix into

label2rgb gives each label a different colour in an RGB image. This makes

it easier to see which objects have been segmented in an image, and to check

closely spaced objects are not spuriously linked. By using additional arguments

it is possible to choose a different background colour, and choose the order in

which objects are coloured. By default, as the objects range from 1 to N where N

is the total amount of objects, their colour linearly changes between the ends of

the colourmap selected. By telling the function to shuffle the objects, the different

objects are ordered in a random way before the colours are added. The syntax

used for this in my code is label2rbg(cclabel,'winter','c','shuffle'))

where the background colour is cyan, and the colourmap is winter.

flipdim

This function flips a specific dimension of a matrix. It was used here because

matlab displays images with the origin in the top left hand corner, rather than

the bottom left corner. Using this matrix enabled the segmented droplets to

overlay the corresponding droplets within the micrograph being processed. The

syntax for this is flipdim(A,dim) where A is the array to be flipped along the

dimension dim.
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bwselect

This code allows the user to select objects from a binary image. The syntax is

bwselect(image,n) where image is the image to be analysed, and n is the

connectivity desired. The objects are selected by clicking the mouse. On a mouse

click, any object which overlaps with the chosen coordinate is selected. When

the selection process is over, the return key is pressed to finish.

3.2.6 Segmenting clusters

Clusters are bright objects within the micrographs. This means that the above

approaches to get droplets are unaffected by the presence of clusters. The

algorithm to get clusters out was much simpler than those to get the droplets.

As such, a function was written which took three arguments, the image to be

analysed, a parameter related to the Gaussian blurring to remove noise as well

as a threshold to decide how bright clusters are in that image. The code for this

is presented below.

How the code works

In this code, once the data has been read in, noise is removed from the image in

Fourier space. The data read in is from the particles channel. This is because

this channel allowed silica in the presence of dyed oil to be visualised. The other

channel does not contain silica data.

At this point, the image is normalised such that all pixel values are between 0 and

1, before thresholding. Now a figure appears with the thresholded image. This

image is morphologically opened. This separates clusters close to each other and

removes small bright objects which are too small to be clusters. These include

bright arcs from particularly bright interfaces of droplets. They are bright pixels

found within the oil phase of the image. A connected components structure

is made of the binary image, and then the objects are measured. Two images

appear, one of the micrograph with the noise removed and one with the segmented

images for comparison.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Macroscale

Six identical mixtures of limonene, water and fumed silica were emulsified at

high shear for between 1 and 25 minutes. These samples can be seen in Figure

3.7, where the emulsification time can be seen at the top of each panel. These

emulsions have a water volume fraction of 80% , with 0.5 w/w% fumed silica. The

first few emulsions are fully emulsified and gel-like. Their white colour indicates

a large number of small droplets, which scatter the light. They do not flow

easily, and at this point during the emulsification jam within the vial. This was

combatted by stirring with the rotor stator during the emulsification in addition

to the localised high shear. The region of flow within the emulsion is small. These

are water-in-oil HIPEs (High Internal Phase Emulsion) as later confirmed with

confocal fluorescence microscopy. At 15 and 20 minutes of emulsification, some

excess water can be seen at the bottom of the vial. This expelled water shows

us that the phase inversion has begun in some regions of the sample. At this

time, the emulsion begins to flow faster, with a larger region of flowing droplets.

From time to time, the emulsion jams up again before the phase inversion has

occurred. By 25 minutes, the phase inversion has occurred to a large portion of

the emulsion. At this point, the emulsion flows easily, and on sitting, creams to

the top. The excess water, now the continuous phase, can be seen at the bottom

of the vial. The small vial on the end shows material scraped off of the rotor

stator which never inverted, and as such is still a yield-stress fluid.
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Figure 3.7 Six emulsions of limonene, water (80 v/v%) and fumed silica (0.5
w/w%) homogenised with a rotor stator for various times, displayed
above the vials. Initially, many water-in-oil droplets form a yield-
stress HIPE before inverting to a water-continuous phase by 25
minutes. By 15 minutes, excess water is visible at the bottom of
the vials. The final small vial consists of material scraped off of the
rotor stator head after 25 minutes.

3.3.2 Microscale

The above emulsions had a 2.1 µM concentration of Nile Red within the oil

phase. This means that it was possible to observe the structure of the droplets

and confirm which phase is dispersed and continuous respectively. By using two

channels it was possible to separately observe dyed-limonene, and fumed silica

in the presence of dyed-limonene. The results of this are seen in this section,

where the two channels have been merged. It can be seen that the droplets are

water-in-oil which are always packed tightly.

A closer view of these emulsions can be seen in Figure 3.8. These 10× mag-

nification confocal fluorescence micrographs are overlaid with the emulsification

time for each sample. The evolution of three things can be seen in these images:

the droplet shapes, silica aggregates and large irregularly-shaped silica aggregates.

The water phase is dark, dyed-limonene is grey, and the brightest sections indicate

silica in the presence of dyed-limonene.

Looking at the evolution of droplets (black phase), what we see is a large

distribution of shapes and sizes after 1 minute of emulsification. These shapes are

reminiscent of arrested coalescence, and disappear by 5 minutes of emulsification.

At 1 minute of emulsification, not much time has passed for silica to arrive at

the newly formed interfaces between oil and water. As such, many bare patches
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of interface will remain, and on colliding will undergo arrested coalescence. Also

of note, is the large size polydispersity in the first panel. Size polydispersity

decreases by 5 minutes of emulsification. Big and smaller droplets are then closer

in size. Larger droplets are more spherical as compared to earlier times, indicating

reduced coalescence. At 10 minutes, droplets look less uniform again. Some large

droplets now appear larger than those at 5 minutes. These larger droplets appear

to grow with respect to the smaller droplets by 15 minutes of emulsification. Their

breakup seems to have no permanence. At 20 minutes, only a small number of

large droplets can be seen with the rest being small. The large droplet visible is

very irregularly shaped. The other large droplets have been expelled as excess

water (recalling Figure 3.7), as they reached the limit of large droplets. By 25

minutes the phase inversion is easily visible and no large droplets can be seen

anymore. The continuous phase is water, with multiple emulsion droplets of

w/o/w, one of which is indicated by the white arrow in the final panel. The inner

droplets have a narrow size distribution and are uniform over large areas.

The white clusters of silica also show important trends. In the first panel, a

bright, spherical cluster of silica is indicated by a white arrow. These clusters

have been speculated about previously [11] as mentioned earlier in the section on

previous work, but are imaged here for the first time. They have a low aspect

ratio and are very bright, appearing stuck to interfaces and in the bulk oil phase.

Due to the lack of a predispersal step, many aggregates are present at the start

of emulsification. By 5 minutes they appear smaller on average. This breakup

with emulsification continues until very few clusters can be seen in the last image.

These are expected to be broken up with mixing, which is seen to be the case. At

10 minutes, a large, elongated structure can be seen. This structure, identified

by a white arrow, is formed of silica, but is less dense than the brighter, more

regularly shaped silica aggregates. This chapter will show that the formation of

such structures is integral to the phase inversion process.
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Figure 3.8 Confocal microscopy at 10× of emulsions mixed for different times
as indicated in the lower left of every panel. The oil-phase, limonene,
is dyed with Nile Red at a concentration of 2.1 µM. This allows both
the oil, and the fumed silica stabiliser in the presence of the dyed-
oil to be separately visualised in two channels, then merged. Water
is the black phase throughout. The shapes and sizes of the water
droplets are discussed in the text. Clusters of silica can be seen
as bright white objects, as identified by the white arrow in the first
panel. Occasionally lower density, less bright, elongated structures
of silica can be seen, as indicated by the second white arrow. After
25 minutes, water can be clearly identified as the continuous phase.
A multiple emulsion droplet within this water phase is pointed at
with the final white arrow within this figure. All scalebars are 100
µm.

In Figure 3.9 we zoom in to a magnification of 40×. Once more, the emulsification

time is indicated in the lower left of every panel. At this magnification it is much

easier to see the interface of individual droplets. Once more we have the shape

and size of the droplets, as well as silica clusters to analyse.

Small water-in-oil droplets can be seen throughout the figure. In addition, large

droplets can be seen in the first panel. It is clear that some of these larger droplets

have undergone arrested coalescence. This can be seen from their rounded shapes,

where you can almost see the two parent droplets. These become much more

infrequent in later panels. At 10 minutes, one large droplet takes up a large area
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of the panel. Looking at the top of this droplet, a small group of smaller droplets

can be seen. These smaller droplets have a shape much closer to their preferred

spherical shape than the bigger droplet, which is rather elongated. This can be

understood by considering the different Laplace pressures across differently sized

droplets. One might expect smaller droplets to be less deformable than their

larger counterparts. In the 15 minute panel, very irregularly shaped droplets can

be seen. By the 25 minute panels, we can see not only that water has become the

continuous phase, but that the sample is heterogeneous Large expanses of water

dominate the panels. In the first of the 25 minute panels, a pinch-off event can

be seen in action. This is where a rounded oil droplet has started to be formed

at the edge of the oil phase. As this droplet continues to neck off, the interface

on opposing edges will become closer and closer until the film ruptures. At this

point a multiple water-in-oil-in-water droplet will be formed, similar to those in

the final 25 minute panel. In the centre 25 minute panel, detritus can be seen

floating the large expanse of water. This is likely to be silica which was trapped

on the interface, smashed up by the rotor stator. This water can be considered to

be continuous. In the last panel, phase inversion has occurred. The inner droplets

of the multiple emulsion are small with a narrow size distribution. There are no

large emulsion droplets

Turning to the silica clusters, we can clearly see an example where one is either

in the bulk oil phase, or attached to an oil-water interface within the second

micrograph panel. These are indicated by the white arrows. Generally, they

become less frequent and smaller with mixing time. By the final panel, no clusters

can be seen at all. Looking at the interface of droplets, the density of stabiliser

is reflected in the brightness of the pixels. No single silica particles can be seen,

since they are below the resolution of the microscope. Flatter regions of large

droplets, such as that seen in the 15 minute panel, are brighter. This shows there

is more silica in this region. They appear near the boundary of large, irregularly

shaped droplets. In the final panel, the interface of the multiple emulsion at the

top of the panel has a textured interface.
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Figure 3.9 Confocal microscopy at 40× of emulsions mixed for different times
as indicated in the lower left of every panel. The oil-phase, limonene,
is dyed with Nile Red at a concentration of 2.1 µM. This allows both
the oil, and the fumed silica stabiliser in the presence of the dyed-
oil to be separately visualised in two channels, then merged. Water
is the black phase throughout. The shapes and sizes of the water
droplets are discussed in the text. Clusters of silica can be seen as
bright white objects, stuck to interfaces and within the oil phase as
identified by white arrows in the second panel. The resolution at this
magnification allows particles within clusters and at interfaces to be
seen. All scalebars are 100 µm.

3.3.3 Image analysis

Matlab was used to quantitatively analyse the micrographs. An example

segmentation can be seen in Figure 3.10. The left two panels show micrographs

once background noise has been removed using a Gaussian filter. At this point

thresholds were picked by hand as detailed in the methods section. Morphological

operations were required to separate spurious bridges in between the droplets.

The structuring element was a disk. The right two panels show the images on the

left with the features segmented overlaid on top, and colour-coded. Red objects

are droplets with an equivalent radius of 20 µm or more. Blue reflects droplets

smaller than this threshold while green objects (some of which look white after

overlaying with bright features in the original micrograph) are silica structures.

Due to the greater resolution of high-magnification images, these were used to

measure the size of small droplets. Edge objects were not counted in the lower

magnification images. The greater image area of low-magnification images made
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them the perfect choice for measuring larger droplets.

Figure 3.10 Image segmentation of droplets and clusters using matlab. Left
hand panels show images after noise reduction. Right hand shows
the same images with segmented objects overlaid. Droplets are
coloured red or blue depending on whether they are bigger or
small than a threshold of 20 µm respectively. Silica clusters are
coloured green. Top images are 10× and bottom images are 40×
magnification respectively. Both scalebars are 100 µm.

3.3.4 From micrographs to quantitative data

In Figure 3.11 we learn that the method used to average silica clusters matters.

This graph presents the average cluster size segmented for all micrographs taken

from emulsions emulsified for specific times. The two averaging methods used
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were number-averaging, or the mean, and volume-averaging, where larger clusters

influence the resulting average a lot more. In this method, the cluster diameter

is given by

d̄v =

∑
i d

4
i∑

i d
3
i

(3.1)

Looking at the number average, blue, we see that clusters are broken up and get

smaller and less frequent with mixing time. The red data, where the volume-

averaging was used, show us that clusters grow before they break up. This is

resolved by recalling the small number of large, elongated, silica clusters seen

in the micrographs above. They are also seen at jagged boundaries between oil

and water. They appear to be the remains of large droplets folded over many

times. As a large droplet folds over, the interfaces on either side come into

contact, forming large aggregates. These aggregates are less dense than those

present at the start of emulsification. All cluster sizes were segmented from low-

magnification data. The larger area of view yields better statistics. Error bars

are the standard error. The conclusion that clusters generally break up with time

agrees broadly with the work of Binks et al. [11] although the behaviour for these

compositions is markedly more complex.
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Figure 3.11 By comparing the cluster size data averaged in different ways,
insight is gained as to the nature of these clusters. Looking at
the number average (blue) curve, we see that clusters get smaller
with time on average. Looking at the volume averaged (red) data,
we see that a small number of large silica clusters form. These
larger structures are discussed in more detail in the text.

The number of clusters analysed in Figure 3.11 can be seen in Table 3.1.
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Emuslification Time (minutes) Number of clusters (10×) Number of clusters (40×)

1 782 99

5 339 85

10 768 187

15 494 391

20 547 257

25 155 891

Table 3.1 Hundreds of clusters were segmented and analysed in this Chapter.
The number of clusters decreases as emulsification time increases as
aggregates are gradually broken up with shear. In total, 4995 clusters
were measured. 3085 of these were from the low magnification images
and 1910 from the high magnification images.

The quantitative analysis of droplet sizes can be seen in Figure 3.12. The droplet

sizes are normalised by volume, and droplet radius is given. Since there were

data sets with different magnification, the large and small droplets come from

the images with the most suitable magnification. The threshold between large

(red) and small (blue) droplets was taken as a radius of 20 µm. The smaller

droplets begin small, and get smaller and more numerous with time. Their

polydispersity decreases as a function of emulsification time. The larger droplets

initially decrease in size until an emulsification time of around 15 minutes. At

this point, they begin to grow again. This is curious and unexpected and further

discussed later.
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Figure 3.12 Looking at the trend in large and small droplet sizes, we get a
picture of what occurs during emulsification. The smaller droplets
(blue) get smaller during emulsification. The behaviour of the
larger (red) droplets is more complicated. Initially their sizes
decrease, before they stop shrinking and instead grow until they
become the continuous phase. The smaller droplets are segmented
from the higher magnification images, and the larger from the lower
magnification images.

The number of droplets analysed in Figure 3.12 can be seen in Table 3.2.

Representative histograms can be seen in Figure 3.13. Most of the droplets found

are small, and this is why the data is presented using just a number and volume

average in Figure 3.12.
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Emuslification Time (minutes) Number of droplets (10×) Number of droplets (40×)

1 1858 206

5 2551 474

10 4104 490

15 5971 817

20 8892 774

25 3766 2950

Table 3.2 Thousands of droplets were segmented and analysed in this Chapter.
The number of droplets increases with emulsification time as droplet
size decreases, so each image contains a greater number of droplets.
In addition, more images were analysed of the sample with the
longest emulsification time. This does not affect any conclusions
since averages are made for each sample. In total 27142 droplets
were segmented from the low magnification images, and 5711 from
the high magnification images.

(a) 10 × magnification (b) 40 × magnification

Figure 3.13 Representative histograms of droplet radii for low (a) and high (b)
magnitude micrographs. In the case of the low magnification data,
a log graph was required due to the small number of large droplets.
To see the large and small droplets, taking number and volume
averages is sufficient as previously shown.

3.3.5 Rheology experiments

For the rheology experiments, emulsions were used which were made using

predispersed silica and as such has no aggregated lumps of silica. This allowed

us to separate the effects of silica cluster break up and emulsion droplet size. To

this end, emulsions were made using a dispersion of silica-in-limonene, to ensure
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water-in-oil droplets. To control the droplet size, the stock solution was diluted

for each sample to keep the total water volume constant at 70% while changing

the amount of stabiliser present. The droplet sizes can be seen in Figure 3.14 and

they range from approximately 6 − 31 µm. These were measured from optical

micrographs as detailed in the methods section.

Figure 3.14 Droplet sizes for emulsions for rheology experiments, made using
predispersed silica to yield water-in-oil emulsions without any
clusters of silica. The water volume fraction was kept constant, and
the stock solution of silica-in-limonene diluted to control droplet
size via stabiliser concentration. The more stabiliser available, the
more interface is stabilised and the smaller the resulting emulsion
droplets. Droplets measured via bright-field microscopy. The data
is fitted by using a nonlinear least squares approach using Matlab.

Additional data about the particles themselves can be gleaned from Figure 3.14.

The data fit shows that the volume-averaged droplet radius (R) is related to the

particle concentration (φp) by the relationship R = 2.92× 10−8φ−1p . This fit was

made in Matlab, using a nonlinear least squares approach. It has been shown

that droplet diameter, d0 is given by,

d0 =
2π√

3

φodp
φp

(3.2)

where dp is particle diameter, φo is oil volume fraction and φp the particle volume
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fraction [23]. Using the coefficient of x−1 in the plot in Figure 3.14, a particle

radius of 40.3 nm can be calculated using the equation above. This is within half

an order of magnitude of the reported value of primary particle size, 10-30 nm

[10].

The number of droplets analysed in Figure 3.14 can be seen in Table 3.3.

Silica Concentration (%) Number of droplets

0.108 680

0.189 496

0.273 680

0.354 971

0.436 583

0.517 933

Table 3.3 Hundreds of droplets were segmented and analysed in this Chapter. In
total 4331 droplets were measured to find the emulsion droplet sizes
for the rheology experiments.

Data from oscillatory rheology for these emulsions can be seen in Figure 3.15.

Angular velocities between 0 and 100 rad s−1 are plotted against the storage

modulus, G′, in the main graph, and against the loss modulus, G′′, inset. For all

emulsions, the storage modulus, G′, is significantly larger than the loss modulus,

G′′. This tells us that our emulsions are viscoplastic since they can resist some

oscillatory shear and return to its previous state. Looking at the trends of these

moduli with increasing silica concentration (smaller droplet radius) shows that

the ratio of storage modulus to loss modulus becomes larger. At intermediate

angular frequencies the storage modulus increases from ≈ 100 to 1800 Pa as the

droplet size decreases. The corresponding increase in the loss modulus is just

over an order of magnitude. Smaller droplets are more elastic than their larger

counterparts, making it harder for them to flow.
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Figure 3.15 Oscillatory rheology data for emulsions of different droplet sizes
(where the more silica present, the smaller the droplets are). The
legend refers to the silica concentration within a given emulsion.
The main figure is storage modulus, G′ vs angular frequency, ω
and the inset shows the corresponding loss moduli, G′′. It should
be noted that the loss modulus is always at least an order of
magnitude smaller than the storage modulus. These emulsions are
viscoplastic.

Following the oscillatory measurement, a flow curve was measured for each

emulsion. The results can be seen in Figure 3.16, where the shear stress, σ, is

plotted against the shear rate, γ̇. All of these emulsions show a yield stress, but

this is greater for emulsions consisting of smaller droplets. A stronger correlation

can be seen for larger droplets between their shear rate and stress at higher shear

rates compared to the gentle slopes for smaller droplets. This suggests that when

they begin to flow, their elasticity is reduced more than for smaller droplets.

This is because viscosity of larger droplet decrease with shear rate more quickly

than for smaller droplets. This has been observed before for surfactant-stabilised

emulsions [53][54]. Where there are fewer data points in a trend, this was because

the movement of the emulsion was below the tolerance of the rheometer.
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Figure 3.16 Flow curves of emulsions with varied droplet size are shown with
shear stress σ plotted against shear rate, γ̇. Droplet size is
controlled by silica content, shown in the legend. Larger droplets
have a smaller yield stress, and their shear rates have a greater
dependence upon shear stress when they begin to flow. This suggests
that larger droplets become less elastic when flowing.

In the following section, I unite the observations from emulsification studies and

rheology.

3.3.6 Role of emulsification time

Some insights into the inversion mechanism for our composition range can be

gleaned from changes in droplet size (Figure 3.12) and the rheology data (Figures

3.15 and 3.16). Initially all droplets get broken up. Macroscopic domains tend

to the droplet size distributions measured from our micrographs. Interestingly,

this trend stops around 15 minutes of emulsification where large droplets stop

shrinking. This is because the small droplets become increasingly elastic as they

become smaller. This causes the sample within the vial to jam during the early
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stages of emulsification. At this point larger droplets are far more likely to flow

(due to their lower yield stress). As they flow, they are forced to deform around

solid smaller droplets. As the interface of the droplet is deformed to allow the

droplet to flow, its surface area is increased. Since the particles are trapped

at fluid-fluid interfaces and can’t easily populate the new interface, this leads

to bare patches. These bare patches are a weakness within the droplet surface.

Should two droplets collide with bare patches touching, they are likely to undergo

coalescence as described in the theory chapter. The previously shrinking large

droplets begin to flow. As they move around the sample, being deformed, they

also fold, leading to further aggregation of silica trapped at the oil-water interface.

These aggregates are looser and less dense than clusters of silica at the beginning

of the emulsification process. This is seen in the micrographs as large, low-density

silica clusters, which can be seen in the cluster size distributions in Figure 3.10.

As the large droplets are emulsified and break up, they quickly re-coalesce, as

evidenced by examples of arrested coalescence in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. Although

it is possible for droplets to form particle bridges, the particle sizes used here are

too small for it to be ruled out or confirmed. Eventually these large droplets end

up being the continuous phase of a multiple emulsion. This is because when they

get large enough, the smaller water-in-oil droplets themselves get emulsified into

them. This was seen in the panel showing a pinch-off event in Figure 3.9.

3.3.7 Discussion

In this chapter we observed that a phase inversion of a HIPE of water-in-

limonene stabilised by silica due to the flow properties of differently sized droplets.

Smaller droplets are difficult to flow, and shear thin less than their more-

flowable, larger counterparts. The increased flowability of larger droplets results

in more deformations of the interface with corresponding weak spots leading to

coalescence and growth. This is rather different to the phase inversion observed

by Binks et al [11]. One of their experiments focussed on the same system used

here - fumed silica, limonene and water - but with an equal ratio of water and oil.

As they increase emulsification time, they see an oil-continuous emulsion with

increasingly large water droplets. They suggest that the increasing size of these

water droplets is due to the inclusion of small oil droplets within them . This is

opposite to what as observed here! The large multiple emulsion droplets they see

then invert to form a water-continuous emulsion.
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They attribute their phase inversion to a change in wettability of particle clusters

with mixing time. The argument goes like this: At the start of mixing there

is some distribution of silica clusters of some wettability. As these clusters are

broken up, hidden silanol groups are uncovered. Silanol groups are hydrophilic

and so the wettability of the stabiliser as a whole changes. We have demonstrated

that clusters do indeed break down. Although we cannot rule out that two

populations of particles exist or that some clusters include a trapped solvent, it is

not clear that the interfaces of large and small droplets are different in any way.

There is no obvious evidence that there are two types of interfaces causing the

sign of the mean curvature of the interfaces to change.

3.4 Conclusion

From a very early stage the samples entirely consist of water droplets. As mixing

continues clusters of particles break down and droplets sizes decrease. During

this decrease a subset of larger droplets is left behind and some of these begin

to grow. The system becomes increasingly gel-like as droplet sizes decrease.

At this point most of the sample is a dense population of rigid small droplets

which do not flow easily. The larger droplets are forced to flow, and as they

grow they become increasingly floppy and unstable. These large droplets are

never permanently broken down to the same size as the smaller droplets. We

argue that this is because the supply of accessible particles has been exhausted.

Rather, large floppy droplets with low Laplace pressures fold over on themselves,

becoming crumpled. This leads to the formation of new, (but less dense) clusters

of particles being formed. Eventually the larger droplets coalesce to form a

continuous phase around limonene droplets which contain a dense population

of small water droplets.
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Chapter 4

Rough Particles and Adsorption

4.1 Introduction

This section focusses on the relationship between particles of varying roughness

and their adsorption onto an oil-water interface. The science contained is relevant

to various fields of industry, including froth flotation. Froth flotation is used in the

recycling of paper and plastics. As such, it is likely to become more important

as society gains interest in sustainable living. The similarity lies in how the

experiments are carried out. Here particles diffuse to the interface of an oil-in-

water droplet. In froth flotation, gas is bubbled into a slurry of dissolved fibres

and inks. Here the goal is to remove the ink particles. When ink particles adsorb

to the interface of the air bubbles, they are carried to the surface where they can

be removed with the froth.

In the background theory in Chapter 2, we were introduced to the basics of

wettability. Here, we go further with this theory and how roughness affects it.

Following this, we look at previous work related to the experiments in this chapter.

The methods used are covered before the results are presented and discussed.
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4.1.1 Increasing roughness

The Wenzel Regime

The spreading of a liquid upon a surface is affected as roughness increases.

Roughness was defined by Wenzel as the actual surface area divided by the

geometrical surface area, given by

r =
true surface area

apparent surface area
(4.1)

where it should be noted that r ≥ 1.

A schematic can be seen in Figure 4.1. This Figure shows three cartoons. Each

cartoon shows a droplet of the same radius. In the top picture, the substrate is

ideal and flat. As such, the droplet sits upon it in a Wenzel state. The middle

image shows what happens as roughness increases. Provided the undulations are

gentle, the droplet is still able to coat the surface. When the undulations become

like those in the bottom image, the droplet no longer fully fills the asperities, and

the wetting becomes heterogeneous. This is known as Cassie-Baxter wetting and

is discussed in the next section.
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Figure 4.1 Droplets upon substrates with different roughness. Top: droplet
sitting on an ideal, flat surface. The droplet sits upon the surface
and is in a Wenzel state. Middle: Droplet sitting on a slightly rough
surface. Since the undulations are gentle, the droplet is able to fully
wet the surface underneath it, and the actual area is greater than
the perceived area (which would be equal to the actual area in the top
cartoon). Since the equilibrium contact angle is constant, but the
underlying geometry of the substrate has changed, the contact angle
appears to change, and the droplet appears more hydrophilic. This
effect is explored further in the text. The wetting is still Wenzel.
In the bottom image, the substrate is so rough, that the droplet no
longer fully wets the substrate. Instead, it sits upon the asperities
and pockets of air. This is known as Cassie-Baxter wetting.

We learnt earlier that the spreading of a fluid at an interface results in the

destruction of vapour-solid interface while creating interfaces between vapour

and liquid as well as liquid and solid. If it is energetically favourable to swap dry

area for wet area, the energy gain is greater when the surface is rough. This is

because for the same volume of liquid, a larger surface area of dry substrate is

wetted. As such wetting (or dewetting) occurs faster for rough surfaces when the

spreading condition is satisfied (or violated).

This enhanced wetting can result in an apparent contact angle, which is further

away from 90° than the true contact angle. i.e. hydrophilic liquids appear more

hydrophilic, and hydrophobic liquids appear more hydrophobic. The relationship

is

cos θ∗ = r cos θ (4.2)

where θ is the true contact angle, and θ∗ is the apparent contact angle [76]. This
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is visualised in Figure 4.1.

The wetting state also affects contact angle hysteresis. For surfaces which have

lower energy wetted than dry, contact angle hysteresis is exhibited. In the Wenzel

state, rolling droplets leave trails of water behind them. This is due to their low

receding contact angle [57].

The above assumes homogeneous wetting, where the liquid perfectly coats the

solid. When this criterion is no longer satisfied, air becomes entrained in the

space between successive rough features upon the surface. The physics of this

regime, the Cassie-Baxter regime, is discussed below.

The Cassie-Baxter Regime

When the surface becomes sufficiently rough, the fluid phase above cannot evenly

coat the surface as before. This regime is called the Cassie-Baxter regime and

is characterised by heterogeneous wetting. Whereas in the Wenzel regime a

droplet sits upon a solid phase, in the Cassie-Baxter regime a droplet sits upon a

composite interface of both solid and air. This can be extended to the case where

instead of air, there is a second, immiscible fluid. The Cassie-Baxter equation is

cos θ∗ = rφs cos θ + φs − 1 (4.3)

where r refers to the surface roughness as defined previously, and φs the fraction

of solid covered by liquid [15]. When the liquid entirely coats the substrate,

φs = 1 and this equation reduces to the Wenzel equation. For all wetting angles,

the above equation gives θ∗ > θ. The rough surface is more hydrophobic than

the equivalent smooth one.

As mentioned earlier, a high contact angle does not guarantee low adhesion to the

surface. Droplets on some rose petals have a high contact angle yet can remain

suspended when the droplet is turned upside down [9].

Cassie-Baxter states have been observed upon both hydrophilic and hydrophobic

surfaces [46].

It has been established that multiple contact angles are possible on a given surface.

Droplets with a lower contact angle have a lower overall energy. This should make

the system prefer these droplets. However, multiple energy minima exist, and so
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droplets are not always in the global minimum. Rather, the history of a droplet

matters [26]. It was seen that in the case of smooth surfaces, the Wenzel wetting

state is expected, and for very rough surfaces we expect the Cassie-Baxter state.

We can predict which state will lead to the lowest energy in the system by equating

the two wetting equations. At the critical angle where the two wetting states have

the same energy, θC ,

cos θC =
φs − 1

r − φs
(4.4)

where r > 1 > φs [38].

Figure 4.2 Figure taken from Lafuma et al. [38]. There is a critical contact
angle, θC at which neither state, Cassie-Baxter nor Wenzel, is
preferred. At contact angles smaller than this value, the Wenzel
state is energetically favoured, but droplets can exist in a metastable
Cassie-Baxter state.

Interestingly, at this critical contact angle, a change in wetting state will not

affect the contact angle as shown in Figure 4.2. For fluids with a contact angle

greater than the critical angle (θ > θC), the Cassie-Baxter state is expected.

However, when θ < θC , the expected wetting state depends on the history of

the droplet. The minimum energy corresponds to a Wenzel state droplet, but

metastable Cassie-Baxter droplets can form upon these surfaces. When sufficient

energy is supplied, such as my squeezing a droplet between two plates, or dropping

a droplet from a height, a transition can be induced. This is discussed further in
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later sections.

Since r > 1 > φs, cos θc is always negative. This means θC > 90. The implication

is that Cassie-Baxter states cannot exist for low surface tension fluids, such as oils.

However, we will see how special geometries can overcome this in later sections.

The Cassie-Baxter regime can be accessed readily by polar solvents upon a rough

substrate. For nonpolar fluids with a lower surface energy a rough surface is

no longer sufficient. A re-entrant geometry is required, as discussed in the next

section.

Intermediate states

Experiments have been performed on nanoarrays of vertical rods. This mi-

crostructure can be fabricated using different aspect ratios of rods, and rod

spacing. In work by Smyth et al. [66], many such arrays were created in silicone.

The surface chemistry of all setups is kept constant allowing the physics to be

examined. The energy required to be in both the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter state

was calculated for each silicone array. Droplets were deposited onto the substrate

with a syringe and the contact angle and rolling contact angles were measured

using a high speed camera and videoing the experiment. They calculated the

capillary pressure required to interpenetrate the nanorods with the droplet too.

Their results showed an intermediate state between Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter.

At large and small spacings of nanorods, the system was either in equilibrium

Wenzel or Cassie-Baxter wetting state as predicted. However in the intermediate

range of spacings it appeared that the droplet lies in an intermediate wettability

state. All droplets when first deposited lie in a Cassie-Baxter state. When the

rods are sufficiently far apart, a distance dependent upon the width of the rods

themselves, the droplet interpenetrates the microstructures and fully wets the

surface. As the nanorods become closer together, the droplet will penetrate

part way into the crevice, but will not reach the bottom. The authors suggest

that the Laplace pressure is not great enough to overcome the capillary pressure

and interpenetrate the geometry. As the distance between the nanorods further

decreases, the droplet sits in a Wenzel state. Whether the droplet is in a Wenzel,

Cassie-Baxter, or metastable Cassie-Baxter state is determined by comparing

measured and calculated contact angle for both Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter states

at equilibrium and also measuring their roll off angles. It is found that as the

spacing of rods increases while the droplet appears to be in the metastable Cassie-
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Baxter state, the roll off angle continues to decrease.

Validity of Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter regimes

There has been some discussion in the literature on the validity of these regimes.

The lengthscale upon which a droplet is being measured matters. At lengthscales

close to the size of rough asperities, the droplet is octagonal and not spherical.

Its octagonal shape reflects the geometry of the rods below. Looking higher up

from the substrate a droplet retains its expected spherical shape.

The Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter regimes are parameterised only through surface

roughness, contact angle and contact angle hysteresis. But second order effects

affect wetting. These include the local geometric angle of asperities upon a

substrate with respect to the substrate itself. By controlling this parameter

and others like it, it becomes possible to change wetting behaviour to and from

homogeneous and heterogeneous. Therefore there is a bit more to the story than

just the parameter of roughness. Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter models are important,

yet insufficient to describe the rich variety of wetting phenomena available to us.

This is especially true in the case of special geometries with differently shaped

asperities or hierarchical roughness.

4.1.2 Beyond roughness

The Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter models relate the wetting behaviour solely upon

surface energy and roughness of substrates. Some second-order effects affect the

wetting with unchanging roughness, such as re-entrant geometries, and some

roughness effects do not change wetting. In a system of hierarchical roughness

where some asperities are completely filled and some are not, additional roughness

upon fully coated asperities may not change the contact angle as supported by

the work of Hejazi [27]. Re-entrant geometries and hierarchical roughness are

explored within this section.

Re-entrant Geometries: the Cassie-Baxter regime for low energy fluids

The previous sections explained the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter wetting states.

Going beyond these models requires introduction of both new geometries and
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parameters to describe them. The role of geometry plays a large enough role

that even intrinsically hydrophilic surfaces can be made to support a composite

interface and allow a droplet to exist in a Cassie-Baxter state [29].

The new geometry to which we refer is that of the re-entrant geometry. In these

rough surfaces, asperities overhang indentations in the surface almost forming a

kind of small roof. When combined with a low-energy surface, materials can be

made repellent even to hexadecane [74].

Low energy surfaces can be made by exploiting Fluorine-Carbon (F-C) bonds.

These are not easily polarised. This means that dispersion interactions and

hydrogen bonding with nonpolar and polar liquids are disrupted. As the surface

concentration of F-C bonds increase, the material becomes first hydrophobic and

then oleophobic. Coulson et al. found an advancing contact angle of 156° and a

receding angle of 66° was observed for water on a flat, fully-wetted surface. For

octane, the findings were 73° and 56° respectively [18].

In the rough geometries manufactured by Tuteja in 2007 [73] and 2008 [74], a high

surface concentration of F-C bonds was achieved by using fluoroPOSS materials.

This refers to a class of materials synthesised by this group, hydrophobic

polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane. The concentration of these molecules within

a polymer blend with PMMA can be used to control the surface energy (γSA) of

the resulting surface. Although PMMA is hydrophilic, the F2-C and F3-C bonds

have a good surface mobility allowing an overall hydrophobic surface.

The rough geometries were made in two forms: electrospun mats or an array

of microhoodoos upon a substrate. Electrospun mats are discussed first.

Concentration of fluoroPOSS molecules within a polymer blend was tested first.

The traditional Wenzel model tells us that roughness increases wettability of a

surface. However for water upon both a pure PMMA and a 1.9 wt% POSS-

PMMA surfaces, θadv < 90° and θ∗ > 90°. These surfaces have a very large

contact angle hysteresis - θrec > 70°. With a higher concentration of fluoroPOSS,

θadv, θ
∗
adv > 110 for a water droplet upon the surface.

Similar phenomenology occurs for oils upon these surfaces. Higher amounts of

fluoroPOSS are required to stabilise a composite interface for alkanes with lower

surface tensions.

Speculations on why this behaviour was observed pointed to the re-entrant nature
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of the geometry. To test this, a range of microhoodoo textured surfaces were

fabricated. (A hoodoo is a geographical phenomenon where as wind erodes a

vertical section of rock, the ‘pillar’ of the rock is eroded faster than the top.

The result is a pillar of rock with a flat section of rock ontop. The prefix micro

demonstrates that the lengthscale is of the order µm rather than m.) A schematic

can be seen in Figure 4.3. These surfaces were indeed oleophobic. The reason is

best explained using a schematic from their follow-up paper [74], shown in Figure

4.4. In this figure, two structures can be seen with varying local angle φ - that is

the angle at which rough asperities rise from the base of the structure. When this

angle is smaller than the equilibrium contact angle of the wetting fluid (φ < θ),

the net interfacial tension force suspends the droplet edge above the entrained

air. When it is greater than the equilibrium contact angle of the wetting fluid

(φ > θ), the interface is pulled toward the solid surface and the surface becomes

fully wetted [74].

Figure 4.3 A: schematic of electrospun fibres. B: schematic of microhoodoos.
C and D are SEM micrographs of square- and circular-topped
microhoodoos respectively. These geometries exhibit re-entrant
curvature. Figure taken from Tuteja et al. [73].
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Figure 4.4 Schematic taken from Tuteja et al. [74]. By drawing a force
diagram, the mechanism behind re-entrant structures is easily
understood. The curvature of the interface of the liquid-air
determines whether a rough substrate will be fully wetted or able
to support a composite interface.

They derive four design parameters for re-entrant curvatures. One is the spacing

ratio of rough features, D∗ = (R+D)/R. They rewrite the Cassie-Baxter equation

as cos θ = −1 + 1
D∗ [sin θ + (π − θ) cos θ]. The next two relate to how likely a

Cassie-Baxter to Wenzel transition is, based on the phenomena of sagging and

distortion of an interface. The former refers to the natural curvature of the fluid-

fluid interface as it sits upon the rough surface under gravity. They additionally

parameterise how easy it is for a Cassie-Baxter to Wenzel transition to occur.

The more ‘robust’ the design, the more difficult it is for the Cassie-Baxter state

to relax to a fully wetted state. One such parameter is named the robustness

height, H∗.

Under external pressures, the interface will ‘bulge’ towards the bottom of the

rough surface. This will cause the contact angle to increase. If the bottom of

the interface touches the rough surface, a transition to a fully-wetted state will

follow. The relevant robustness parameter here is the robustness angle, T ∗.

Both mechanisms are considered for the fourth and final robustness parameter,

A∗. This is simply the result of adding both T ∗ and H∗ in quadrature, 1
A∗ =

1
H∗ + 1

T ∗ . They show that the form of these parameters for electrospun mats lead

to coupling between design parameters. Improving the Cassie-Baxter angle for

these geometries results in reducing the values of the robustness parameters. This

is not the case for microhoodoos, where the height, width, depth and radius of

the asperities can be separately controlled.

Falling droplets of hexadecane were seen to rebound off a microhoodoo surface

(D∗ = 4, A∗ = 38). Despite this phenomenon being described for high surface

tension liquids such as water, this is the first time is was demonstrated for a low

surface tension fluid with θ < 90°.
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An obvious advantage of electrospun coatings is that they can be applied

even to fragile substrates whereas microhoodoos are formed with a more

complicated process requiring two types of etching. Lotus leaves were coated

by electrospinning to provide repellancy to octane (γlv = 21.7 mN/m). Their

morphology can be controlled via the concentration of the polymer solution

for electrospinning. This can be seen in Figure 4.5. At low concentrations, a

bead-only morphology is found. This has a slightly lower hysteresis than later

morphologies but is unable to support a composite interface for liquids with a

surface tension less than 21 mN/m. Increasing the concentration leads to a beads-

on-strings and then to a fibres-only morphology. The latter two morphologies are

capable of supporting a composite interface for heptane (γlv = 20.1 mN/m) but

exhibit significant contact angle hysteresis.

Figure 4.5 Figure taken from Tuteja et al. [74]. Increasing the concentration
of the electrospinning solution changes the resultant morphology of
the electrospun surface. Low concentrations (A) result in a bead-only
morphology, while increasing the concentration leads to first a beads-
on-strings morphology (B) and then to a fibres only (C) morphology.

These coatings can also be applied by dipcoating. A fluorodecyl POSS molecule

solution is used to dipcoat various natural hydrophobic surfaces, the lotus leaf

and duck feather. This makes these geometries able to support droplets of

rapeseed oil. This is an improvement on the oleophobicity with the natural

surfaces, however droplets of octane would fully wet the structures. To get a more

oleophobic substrate, the structure itself would need to be modified. The natural

morphology of the leaf and feather respectively cannot be made more oleophobic

than this, even with the dipcoated layer. Electrospinning fibres with high contents

of the same molecule allows the leaf to support octane. The electrospun fibres

have a bead-on-string morphology, naturally providing re-entrant structures lying

above the natural substrate morphology [74]. The combination of the forces

resulting from the geometry of the surface as well as from the surface chemistry

is what imbues this structure with its superoleophobicity. Re-entrant surface

curvature is a necessary but insufficient condition for superoleophobicity [79].
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A potential application for electrospun oleophobic coatings is the separation of

mixed fluids of differing surface tension. Since larger amounts of fluoroPOSS are

required to support a composite interface for a fluid of lower interfacial tension,

membranes can be designed such that lower interfacial tension fluids fall through

the membrane.

Comparing the robustness parameters for these three morphologies while wetted

by hexadecane shows us that beads-on-strings is most resistant to full wetting

(A∗ = 40, D∗ = 9), followed by fibres-only (A∗ = 18, D∗ = 7). Beads-only had

lower values (A∗ = 9, D∗ = 13).

Microhoodoos have the advantage that their robustness parameters (A∗, H∗, T ∗)

are not strongly coupled to their design parameters (spacing D, height, H,

radius, R, width, W ). In the case of the electrospun fibres ths is not the

case. Increasing D∗ leads to a decrease in either H∗ or T∗, itself causing A∗

to decrease. Since for microhoodoos D∗ and A∗ are only weakly coupled, it

is possible to simultaneously have both a high apparent contact agle at the

same time as a highly robust composite surface. Breakthrough pressures were

measured through droplet evaporation measurements. As a droplet gets smaller,

the Laplace pressure gets larger. Some of these surfaces were able to support a

composite interface when the droplet sat on only two microhoodoos. The pressure

being withstood was approximately 1400 Pa. This geometry had W = 10 µm,

and D = 5 µm.

All breakthrough pressures fitted upon a master curve plotted against the

robustness factor, A∗. This shows the parameter can be used to compare different

geometries.

Re-entrant geometries are also seen in nature! One example is that of the

springtail [28]. These creatures live in the soil, and upon their skin is a structure

which is comb-like and consists of interconnected ‘plates’. The corners of these

plates are suspended over pores in the skin. This means the edge of the asperity

is not linear, and forms a slight ‘roof’ over the pore. This allows the trapping

of air under immersion of both oil and water. Evolutionally, this was important

to allow the creature to breathe should its environment become inundated with

rain.
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Hierarchical roughness

Earlier it was mentioned that rose leaves exhibit both a high contact angle

and high contact angle hysteresis. Both the lotus and rose leaf have a double

lengthscale of roughness. The difference lies in where water sits upon these

structures. The high contact angle shows that water has become entrained in

the rough microstructure. The adhesive properties of the rose leaf come from

the imbibition of water into the nanostructure of the rose leaf (such that the

nanostructure is ‘filled’ with water) [9]. It was found by Yamamoto et al [78]

that removal of the nanostructure on lotus leaves makes them behave more like a

rose petal. They determined by comparison of various energies involved in sliding

that the nanostructure reduces the energy of both pinning and adhesion.

Hierarchical roughness can provide a route to re-entrant curvatures as discussed

in the previous section. Work by Nosinovsky looked at the stability of interfaces

based upon local curvature. They made a mathematical model which showed

that bumps on asperities allow an interface to come to a stable equilibrium,

whereas grooves did not. This is the case for both intrinsically hydrophilic and

hydrophobic asperities [48] [46]. This is because when asperities do not rise as

straight pillars from the substrate surface, but their rising edge varies sinosoidally,

they constitute re-entrant curvatures. A schematic of this geometry is shown in

Figure 4.6(a) borrowed from Nosonovsky et al. [48]. Additionally, an energy

landscape is plotted with the position of the droplet meniscus is shown in Figure

4.6(b).
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Figure 4.6 Figure taken from Ref. [48]. (a) Substrate geometries with
hierarchical roughness where the secondary roughness is sinusoidal
constitute re-entrant structures. Bumps on the surface give stable
equilibria, whereas grooves cause instant wetting. (b) hierarchical
roughness pins the meniscus of the droplet even for inherently
hydrophobic surfaces.

The above considered droplets upon a surface, but now we turn to particles at

fluid-fluid interfaces. Large particles approach the oil-water interface with long

time-scales. This means for a rough surface, the Cassie-Baxter metastable state

will first be formed. In order for a Wenzel state to form with a framboidal

(or raspberry-shaped) particle, this particle must first penetrate the interface

enough to be heterogeneously wetted, before it can further penetrate and be

homogeneously wetted on opposite sides of the interface. It is known that the

high rough asperities and the presence of re-entrant geometries make it harder

for a Cassie-Baxter to Wenzel transition to occur. This is because it is possible

for the equilibrium contact angle to be reached upon the rough asperity without

wetting the bottom of the geometry. At this point, small deviations from the

current position at the interface are less energetically favourable. The interface

doesn’t advance further in the absence of some external force such as mixing.

This is despite the energetic bonus that would be gained from reduced oil-water

interfacial energy were the particle to be fully wetted. This can be seen in the
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schematic in Figure 4.6(a). In order to move from a stable equilibrium to a fully

wetted state, one or more unstable equilibria must be passed through. These

constitute energy barriers.

Droplet formation

Condensing a droplet onto a rough substrate results in a Wenzel droplet [38] [51].

When a droplet is deposited onto a rough structure, it forms a Cassie-Baxter

droplet immediately [81] [51]. This is attributable to differences in lengthscale.

The relative lengthscales of surface features and droplets matter. Laplace pressure

scales inversely with the square of the droplet radius. As a droplet gets bigger

than its capillary length, gravity flattens the droplet making its curvature even

smaller (Of course the droplet is only flattened at the top and bottom - not at

the edges). Bigger droplets exert a smaller pressure on the substrate and as such

are less likely to invade the microstructure. Smaller droplets, particularly those

condensing, are able to invade small rough features. When rough features are

evenly coated, they are wetted in the Wenzel state. The mechanism of how the

meniscus moves will be discussed later.

Condensing a droplet onto a lotus leaf results in a Wenzel leaf. Experiments

by Cheng et al. [17] involved condensing droplets onto the leaf while an ice

cube on the back of the leaf prevented biological damage. These droplets were

removed and then more droplets were deposited at various positions around the

leaf. Away from the previous deposition areas, new droplets would land and roll

off as normal. If they rolled towards where the sticky droplet had been, the new

droplet would immediately stick there. The patch became sticky, and behaved

as if it were flat. This was because as small droplets condense they are able to

interpenetrate the small features making up the roughness. Small droplets have

much larger Laplace pressures. Drying the leaf returns the normal hydrophobic

behaviour. This is supported by the hydrophobic nature of the wax coating the

leaf, as was discussed in a previous section.

One interesting example of condensation of droplets is those upon the leaves of

the Lady’s Mantle plant. This leaf has hierarchical roughness, where the leaf

itself is covered with hydrophilic hairs. Small droplets condensing are initially

in the Wenzel state on the ‘ground’ of the leaf (or cuticula). As soon as they

touch a hair upon the surface, they are lifted up and away onto the leaf. As

it continues to grow and collect bundles of hairs, it forces hairs to bend. This
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is energetically unfavourable considering the stiffness of the hairs. As such, the

surface is rendered effectively hydrophobic with the addition of these hairs. Water

droplets placed upon the leaf have a contact angle close to 180° [51].

Microstructures can be invaded from impact as well as from Laplace pressure.

When a droplet is dropped from some height, it gains some kinetic energy while

losing gravitational potential energy. On landing, the relative size of the impact

force and capillary force to invade the structure become important. Above some

critical value it becomes possible for a droplet to land in a Wenzel state. In work

by Smyth et al. citeSmythDropletImpact, impact experiments were done. For a

range of droplets, predictions were made whether a given droplet from a given

height would rest either in the Wenzel or Cassie-Baxter state. They consider

Bernoulli and shock wave pressures and that droplets will not interpenetrate

asperities when these pressures are smaller than the capillary pressure of the

surface features of the substrate. When the capillary pressure lies above the

Bernoulli but below the shock wave pressure they predict partial pinning of the

droplet.

Other impact experiments were done by He et al [26]. Here droplets deposited

from a significant height also fall into the Wenzel state. They go on to consider

what happens following droplet collision with the substrate. They note that if

the droplet initially spreads on impact further than equilibrium it will rebound

into a more spherical shape. When this occurs, the receding contact angle will be

the one to be measured. When a droplet is deposited more slowly, and collision

happens and then the droplet spreads on the surface, the advancing contact angle

will be observed.

4.1.3 Rough stabilisers for Pickering emulsions

Three studies of note looking at the behaviour of rough solid stabilisers at an

oil-water interface are given in this section. These are those by Mable [43],

San Miguel [59] and Zanini [80]. These three all look at the effect of roughness

generally upon the water-oil interface, but using different aspects. The first looks

at adsorption efficiency, the second at maximum capillary pressure and the latter

at penetration depth of individual stabilisers.

In the paper by Mable, the particles in question are vesicles, self-assembled from

triblock copolymers. Their roughness is dependent upon the length of the third
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polymer block, determined by the particular RAFT polymerisation of a poly(2-

hydroxypropyl methacrylate)-poly(glycerol monomethacrylate) PHPMA-PGMA

core. All cores used in this study were from a single synthesis, and as such, are

identical. As the third block copolymer is grown, it moves into the vesicle wall,

leaving the initial diblock copolymer upon the outside. All vesicles therefore have

a constant surface chemistry. This allows the effects of surface roughness to be

examined independently of inherent wettability. The surface roughness is caused

by the weak partitioning of the polymers PHPMA and PBzMA in the middle of

the vesicle wall, undergoing nanophase separation. As such, bulges appear under

the vesicle wall. These bulges are initially seen as dimples within the surface, but

at a PBzMA length of 50 units, globules can be seen from outside the vesicle.

This is shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7 This figure, from Mable et al. [43], is a series of schematics resulting
from analysis of SAXS data. The colour coding is as follows: red
= PGMA, light blue = PHPMA, light green = mixed PHPMA and
PBzMA where the length of the third block is at most 50 units, dark
green = mixed PHPMA and PBzMA where the length of the third
block is at least 97 units long. As such, the left-hand image shows
the initial core, before grafting the third block. The next two images,
M2 and M3, show the evolution of morphology as the third block
increases. The two hydrophobic polymers mix and weakly partition
to form globules when the length of the third block is at least 97
units long. The bottom section shows the model used in SAXS
measurements. To find the globular structure, it was modelled as
a mixture of population 1 and 2 particles as shown above

These vesicles were used to form Pickering emulsions with φw = 0.50 using water

and n-dodecane. The observation that these o/w emulsions cream was exploited

to measure the adsorption efficiency. This was possible by measuring the turbidity

of the continuous phase and calculating the concentration of vesicles within it.

They found that increasing the third block length from 25 to 125 increased the
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efficiency from 36% to 94%, but further increasing the roughness decreased the

adsorption efficiency. At the largest roughness, corresponding to a third block

length of 400, the mean efficiency was 85%. This was attributed to a wetting

transition from Wenzel to Cassie-Baxter.

Earlier work from 2012 is that of San Miguel looking at roughness and maximum

capillary pressure. Rough particles were fabricated by fusing negatively-

charged Eudragit s-100 nanoparticles (2:1 polymer mix of methyl methacrylate:

methacrylic acid) upon larger cores of positively-charged silica particles by

heteroaggregation. The silica was rendered positive through reacting with

aminopropyltriethoxysilane. A solution of acetone was then used to treat the

particles. This partially dissolved the polymer within the nanoparticles, and

when the ethanol evaporated the dissolved polymer redistributed in the interstitial

gaps between the rough features. In this way a range of particles were made with

identical surface chemistry but varying roughness by controlling the concentration

of acetone during treatment. Since the copolymer is a random block copolymer,

the interior of the particle is identical to the surface. Surface chemistry does not

change as the roughness changes. This was confirmed by measuring their zeta

potential. Glass slides were also coated with the same particles using the same

protocol.

These glass slides had a multitude of uses. Firstly, they allow the roughness of

the coatings to be studied using AFM. They also provide a substrate for pendant

drop tensiometry (measuring sessile droplets rather than pendant ones). After

submerging a coated-glass slide upside down in water within a quartz cell, a single

decane droplet was deposited on the bottom. The contact angle of the droplet

was then measured. It was found that the rms surface roughness varied from

around 0.5 to 9 nm. The corresponding contact angles were around 55°, dropping

to approximately 20° by 9 nm rms roughness.

The particles with the same coatings were used to make emulsions. A subset

of these rough particles were emulsified with decane and water where φw = 0.5

and a particle concentration of either 3.2 or 1.8 w/v%. These emulsions were

studied under optical microscopy and subjected to centrifugation to measure the

maximum capillary pressure before the droplets broke up.

All emulsions showed a single emulsion phase with particles showing hexagonal

packing. No significant size difference was seen between samples. Centrifugation

revealed important differences in maximum capillary pressure with increasing
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surface roughness. Their data is shown in Figure 4.8. Increasing the rms

roughness from 2 to 6 nm results in a smooth, nonlinear increase in the maximum

capillary pressure from around 15 kPa to a clear peak at 6 nm, 23 kPa (averaging

the two data sets). Further roughness results in a sharp decrease in the maximum

capillary pressure, to approximately that at 2 rms roughness or even below. The

contact angle hysteresis of the glass slides with the same rms roughness shows a

similar trend. At 2 to 4 nm rms roughness, contact angle hysteresis is around 8°.

Between 4 and 6 nm rms contact angle hysteresis rises to around 27°. Further

increases in rms roughness result in a decrease of contact angle hysteresis to

around 22°.

In their analysis they discuss the possibility of a wetting transition with increasing

roughness. They point out that for the largest roughnesses, the surfaces have

re-entrant space between the rough features and the surface of the core particle.

They suggest that these spaces can therefore act as water traps leading to Cassie-

Baxter wetting whereas slightly smoother surfaces wouldn’t have re-entrant sites

and therefore can support Wenzel droplets. This is supported by the contact

angle hysteresis measurements, since the highest stability droplets also exhibit

maximum contact angle hysteresis as expected of Wenzel droplets. They conclude

that the reduced stability of the emulsion is due to two factors. One is the smaller

contact angle hysteresis, and the other is the reduced desorption energy. This

reduction in desorption energy results from the droplet being in a heterogeneous

wetting state as opposed to a homogeneous one.

Futhermore, they suggest that emulsion stability is dependent on more than just

surface energy alone. Their reasoning is based on the observation that below 6

nm rms roughness the emulsion stability and contact angle hysteresis is increased

with roughness despite little change in contact angle. This makes sense, and is

explained by the Wenzel model. As the surface area increases, there is more

interfacial area between two fluids than the geometrical projection. This ‘extra’

energy is seen by the increased hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity of roughened

substrates.

It’s possible that the description of Wenzel to Cassie-Baxter doesn’t go far enough.

The Cassie model typically refers to a system of nano-pillars. For such a system,

imbibition of liquid into the crevices does not change the interfacial area between

the two fluid phases - only the ratio of solid wetting by the different fluid phases

changes. For these carbon black rough particles, and the rough vesicles described

by Mable, this is not true. The geometries become re-entrant. The minimum
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distance between rough asperities is not at the surface of the core of the particle.

It is suspended above it. As such, as the interface approaches such a point, its

area is reduced. Past this point, it is increased. This is discussed in Section 4.1.2.

Both San Miguel [59] and Mable [43] find that the maximum wettability of their

rough particles coincides with a rms roughness of 6 nm. This is interesting since

they use different particles, and different techniques of characterisation.

Figure 4.8 Figure from Ref. [59]. Maximum capillary pressure has a
nonmonotonic relationship with rms roughness. It is possible that
the maximum capillary pressure is related to the contact angle
hysteresis, also shown.

Following these works, Zanini et al attempted to delve into the problem at a

microscopic level [80]. Again particles of tuneable roughness were fabricated, this

time from silica. A battery of particles were created from two populations of

large, core particles at either 1 or 6 µm and several populations of smaller silica

NPs ranging from 12 to 250 nm. These were electrostatically attached to the

cores. Ethanol solutions were used to partially dissolve the nanoparticles. As the

ethanol is slowly evaporated, interstital gaps were filled between the nanoparticles

to varying amounts. In this way, particles with tunable roughness were created by
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smoothing the particles with electrostatically attached nanoparticles to different

degrees. In this way a library of framboidal silica particles were created. In the

first part of their experiments they carried out freeze fracture shadow-casting

(FreSCa) cryo-scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

FreSCa SEM is a technique combining freeze-fracture of microscopy samples and

scanning electron microscopy. An oil-water interface is made in the presence of a

dispersion of particles. After the fluids have been added, a propane jet freezer is

used to quench the sample. The cooling rate is 30000 Ks−1. This is fast enough

that water has no time to crystallise and particles are trapped where they were

at the start of cooling. Following fracture, the samples are partially freeze dried

to remove condensed water and ice crystals. At this point tungsten is deposited

at an angle onto the sample. The shadow made by the metal can be used to

gauge the height of protrusions on the surface. Finally, a thin layer of tungsten

is deposited uniformly upon the surface. This prevents charging of the sample

in the areas shielded by surface asperities during SEM. The resulting pictures in

this technique have high resolution. Individual particles can be imaged, and their

shadows measured. Since the angle of deposition is known, a simple calculation

yields the protrusion height. In the experiments described here, the freezing

occurred less than one minute after interface preparation.

Using one set of silica particles chemically hydrophobised, where the only varying

feature was the roughness, contact angle was measured. It was found to decrease

monotonically with increasing roughness as one might expect from the Wenzel

equation. Here as the particles try to penetrate the oil-water interface, they

become pinned due to their surface topography. pH-dependent electrophoretic

mobility measurements checked that there were no changes in surface chemistry.

The data is shown in Figure 4.9(a).

Neutrally wetting framboidal particles were exploited to look at contact angle

hysteresis. These particles were separately dispersed in both oil and water for

a range of different roughnesses. Again the rougher particles were less able to

penetrate the interface as opposed to their smoother counterparts. As such,

particles beginning life in the aqueous phase appeared more hydrophilic, and

those initially oil-wet seemed more hydrophobic. The measured contact angle

hysteresis was as high as 100° for the roughest particles. This is shown in Figure

4.9(b).

A final experiment in this paper used gravity as a driving force to bring particles
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to an oil-water interface. The larger silica particles have a shorter timescale for

sedimentation than aggregation. They were dispersed in decane and then allowed

to sediment. Upon reaching the interface their positions were measured. Only the

smoothest particles attain the expected contact angle for pristine silica surfaces.

Their rougher cousins get stuck before reaching this point. They appear more

hydrophobic - a contact angle as high as 140° was measured when the rms surface

roughness was 54 nm. This data is shown in Figure 4.9.

These three experiments together are strong evidence that roughness influences

the behaviour of particles at the interface. Follow up experiments looked at the

contact line itself, which was indeed bumpy. A final experiment consisted of

dispersing smooth or rough particles separately in either fluorescently dyed oil or

water and emulsifying them. The preferred emulsion formed with predispersed

rough particles depended upon which fluid phase they were dispersed in. This is a

transitional phase inversion. In the case of smooth particles, only o/w emulsions

were formed regardless of which fluid they were predispersed in. They could

move to their equilibrium position upon the interface whereas their rougher

counterparts were pinned. Interestingly, looking at the graphs in the top row

of Figure 4.9, a point of inflection can be seen near a rms roughness of 6 nm.

This corresponds to the maximum wettability roughness seen by both Mable [43]

and San Miguel [59].

4.2 Techniques and methods

4.2.1 Dynamic Light Scattering

Theory

Dynamic light scattering is a technique where a coherent, monochromatic laser

beam is directed into a given sample. Different photons will meet different

particles at different positions. The phase of the incident photon at different

molecules will differ. For this reason, as the photons scatter off of the particles,

they scatter with different phases. Since the particles continue to move, and waves

are continually scattered, an electric field is measured by a photon detector. The

change in energy of the laser beam due to Brownian motion is negligible unlike

the change in momentum. This can be measured via the scattering vector, Eq.
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Figure 4.9 Figure taken from Ref. [80]. (a), (b) and (c) refer to the three
experiments explained above. A point of inflection can be seen in
the curves in the top row, corresponding to around 6 nm.

4.5, where k is a wavevector and the subscripts s and i refer to incident and

scattered respectively. This is related to the scattering angle by Eq. 4.6, where n

is the refractive index of the solvent, θ the scattering angle, and λ the wavelength

of the laser.
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The autocorrelator measuring the scattered light gives an intensity autocorrela-

tion function, which can be normalised to give Eq. 4.7. Since g(1) generally has

the form given by Eq. 4.8, it is possible to extract the diffusion coefficient, D

[25]. This makes sense since the faster the particles diffuse, the sooner the signal

will decay.

g(2)(τ) = 1 + |g(1)(τ)|2 (4.7)
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g(1)(τ) = e−DQ
2τ (4.8)

Using the Stokes Einstein equation, Eq 4.9, the hydrodynamic radius of the

particles can be calculated.

D =
kBT

6πηR
(4.9)

The above theory assumes single scattering, so it is important to have very dilute

solutions of the sample to be measured.

Method

The vesicles were diluted several times and measured using the dynamic light

scattering set up. This consisted of a laser with wavelength 633 nm, and a

maximum power of less than 35 mW. The DLS used an ALV/CGS-3 Compact

Goniometer System and an ALV/LSE-5004 Light Scattering Electronics and

Multiple Tau Digital Correlator. Several dilutions were measured to ensure

measurements were done in the regime of single scattering.

4.2.2 Preliminary emulsification experiments

Initial oil assay

This work was started by checking whether a range of rough vesicles were capable

of producing both an oil-in-water and water-in-oil emulsion with various oils.

This was done using the smoothest set of vesicles, at a concentration of 2.52

w/w% within the final emulsion. The oils were limonene, isopropyl myristate,

octanol and 0.50 cSt silicone oil and were dyed with either Nile Red or fluoroscein

depending on their polarity. To bias the emulsion type, emulsions were made

with a water volume fraction of either 0.8 or 0.2% respectively. Emulsions were

emulsified for 1 minute at 10,300 rpm using a Polytron PT 3100 rotorstator with

a 5 mm head. Total emulsion volume was 1 mL.
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Initial emulsification experiments

The oil used was octanol, and dyed with Nile Red at a concentration of 1 µM.

Total fluid volume was 1 mL per emulsion. Emulsions were emulsified for 2

minutes at 10,300 rpm using a Polytron PT 3100 rotorstator with a 5 mm head.

The number of vesicles within each sample was kept constant at 2.58 × 10−7

moles.

4.2.3 Pendant drop tensiometry

The glassware was cleaned by sonicating for 5 minutes twice in hexane, acetone

and ethanol. It was then left in a drying oven at 50◦C until dry.

All solvents were filtered three times through activated alumina to remove

polar impurities and surfactants. An extra step was required for pendant drop

measurements using octanol and water, due to their partial miscibility. A

separating funnel filled with filtered octanol and water was left overnight, so

the octanol would be saturated by water. In every experiment, water saturated-

octanol was used with fresh milliQ water.

Milli-Q water was collected in a vial, which was sealed with parafilm, to ensure no

possible contamination from glue from vial lids. Likewise, all solvents were kept

in glass jars to avoid glue contamination. Oil was drawn into a syringe and then

any air bubbles were removed. The syringe, needle and cuvette were transported

to the pendant drop tensiometer in covered containers to avoid contamination

from dust.

8 mL of milli-Q water was measured into the cuvette using a mechanical pipette.

The syringe was loaded onto the set up and the needle attached. The needle was

lowered into the water in such a way that it was in perfect view of the camera.

The computer was used to suspend a droplet of known volume into the water from

the needle. Pictures were taken for an hour at 10 minute intervals. If the droplet

passed the quality control criteria, particles were released into the continuous

phase. The set up was then left overnight to equilibrate, while images were taken

every ten minutes. The quality control criteria were that the interfacial tension

measurement was steady and close to the literature value for water-oil interfacial

tension.
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Since the particles from Mable et al. [43] were initially dispersed in water, an

oil droplet in water was measured using a J-shaped needle. This allowed the

initial interfacial tension of the droplet to be measured before the addition of the

stabiliser. The mass concentration of the vesicles was kept constant throughout

the experiments. The molar weight of the vesicle is proportional to the length of

its third block, and hence, its roughness. Since the timescale of the experiment

is quadratically related to the molar concentration of the vesicles, this allowed us

to probe many timescales while only measurements every 10 minutes.

In the event of the software being unable to locate the droplet, image processing

was used. Usually a linear contrast stretch was all that was needed with no loss

of data. This was especially required in the case of the rougher particles, which

have a larger refractive index mismatch with water. This had two effects. Firstly,

the linear contrast had to be more extreme, where any pixels brighter than some

threshold were made white. This also reduced error where streams of particles

interfered with edge detection of the droplet.

Each pendant drop tensiometry curve is the result of a single experiment.

One curve was repeated once to check reproducibility and used to present

representative error bars.

4.2.4 Density Measurements

Density measurements were made using an Anton Paar DMA 4500 density meter.

A range of dilutions of vesicles in water were made, and the densities measured.

By plotting the inverse density against the concentration, it is possible to calculate

the difference in density between particles and solvent from the gradient of the

straight line, and the solvent density from the intercept with the y-axis.

4.2.5 Preliminary experiments

Possible choices of oil

To begin the experiments, an assay of oils was used to ascertain which oil-water

interfaces these rough vesicles were interfacially active on. Initial experiments

were planned to investigate if a phase inversion with roughness would occur. To

this end, mixtures of oil and water with water volume fractions of both 0.20
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and 0.80 respectively were made with isopropyl myristate, limonene, octanol and

silicone oil. It is well known that the relative volume of oil and water can bias

an undispersed mixture of oil and water to become either water-in-oil or oil-in-

water droplets. For a phase inversion to be possible, the reagents must be able to

form both emulsion types in favourable conditions. A photograph of the resulting

emulsions can be seen in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10 An assay of oils were emulsified at both 0.2 and 0.8 water volume
fraction to see which oils where capable of forming both an o/w
and w/o system with these rough vesicles. Vials are in pairs
of low and high water fraction for each oil respectively. Left to
right: limonene, isopropyl myristate, octanol and 0.50 cSt PDMS.
Vesicles were at a weight concentration of between 2.2 and 2.6%
for each sample.

In Figure 4.10, it can be seen that all four oils were capable of forming an o/w

emulsion. What may be difficult to discern from this photograph is that the o/w

emulsion formed by limonene and octanol had a creamier, whiter appearance.

For this reason, it was decided that they were better emulsifiers than silicone oil

and isopropyl myristate. Experiments were carried through with octanol as it is

a better model system than limonene.

Emulsification

Emulsification results for octanol and water and various rough vesicles can be seen

in Figure 4.11. Changing the water volume fraction results in a phase inversion

for all roughnesses. The majority phase becomes the continuous phase in all

cases. As roughness increases, not much change can be seen in the morphology

of the emulsions.
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Figure 4.11 Octanol and water emulsions. Water has been dyed with
fluorescein. Top: φw = 0.20, o/w. Bottom: φw = 0.80, w/o.
All scalebars are 20 µm. Left to right: B25, B50, B294, B400.
The number after B relates to how rough the vesicles are. These
labels are the same as in our collaborator’s paper [43]. B25 is the
least rough, and B400 the roughest.

It should be noted that the possibility of vesicle break-up under shear has been

ruled out in emulsification studies with varying concentration of the same vesicles

as those used here [43]. As the concentration of vesicles was changed between 0.5

and 3.0 w/w%, the droplet size varied from 55 to 412 µm. The same studies upon

a linear copolymer resulted in a constant droplet diameter of around 70 µm due

to the break up of vesicles, resulting in a much larger concentration of copolymer

as compared to vesicles.

Following these results, we turned our attention to a single droplet, in pendant

droplet tensiometry experiments.

4.3 Discussion of rough vesicles

As previously stated, the vesicles used in this experiment were a gift from Mable

and Armes [43]. They were made by RAFT polymerisation. The core particles

were all made in the same synthesis prior to grafting of the third and final

copolymer. The third copolymer was different lengths. This resulted in different

roughness vesicles. This is because of weak partitioning within the vesicle wall.

Since the third block hides itself in the centre of the vesicle wall, it is unlikely the
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Figure 4.12 Figure taken from Mable et al. [43], TEM of framboidal vesicles.
It can be seen that all vesicles have a radius of around 200 nm.

surface chemistry is changed between different roughnesses. This allows the effect

of roughness to be looked at in isolation. These vesicles are charge stabilised. This

type of stabilisation does not affect the surface structure of the particles as would

be true in the case of steric stabilisation. As such it is likely there is only one

lengthscale of roughness for these vesicles, i.e. there is no secondary structure

overlying the main undulations. This means the range of available wetting states

is much less than that of the lotus and rose leaves discussed previously.

The overall diameter of the vesicles is unchanged with increasing length of the

third block copolymer. As the length of it increases, the vesicle wall grows in

thickness such that the inner cavity is shrunken. For B = 97, globules of 34 nm

radius are fully formed on the vesicles [43].

Figure 4.12 shows TEM micrographs of the rough vesicles used in this study.

Not all samples were used in the experiments within this chapter. It can be seen

that the size is roughly constant with increasing roughness. In the first panel, the

smooth vesicles appear wrinkled. This is because the vesicles were under vacuum,

causing them to take on this morphology.

A smooth population of particles is included. The copolymers are slightly

different, so it is likely that the surface chemistry of the smooth particles differs

from that of the framboidal particles. However, comparison to the other vesicles

may still be instructive assuming that the effect of the increased smoothness
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outweighs differences caused from differing surface chemistry.

4.4 Image Processing

This section explains what comprises a good image for interfacial tension analysis,

and what can be done when the image is less than ideal. As particles diffuse

within the continuous phase, the average attenuation of light within the cuvette

is increased. This results in a darker image in general as well as reduced contrast

within the image. This was dealt with as discussed below in Matlab.

4.4.1 Ideal droplet

Figure 4.13 shows an ideal droplet for interfacial tension measurements. The

droplet boundary is in sharp focus and the droplet covers many pixels. This

droplet is imaged before addition of any particle stabilisers. As such, the interface

is clean. It is expected that the interfacial tension will drop with addition of solid

particle stabilisers. As such, it is important that there is room in the image above

the droplet for when the droplet shape changes. A reduced surface tension acting

over the droplet will mean the relative strength of gravity will be increased. This

means the droplet will elongate and become less spherical. This can only be

measured if the entire droplet remains in view. At this point it is important to

remember that the interfacial tension of the bare interface between particles is

unaffected provided there are no interactions between adsorbed particles. The

reduction in interfacial tension is purely because the surface tension acts over a

smaller area of oil-water interface as particles adsorb.

Figure 4.13 Example pendant droplet. This is a decane-in-water oil droplet.
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The same droplet 49600 s after particles were released into the continuous phase

is seen in Figure 4.14. Before and after pictures can be seen in 4.14(a) and 4.14(b)

respectively. To enhance the image, the contrast was linearly stretched with no

loss of data. In this case, the top of the image has been cropped, making it appear

as if the droplet has grown. In the software package used to measure the droplet,

lines are placed at the top and bottom of the needle seen in the image, and at

the bottom of the droplet. This gives the algorithm a starting place to look for

the droplet. It is important to ensure these lines are in the same place between

sequential images. This is why guidelines can be seen in the processed picture.

During image processing within Matlab, the parts of the file containing the line

placement are lost. Using the guidelines they can be set to the same place during

analysis by hand.

(a) Unprocessed picture (b) Processed picture

Figure 4.14 Processing of a pendant drop image. (a) shows an image with
reduced contrast due to attenuation by a uniform dispersion of
rough vesicles. (b) shows the same image following processing. The
contrast was linearly stretched with no loss of data. The image was
slightly cropped in this example, which is why the droplet appears
to have grown. Guidelines are added to ensure the bottom of the
droplet is set at the same point between images.

4.4.2 Streams of particles

Sometimes a stronger process is required than that in the previous section. When

vesicles are first added, they flow in streams before settling towards the bottom

of the cuvette. This advection is driven by the injection process rather than

diffusion. Eventually they diffuse by Brownian motion such that the dispersion

appears uniform by eye. When these streams of particles pass by the edge of the

droplet as seen by the camera they can interfere with the edge-finding algorithms

inbuilt into the software. This is a greater problem for rougher vesicles, which
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have a greater refractive index. An example of this phenomenon and how it was

dealt with is shown in Figure 4.15.

(a) Unprocessed picture (b) Processed picture

Figure 4.15 Processing of pendant drop image. (a) shows an image with
reduced contrast due to attenuation by a uniform dispersion of
rough vesicles as well as streams of particles moving around the
droplet. (b) shows the same image post processing. The contrast
was linearly stretched such that only pixels with values between 10
and 60 percent of the range were kept. Everything else was made
white.

It may seem surprising that in Figure 4.15(b) that streams of particles can still

be seen. As grey pixels are removed, the edge of the droplet is slowly eroded.

There is a balance to be struck with causing an artificially low interfacial tension

measurement, and a high error caused by an erroneous shape as detected by the

edge-finding algorithms. For this sample, it turned out that the best compromise

was to use data from 0.1 to 0.6 of the entire data range, where 0 is black and 1 is

white. The results can be seen above. The dense patch of particles to the right

of the droplet can still be seen, but the edge-detection algorithm can more easily

find the edge of the droplet.

4.4.3 Algorithms used within Matlab

In order to process my images, Matlab was a natural choice. An image is a large

array of pixel values, and as such, is a matrix. In a greyscale image, this matrix

has dimensions x × y, where x is the image width, and y the image height. The

larger the pixel value, the brighter it is. When an image is read into Matlab, the

initial data is of the type int, short for integer, which means the data is discrete.
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The maximum possible pixel value is given by

M = 2b − 1 (4.10)

where b refers to the number of bits used in the image. The maximum possible

contrast in an image is seen when the full range of possible pixel values is used.

When an image is taken, the actual maximum pixel value depends on the camera

settings, in terms of the gain and shutter time. The gain adds or subtracts some

constant from the value of all the pixels, making the entire image brighter or

darker. The shutter time changes the contrast of the image in a non-linear way.

When the shutter time is a bit too short, the image is underexposed. This means

the pixels mostly have values in the lower end of the possible range. Similarly,

when the shutter time is a bit too long, the pixels occupy the higher end of the

possible values. When the shutter time is much too low or too high, an entirely

black or white image is taken respectively.

Due to the nature of the experiment, some photos required processing before a

droplet could be found and measured. As a solution becomes more concentrated,

it attenuates more light. When the turbidity is sufficiently low within the solution,

the result on the image is to decrease the average brightness, or pixel value. This is

combatted via increasing the gain, or processing images later. When the turbidity

is greater, the shutter time was also increased since the maximum gain increase

was insufficient for a good image.

In order to reduce the impact of different camera settings during image processing,

the data collected was normalised and adjusted.

normaliseMatrix

I wrote a function called normaliseMatrix. It takes a matrix, subtracts the

value of the minimum element from the entire matrix. This results in a lowest

value of 0. It then divides the whole matrix by the value of the largest element.

Now the matrix runs between 0 and 1. Before this is done, the data is converted

to a double from an int. This means non-integer values are allowed for the pixels.

This allows images to be compared easily, and thresholds found more easily.
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imadjust(im, [a b])

Sometimes a simple linear contrast stretch was insufficient. This was the

case when dark streams of particles crossed the image. The inbuilt function,

imadjust, takes two arguments. The first, im, is simply the image to be

processed. [a b] refers to the interesting range of pixel values in the data.

Pixels between a and b are mapped to between 0 and 1. Any pixels with a lower

value than a have a new value of 0, and pixels with a value higher than b, have

a new value of 1. This means any data outside this range is thrown away.

This was helpful, because streams of particles attenuated a little less light that

the edge of the droplet. The range chosen had to be carefully selected, because

throwing away dark droplet pixels removed the edge of the droplet. This makes

the length of the droplet decrease, and artificially increases the surface tension.

For this reason, it was only done when necessary. To see this effect, see Figure

4.16.
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Figure 4.16 During data processing, adjusting pixel values unnecessarily leads
to extra errors while artificially increasing measured interfacial
surface tension. Fit error is that given by the Kruss software.
Original contrast adjustment refers to use of normaliseMatrix
to linearly stretch the contrast with no loss of data. This interfacial
tension curve is from adsorption experiments with B25 vesicles at
a dodecane-water interface.

4.5 Results

4.5.1 Dynamic Light Scattering

Dynamic light scattering was carried out upon the rough vesicles. The

hydrodynamic radii were calculated and are shown in Table 4.2. These radii

vary between 215 and 224 nm for the framboidal vesicles. The smooth vesicles

are 40% smaller, however.
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Vesicle < RHyd > (nm) Standard Deviation Number of measurements

Smooth 127.4 3.3 6

B25 216.5 14.9 11

B50 221.1 7.8 10

B125 223.6 9.9 9

B294 219.7 8.4 9

B400 215.2 11.8 15

Table 4.1 DLS data for rough vesicles and their smooth counterpart. The
hydrodyamic radii are almost constant for the framboidal vesicles.
The smooth vesicles are about 40% smaller than their framboidal
counterparts. < RHyd > is the average hydrodynamic radius.

4.5.2 Density of vesicles

Vesicle ρp (g mL−1) ρs (g mL−1)

Smooth 1.0040 0.9982

B25 1.0046 0.9981

B50 1.0036 0.9982

B125 1.0039 0.9982

B294 1.0034 0.9983

B400 1.0047 0.9979

Table 4.2 Density data for rough vesicles and their smooth counterpart in
solution. The density is almost constant. The average vesicle density
is 1.0038 g mL−1, with a standard deviation of 0.0006 g mL−1. The
solvent, water, was measured to have a density of 0.9981 ± 0.0001 g
mL−1, as expected.

4.5.3 Effect of choice of oil upon vesicles of varying

roughness

In Figure 4.17, there are plots for all species of rough vesicles tested with the

four oils organised by vesicle. To plot them on the same scale they have been

normalised, by dividing the measured interfacial tension by the initial interfacial

tension. Where there are more data points, there is an initial plateau at

approximately 80% of the initial interfacial tension. This is harder to see for

the trends where the initial dynamics are very fast. This demarcates the regime
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where the vesicles are no longer adsorbing in a diffusion-limited manner. At

this point, vesicles must relax so the packing fraction can increase. This plateau

is notably absent from the octanol-water interface. This is could be because

the adsorption onto the interface isn’t diffusion-limited for long. The synthesis

team, who prepared these particles, have suggested that octanol swells one of

the polymer blocks, changing its volume fraction within the vesicle, and possibly

the vesicle size and/or morphology. This means there is an extra time-dependent

effect upon the morphology of adsorbed vesicles.

Octanol always has the slowest dynamics, with the exception of an outlier for the

B125 sample at the isopropyl-myristate interface. The timescale of adsorption

decreases with increasing roughness of vesicle, until around B125. For the B294

and B400 samples, the dynamics begin to slow with increasing roughness.

Curves showing the octanol-water interface end before the others because the

octanol droplets detached from the needle before a true plateau was reached.

The interfacial tension at the end of the experiments for all oil-water interfaces

except octanol lie between 40 and 50% of the initial value. This implies a similar

packing fraction is found for all droplets.
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(a) Smooth (b) B25

(c) B50 (d) B125

(e) B294 (f) B400

Figure 4.17 The roughness of an added particle surfactant affects its kinetics
far more than its equilibrium adsorption. Each panel shows a
different species of particle, beginning with the smoothest to the
roughest, left to right and top to bottom. Oils are coloured as thus:
black - octanol, blue - isopropyl myristate, green - decane and red
- dodecane. Here the tensiometry curves have been normalised to
allow plotting on the same axis. This is because the bare
oil-water interfacial tensions differ by half an order of magnitude.
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4.5.4 Effect of choice of rough vesicle upon various oils

In Figure 4.18, plots have been made to show the effects of different roughness

of vesicle upon an oil-in-water droplet. In (b), octanol immediately stands out

because we cannot see the long-term equilibria of the pendant droplet tensiometry

curves. This is due to the droplets detaching when the interfacial tension can no

longer support the droplet against gravity.
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(a) Decane (b) Octanol

(c) Dodecane (d) Isopropyl Myristate

Figure 4.18 Oil-water interfaces with different oils exhibit different phenomena.
Here different panels show the behaviour of all vesicles measured at
that particular oil-water interface. Colour scheme is as follows:
dark blue - smooth, red - B25, magenta - B50, brown - B125, cyan
- B200, dark green - B294, bright green - B400, where the larger
the number after B, the rougher the vesicle. Dodecane and decane
show similar behaviour, while octanol and isopropyl myristate
are different from the others and each other. No long term
data was gathered for octanol due to detachment of the droplet.
Characteristic error bars can be seen in (a). Percentage errors are
approximately 5.6% at early times, 10.7% at intermediate times
and 2.4% at late times. These were estimated by comparing two
repeated curves of the same vesicle adsorption experiment at the
same oil-water interface.

For the other plots, we can notice several trends. Firstly, in each plot, the final

interfacial tension is independent of the vesicle roughness. This tells us that

at long timescales the packing fraction of particles upon the droplet interface is

unaffected by particle roughness.

We can see a non-monotonic relationship between the speed of adsorption and the
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roughness of the vesicles. For all plots, we can see that the rough vesicles (B294

and B400) are the slowest to adsorb with the exception of B125 in for an isopropyl

droplet in water (d). More time is taken before these samples start to plateau.

The smoother vesicles approach their plateau at much smaller timescales.

For dodecane, two phases in the drop of interfacial tension can be seen for

smoother vesicles. Initially IFT drops rapidly, before slowing down. After some

slower dynamics, the IFT again decreases more rapidly. This is hinted at in

the data for decane, but there are insufficient data points to see it clearly. As

described above, this indicates a switch-over between diffusion-limited adsorption

to kinetically limited adsorption. It is unclear as to whether such an initial plateau

can be seen for isopropyl myristate. Only the curve for the smooth data suggests

it. There is no plateau to be seen for octanol.

Figure 4.19 Characteristic times for different roughness vesicles at various
oil-water interfaces. Oil indicated in legends. Upper: decane,
dodecane and isopropyl myristate generally show that rough vesicles
(B294 and B400) have much longer timescales for adsorption, while
the other vesicles adsorb more quickly. The result for isopropyl
myristate and B125 is an outlier. Octanol is shown separately
below since it is suspected that it swells the vesicles. Errors are
estimated to be a third of the calculated time.
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A characteristic time can be seen plotted in Figure 4.19. These times were found

by interpolating the flow curves to find that time at which the interfacial tension

was precisely between the average maximum and minimum interfacial tensions for

that oil. This characteristic time parameterised how fast adsorption takes place.

The slower the adsorption, the higher the characteristic times. The associated

error bars are 30% of the calculated time. This percentage error was found

by comparing two interfacial tension curves of the same adsorption experiment.

Plotted separately are decane with dodecane and isopropyl myristate above, and

octanol below. Octanol was separated out because since as previously mentioned

it may be incorporated into vesicles and affect the interfacial tension curves.

For the upper plot it can be seen that generally the smoothest four vesicles

have lower characteristic times than the roughest three. The value for isopropyl

myristate with vesicles B294 can be seen to be anomalously high.

Since the behaviour is similar for dodecane and decane, the data can be

interpolated and averaged to better reveal the overall trends, shown below in

Figure 4.20. Averaging the trends reduces measurement error substantially, and

two phases of behaviour can clearly be seen. Behaviour for the rough vesicles

B294, and B400 is clearly set apart from the smoother vesicles. Smooth, B25,

B50 and B125 vesicles show trends remarkably close to each other. We propose

that behaviour here cannot be distinguished to any better resolution from this

set up. We draw broad conclusions about quite smooth particles and quite rough

particles without making further distinctions. The difference in adsorption within

these groupings is too small to be detected.
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Figure 4.20 Averaging and interpolating the data for decane and dodecane leads
to smoother, less noisy data. This allows us to see two clear regimes
of behaviour - smooth particles, and rough particles. For decane
and dodecane, the cut-off lies between B125, and B294. The data
for smooth particles (roughness less than B294) lie remarkably close
to each other. Above the critical roughness, capillary interactions
prevent easy movements of vesicles upon the oil-water interface.
This prevents vesicles moving to make room for new adsorbing
particles. Adsorption dynamics are much slower as a result.

The averaged data also shows a smoother trend in characteristic time than before,

as shown in Figure 4.21. The first four vesicles have a very similar characteristic

time which is significantly different for the roughest two. This is further evidence

for there being two regimes of behaviour in this experiment.
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Figure 4.21 The characteristic times for the averaged hydrocarbons show a
smooth increase in adsorption timescale with vesicle roughness.
There are two regimes of adsorption behaviour. The roughest
vesicles (B400 and B294) have much longer adsorption timescales
than the smoothest. Errors are estimated to be a third of the
calculated value.

For the rougher particles, we hypothesise that capillary forces are experienced

upon the oil-water interface. These forces make it difficult for diffusion of a single

particle along the interface of the droplet as the interface becomes increasingly

populated. This is due to the attractive forces experienced by the particle pulling

it towards surrounding particles as it attempts to move along the interface. As

such, it is more difficult for an incoming particle to find an area free of other

particles onto which to adsorb. The particles on the interface take a long time to

rearrange and pack efficiently.

In the background detailed above, a relation between the short-time kinetics and

energy barrier was shown to be proportional to the gradient. There aren’t enough

data points to get an accurate quantitative value, but it can be seen this energy

barrier has a non-monotonic relationship with particle roughness.

The conclusion of a non-monotonic relationship between wettability and interfa-

cial tension is supported by the literature. In an experiment by San Miguel [59]

emulsions were fabricated with particles of varying roughness. The maximum

capillary pressure was measured, and increasing roughness increased this pressure

to a point, before reducing it with further increases in roughness. This was
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explained by a Wenzel to Cassie transition. In the Wenzel state, an increase in

roughness increases the energy of adsorption as previously discussed. Too much

roughness kicks the particle into a Cassie state of heterogeneous wetting. At this

point, the amount of oil-water interface reduced by adsorption is smaller, and so

the particles are easier to remove.

Cassie to Wenzel transitions have been seen in the literature. One example is that

of letting a droplet of water fall onto a rough substrate. A large enough height

allows the wetting state to be Cassie instead of Wenzel. A lotus leaf immersed

under water to a depth great enough for the hydrostatic pressure to affect the

water-air interface becomes homogeneously wetting by water. Although no large

kicks of energy are provided in this experiment, lots of time is given for small

fluctuations to slowly take the system to equilibrium. As the particle inserts

itself deeper onto the interface, more energy is gained.

The long-time interfacial tensions for a given oil-water interface reach approxi-

mately the same value. This is because with sufficient time the rough vesicles

will insert themselves onto the interface. It is just that their kinetics take a long

time. The interfacial particles must relax laterally upon the interface, as well as

perpendicularly to it. This perpendicular relaxation requires a wetting transition.

It can only be achieved by a hopping process since there is no mixing taking place

during the experiment.

4.5.5 Calculating the energy barrier

For most of the results above, there are not enough data points at low times

to extract the energy barrier, as described in Ref. [47]. Selecting the curve for

the B400 vesicles upon the decane-water interface, I have calculated the energy

barrier. In the example in the cited paper, the energetic barrier is found to be

between 1000 - 2000 kBT. These nanoparticles have a diameter of 10 nm. My

particles have a diameter 40× bigger, and so one would expect the energy barrier

to be between 1.6−3.2×106 kBT. My value came out to be 3.2×106 kBT, which

is in this range. The working is below. The gradient was extracted by plotting

a line of best fit through the first few data points on Matlab after plotting the

interfacial tension against
√
tc20 and extracting its gradient.

γ = γ0 − 2NA|∆E|c0

√
Dt

π
(4.11)
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γ = γ0 − 2NA|∆E|
√
D

π

√
tc20 (4.12)

dγ

d
√
tc20
|γ→0 = −2NA|∆E|

√
D

π
(4.13)

D =
kBT

6πηr
= 5.22× 10−13m2s−1 (4.14)

dγ

d
√
tc20

= −8876300 N m2 s−0.5 mol−1 for B400 decane

|∆E| = − dγ

d
√
tc20

1

2NA

√
π

D
= 1.3121× 10−14J = 3.1925× 106kBT (4.15)

4.6 Conclusion

In this section background theory was presented to introduce the requisite science

to understand the interpretation of the experiments. The influence of the

roughness of a given stabiliser was looked at macroscopically (with emulsions)

as well as mesoscopically (with pendant drop experiments). Depending on the

force with which the stabiliser is pushed towards the interface, roughness may or

may not be influential.

It was shown and discussed that when the incoming particle has enough energy

and a gap onto which to adsorb, it will quickly come to an equilibrium position,

which may not be the global equilibrium (for example with re-entrant geometries).

When the energy provided is much less, the influence of roughness can be seen.

For a bare interface, the limiting factor is a chance to get onto the interface. As

the density is increased, a bare patch must be found upon the interface. There

are two difficulties in this. Firstly, the particles on the interface must relax and

pack closely to allow more particles to come on. Secondly, the height to which

the particles stick out influences the probability of rebound. If there is a bare

patch large enough for an incoming particle normal to the surface, surrounded

by particles in a heterogeneously wetting state, they will block particles coming

from a large range of angles. This range is reduced as the particles relax and

sink into the interface. This takes longer the more re-entrant the structure of the
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stabiliser is.

With this in mind, it makes sense that there was little difference in the emulsions

made with different roughness vesicles. The rotor stator is a high energy emulsifier

and thus provides both a lot of energy to the system, continuously generating bare

interface onto which the particles may adsorb. The pendant drop experiment,

only used thermal energy to get the particles to adsorb. As such, the subtleties of

the rough vesicles can be pulled out. This is supported by the experiment by Kaz

[34], where a logarithmic dependence with time was found on the penetration

depth. As the particle approaches equilibrium, the force pulling it onto the

interface is decreased. This means that a larger thermal ‘kick’ is required for a

heterogeneity to be wetted. In the case of rough vesicles, larger kicks are needed

due to larger defects upon the vesicle surface. The ‘defect’ to be overcome is a

transition from a heterogeneous to a homogeneous state. In the case of increasing

roughness from a smooth vesicle, there is an increased energetic payoff from

movement of the contact line. For this reason, it makes sense that increased

roughness decreases the speed of adsorption.

The conclusion that the way a particle gets to the interface influences the wetting

state is analogous to that of a droplet impacting a rough substrate. It is a bit

like a change in the frame of reference.

The pendant drop experiments looked at adsorption onto a single droplet.

Compared to the emulsification experiments, the energy each particle has when

it adsorbs is much smaller. This allowed two regimes of behaviour to be seen:

rough and smooth particles. Four oils were tested, octanol, decane, dodecane and

isopropyl myristate. Octanol saw increased wettability of vesicles between smooth

and B50 vesicles. Further increases were counterproductive, and wettability was

reduced. For B294 and B400, kinetics were much slower than for any other

particle. After the experiments were made, a collaborator suggested that octanol

may swell one of the blocks of the triblock copolymer from which the vesicles are

self-assembled, which would explain why the data looks very different from the

other oils.

The data for the other oils is quite noisy, in that repeated measurements do

not lie upon each other. The error in the y-axis is large, in part due to the

small differences in initial IFT. They were found to be approximately 6, 11 and

2% of the IFT measurement at early times, intermediate times and late times

respectively. Noise effects were distinguished from real effects by interpolating
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and averaging the data from dodecane and decane. On averaging the data, the

trends from smooth and rough vesicles are clearly different. Smooth, B25, B50

and B125 vesicles all have curves very close to each other. Curves from B294

and B400 are similar to each other and widely separated from their smoother

counterparts. Without a doubt, they adsorb far more slowly. This averaging will

reduce random errors since these errors are equally likely to lie above as below

the true values. Only decane and dodecane could be averaged in this way since

they are from the same homologous series and so share similar properties. The

other oils vary widely from these two and so could not be averaged. Isopropyl

myristate broadly agreed with this conclusion, with data from the smooth vesicles,

B25 and B50 looking similar to each other, and different from B125, B294 and

B400. The rougher vesicles again exhibited similar dynamics, slower than the

smoother vesicles.

Particle size was examined via DLS. It was found that with the exception of the

smoothest particles which were much smaller, the particle sizes ranged from 215.2

to 223.6 nm in radius. This corresponds to about 3.9%. The peak difference

between smooth and rough particles, particularly for the averaged data from

dodecane and decane is very much greater than 5%, so differences due to size can

be discounted. Although the size for the smoothest particles was about half that

for the others, the interfacial tension curve is not out of place among the others.

In summary, the resolution of this experiment is enough to say only that there

are two regimes of particle behaviour, smooth and rough. We believe that this

difference is because the rough particles are slower to relax and reorganise once

trapped on the interface. In the literature it has been shown that initial increases

of roughness increase the wettability of the adsorbing species. Our experiment

does not conflict with such observations, but is not sensitive enough to detect it.

This is supported by the measurements of characteristic times of adsorption for

the various rough particles at different oil-water interfaces.
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Chapter 5

Edible mycoprotein

5.1 Introduction

This chapter looks at the emulsification abilities and mechanisms of a particular

industrial powder. The material came from an industrial supplier, this company

specialises in meat-replacement products formed from mycoprotein. Mycoprotein

is made by the large-scale fermentation of fungus to provide non-animal protein.

Industrially relevant, better knowledge of how to use these powders to make

emulsions could lead to more sustainable edible emulsions. Sustainable food is

part of this company’s mission statement. As such, some of their fermentation

broth having undergone an unrevealed protein extraction process was provided

to the university.

Before experiments were begun, it was necessary to check which emulsions it is

possible to form with this stabiliser. Preliminary measurements identified which

oil-water pairs it is possible to stabilise with this organic powder. Emulsions

made separately with dodecane, glyceryl trioctanoate and octanol were examined

in more detail. All three were visualised with confocal fluorescence microscopy,

and the interface examined where possible.

Dodecane and water emulsions are examined with varying protein powder

concentration under confocal fluorescence microscope. Supporting experiments

using pendant drop tensiometry found that a molecular mechanism is at play in

the adsorption of the stabiliser at the interface. In contrast, it was found that

a different stabilisation mechanism is present for both octanol and water, and
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glyceryl trioctanoate and water. Here, it will be seen that increasing particle

powder concentration leads from an unstable emulsion, to a stable emulsion,

while further increases in particle concentration lead to a HIPE. Rheological

measurements were made on dispersions of the stabiliser within water with

changing concentration of protein content. Rather than fast adsorption of

material at the interfaces, it will be shown that stabiliser aggregation within

the continuous phase leads to the immobilisation of droplets.

Methods from these experiments are given below, before the results, discussion

and conclusions. Within Appendix B, extra experiments upon a similar industrial

protein powder are given. The alternative powder was not heat treated within

the protein extraction process and was the subject of only a modest amount of

research since its shelf life was extremely limited. The protein used in this chapter

is known as ProBe1, and the powder within Appendix B is known as ProBe2.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Emulsification

To make emulsions, the protein powder was first dispersed within water. ProBe

powder was measured out into a vial, before water was measured on top of it.

This mixture then underwent two rounds of sonication within an ultrasound bath

for five minutes separated by five minutes gentle agitation. The ultrasound broke

up small aggregates, while the agitation ensured the powdered stabiliser was

immersed within the water.

Following the predispersal, oil was measured on top of the mixture. The vial was

then immediately taken to be emulsified in a PolyTron PT 3100 with a 12 mm

head.

5.2.2 Confocal fluorescence microscopy

For this work, usually only a single channel was used. The Zeiss software

automatically chooses mirrors and low or high pass filters as appropriate for

a selected dye. Dyes used in this chapter include Nile Red, Nile Blue, and

Rhodamine B. Nile Red was used to label oils, Nile Blue water, and Rhodamine
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B proved effective at dying organic matter.

Solid samples from HIPEs were loaded onto a cover slip using a spatula. Runny

samples were loaded using a pipette. For one mini-experiment both Nile Red and

Nile Blue were used to highlight both fluid phases, although this was discontinued

since for some oil-water pairs the two dyes would mix and confuse matters.

5.2.3 Optical microscopy

Optical microscopy was done using an Olympus BX50 microscope with 5, 10, 20

and 50× lenses and a Q-imaging QICAM FAST1984 camera. Sample preparation

was the same as for confocal fluorescence microscopy, with solid samples loaded

with a spatula and runny samples with a pipette.

5.2.4 Pendant drop tensiometry

Pendant drop tensiometry was done slightly differently to that described in

Chapter 4. Again an oil droplet in water was measured, but whereas before

stabilisers were added into the continuous phase following droplet injection, here

a dodecane droplet was injected into a protein suspension. The protein was

ProBe powder, and the concentration was 1.1 w/w%. As a control experiment, a

dodecane droplet was first injected into clean water to check the initial interfacial

tension measurement. After the presence of impurities was ruled out, the

continuous phase was replaced with the protein solution ready for the experiment

to take place.

Watching a droplet detach

A droplet was injected at various rates between 200 and 14997 µL min−1 and

observed to see any long-term behaviour.

Injection a droplet, then decreasing its volume

The rate of fluid flow into and out of the experiment for these experiments

was varied, and kept the same for each droplet tested. The droplet volume

was retracted before the droplet could detach. For the faster rates the volume
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retraction was immediately after injecting the droplet. For lower rates, volume

was retracted after about 10 s following injection.

5.2.5 Rheology

The rheology described in this chapter was done on dispersions of stabiliser within

water which gels under certain circumstances. The range of dispersions tested

varied from 8 to 32 w/w%. At the higher concentration, when left for sufficient

time in the fridge, the samples gel enough to briefly remain in the bottom of the

vial on turning the vial upside down.

These dispersions were made by the same procedure as for emulsification, with

ultrasonication and agitation, but no further fluid is added. At this point,

dispersions are mixed in the same way under the same conditions as if there

were oil present. The samples were then put in the fridge to age overnight.

The rheology procedure was as follows: following the full calibration of the

rheometer and geometries, the sample was removed from the fridge. It was then

loaded onto the bottom plate, which was sandblasted to reduce slip between the

sample and the geometry. Temperature was maintained at 25°C via a Peltier

plate. When the sample was trimmed, the top plate, a sandblasted cone-plate

was held in place by an internal lock. The trimming gap was 50 µm greater than

the geometry gap. Once the geometry gap had been acquired, the sample was

left to rest for 120 s as a preconditioning step.

For the flow curve measurement, shear rate was controlled while the shear stress

was measured. The shear rate was swept up from 0.2 to 3000 s−1 with 7 points

per decade. For each point, steady sensing was used to terminate the step once

a plateau had been reached. The maximum waiting time was 180 s, where the

sample period was 10 s, the tolerance was 5% and 3 consecutive points had to

satisfy the conditions.

5.2.6 Droplet sizing

All droplet sizing was done using Matlab and optical microscope micrographs.

Droplets were measured using the technique mentioned in Chapter 3 where each

droplet’s data was found by clicking on opposite edges of the interface. The
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gathered data was then averaged by volume or number respectively, and was

ready for interpretation.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Preliminary experiments

The first step in looking at possible stabilisation mechanisms of ProBe powder was

to discover which oil-water interfaces it is possible to stabilise. The oils looked at

were isopropyl myristate, dodecane, silicone oil, glyceryl trioctanoate and octanol.

Photographs of these samples post-emulsification can be seen in Figure 5.1. The

only HIPE formed is from dodecane and water. The other samples have a lot of

excess oil and water. White droplets, later shown to be w/o can be seen in the

sample with octanol and water as well as glyceryl trioctanoate and water. It is

also shown later that the upper phase of the sample with glyceryl trioctanoate

contains small w/o droplets.
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(a) Without flash

(b) With flash

Figure 5.1 Photographs following emulsifying water with various oils with (b)
and without (a) flash photography. Oils left to right are: isopropyl
myristate, dodecane, silicone oil, glyceryl trioctanoate and octanol.
The only space-filling emulsion is dodecane-in-water. Some emulsion
droplets are present with excess oil and water for octanol and silicone
oil, although very few in the latter case. Particle weight fraction was
2.4w/w% and oil volume fraction 75 % for all emulsions. Emulsions
were photographed the day after emulsification.

The samples above were observed via optical microscopy, and the droplet sizes

and emulsion description can be found in Table 5.1

Oil Comments ā āvol

Isopropyl myristate Unstable - -

Dodecane o/w (HIPE) 5.0 µm 27.3 µm

Silicone oil Unstable - -

Glyceryl trioctanoate w + o/w + w/o/w + w/o + o 7.8* µm 22.1* µm

Octanol Unstable - -

Table 5.1 Preliminary results for ProBe1. All emulsions have a water volume
fraction of 0.25, and a particle weight percentage of 2.4. *Droplets
measured are o/w.
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5.3.2 Dodecane and water

In the case of dodecane-in-water emulsions, more protein powder results in smaller

droplets, as shown in Figure 5.2. The corresponding values are given in Table

5.2. The first four data points are in the low-stabiliser regime, whereas the final

data point appears to be in the regime where droplet size is no longer dependent

upon stabiliser concentration. To achieve smaller droplet sizes, faster shear rates

would be required. The data has been fitted with a nonlinear squares approach

to a model of R = aφ−1p , were a = 2.31× 10−7. This corresponds to a particle

size of 381 nm.

Figure 5.2 As more powder is incorporated into a water-in-dodecane emulsion,
the droplets become smaller. Both number and volume average are
plotted here. The volume-averaged radius has been fitted using a
nonlinear least squares approach on Matlab, using the model y =
ax−1 + b. The model doesn’t fit the data well. This is because
the protein is an industrial system, and as such displays complex
behaviour. This fit corresponds to a particle size of 381 nm.
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%powder ā āvol σvol Droplets measured

0.5 20.6 µm 59.6 µm 9.0 837

0.8 17.6 µm 51.0 µm 8.3 1561

1.6 14.1 µm 41.0 µm 6.0 1070

2.4 5.0 µm 27.3 µm 3.5 857

4.8 5.9* µm 15.2 µm 1.8 760

Table 5.2 The higher the concentration of ProBe1 stabiliser, the smaller the
resulting emulsion droplets. *This result is larger than expected due to
the difficulty of imaging. The resolution of the images was insufficient
to see some of the smaller droplets. This is reflected in the much
smaller standard deviation on the volumes for this set of droplets.
Since the many of the smallest droplets can’t be measured, the spread
of the droplet sizes is artificially reduced.

Confocal Fluorescence microscopy

For all powder concentrations tested, emulsions of dodecane and water form a

HIPE. The solid fraction in the continuous phase for this emulsion appears to be

great enough to prevent diffusion of dye. As such, these emulsions were made

using dyed water. For this experiment, rhodamine B was used, since it seemed

to couple well to dye organic matter. This was seen through bright interfaces in

the resulting micrographs.

Concentrations of ProBe1 powder were tested at 0.34, 0.81, 1.62, 2.40 and 4.72%.

Micrographs can be seen in Figure 5.3.
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4.72% 2.40% 1.62% 0.81% 0.34%

10×, 100 µm 10×, 100 µm 10 ×, 100 µm 10×, 100 µm 10×, 100 µm

40×, 100 µm 40×, 100 µm 40×, 100 µm 40×, 100 µm 40×, 100 µm

40×, 50 µm 40×, 100 µm 40×, 50 µm 40×, 100 µm 40×, 100 µm

63×, 25 µm 63×, 50 µm 63×, 25 µm 63×, 50 µm 63×, 50 µm

63×, 25 µm 63×, 50 µm 63×, 25 µm 63×, 50 µm 63×, 50 µm

Table 5.3 Confocal fluorescence micrographs of dodecane and water. As the concentration of powder
is increased, droplets get smaller and the number of ‘bright’ features increases. Bright
droplets appear to be decorated with features formed from organic matter. Magnification
and scale bar size indicated under each micrograph.
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As protein concentration increases, the average droplet size decreases. For all

concentrations there appear to be two populations of droplet. Those that appear

bright and those that don’t. The number of bright droplets increases at higher

concentrations. Zooming in on these droplets, we can see that their interfaces

are structured. This is shown in Figure 5.3. Several examples of coated droplets

can be seen. Just above the middle of the scalebar, a partially decorated droplet

can be seen, as if some of the interface is relatively uncovered. Near the top of

the image is a droplet which looks even patchier, with large bare patches. These

bright patches are a small number pixels across. Pixels are 157 nm, and so this

means these decorations are the same size as the graph in Figure 5.2 suggested

the stabilising particles are.
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Figure 5.3 Droplets of dodecane appear to be decorated with various amounts of
organic matter. The bright patches, or decorations, upon particles
are of the lengthscale of a couple of pixels. This makes them the
same order of magnitude as the size of stabilising particles earlier.
Scale bar is 100 µm.

5.3.3 Decorated interfaces and stabiliser concentration

We already saw that as the concentration of stabiliser is increased, the relative

proportion of decorated droplets increased. From the various samples imaged, a

sequence of z-stacks showing material build-up is shown in Figure 5.4. Material

initially stabilised the interface between dodecane and oil. This is how the

droplets are stabilised. As the concentration of stabiliser is increased, this

structure grows from the interface until droplets which appear ‘full’ can be seen.
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For this reason, droplets can be found where material is found in large clumps

within, and where material fills the droplet except for various ‘holes’. Examples

of this can be seen below.
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(a) 4.82% (b) 1.63%

(c) 4.72% (d) 4.72%

(e) 1.63%

Figure 5.4 Different internal structures found in dodecane emulsions. In this
series of images, it appears that some structure first builds at the
dodecane-water interface. With sufficient material this material
increases within the droplet, until some completely full structures
can be seen. The powder concentration for the particular sample is
given underneath each z-stack. It is possible the droplet shown in
(e) with material throughout is a multiple emulsion droplet. Top left
frame of each panel is the bottom-most frame. z-axis increases left
to right and top to bottom.
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This work was followed up by pendant drop tensiometry, as discussed in the

following section.

Pendant Drop Tensiometry

To investigate the surface activity of the protein powder at a dodecane-water

interface, a single droplet of dodecane was suspended from a J-shaped needle

within a dilute dispersion of the material. As a control experiment, a droplet was

first suspended in MQ water to ensure the absence of contaminants.

It was found that for the droplet sizes tested, V ≈ 20 µL, a droplet could not

be suspended in a protein dispersion in water at equilibrium. It would just

elongate and detach within minutes. The fast rate of adsorption strongly suggests

a molecular component in the surface activity of the powder. This is because large

proteins or particles would take time to diffuse to the interface. As bulky objects

adsorb, they slow down the rate of adsorption of other bulky things.

To investigate the adsorption characteristics, oil was injected in and sometimes

removed at various rates while the droplet was observed. For droplets that were

injected and watched, a faster injection rate correlated with a quicker detachment

process. This can be understood in terms of the movement of the oil-water

interface. As an oil droplet is injected, the oil-water interface is pushed rapidly

through the continuous phase. This motion will sweep up stabiliser, since the

interface will collide with any dissolved organic material in the area. For higher

rates, the droplet volume was retracted immediately after droplet injection to

prevent detachment. For lower rates, a waiting time of up to 10s occurred between

injection and retraction.

Images of a droplet when injected, and just prior to detachment can be seen

in Figure 5.5. The droplet elongates, and the neck lengthens until the surface

tension of the droplet is not sufficient to counteract gravity.
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(a) New droplet (b) About 140s later

Figure 5.5 A single droplet of dodecane suspended in a protein powder
dispersion rapidly elongates and detaches. The timescale is less than
two minutes. This fast timescale suggests high interfacial activity
and a molecular component to adsorption.

The effects of reducing the interfacial area were also tested. Following injection

of a droplet, oil was removed. This reduces the volume, and the equilibrium

interfacial area. In order for wrinkles to appear, oil would need to be removed

rapidly. The wrinkles which appear are small, and relax quickly. An example of

a droplet, and wrinkles after its volume was reduced can be seen in Figure 5.6.

A lot of volume has to be removed before wrinkles appear. This tells us that

surfactant adsorbed can come off readily, and also that fast rearrangements can

occur to accommodate fast reduction of interfacial area. This is further evidence

for stabilisation by a molecular surfactant.
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(a) New droplet (b) Wrinkled droplet

Figure 5.6 After suspending a dodecane droplet in water upon a j-shaped
needle, fluid was rapidly removed. Wrinkles only formed with large
withdrawal rates. The wrinkles that form are small, and rapidly
disappear. This suggests that the stabiliser can easily move upon the
droplet interface.

Discussion

For the stabilisation of dodecane-in-water emulsions, only a small quantity of

stabiliser is required. As the quantity is increased, droplets become smaller. This

suggests that the stabiliser is sitting at the interface to stabilise droplets, rather

than making a structure in the continuous phase, which would require larger

quantities.

Supporting experiments were done using confocal fluorescence microscopy to peer

into the structure of the emulsion at a deeper level, and pendant drop tensiometry

was done to gain insight into adsorption properties. These techniques gave

complementary information, which supports the above assertion that stabilisation

happens due to adsorption at the water-oil interface.

Confocal fluorescence microscopy showed material gathering at the interface of

droplets. Droplets were ‘decorated’ with small spheres, and the proportion of

these decorated droplets increased with stabiliser concentration. Looking inside

the droplets, evidence was seen of structures poking out from the interface into

the inside of the droplets. With sufficient stabiliser the amount of structure inside

increased. Stages included material only at the interface, material in clumps on

the interface sticking slightly out into the droplet. Clumps on the outside growing,

and significantly taking up space on the inside, so much material inside that small

dark regions appear as if there is material ‘missing’ from a droplet, to droplets
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which are nearly entirely filled.

Pendant drop tensiometry saw very quick timescales for droplet detachment.

Adsorption times tend to correlate with stabiliser size. This is because larger

things diffuse more slowly, and so are less likely to collide with the interface.

Despite the fact that droplets here were injected into up into a stabiliser solution,

sweeping stabiliser up, droplets were only stable for 10s of seconds. During

this time, further adsorption of stabiliser occurred. This can be seen from the

elongation of the droplet. This elongation occurs as gravity has an increasing

effect on the droplet - the surface tension of the droplet is decreasing rapidly.

This is evidence of a good molecular surfactant.

Pulling oil out of the droplet again did not result in wrinkles upon the interface

easily. It only occurred with both fast rates and removal of a large proportion

of the droplet volume. These wrinkles quickly relaxed. The difficulty in making

wrinkles tells us that the stabiliser can easily detach. If this was not the case, as

the volume of droplet were reduced, the fixed interfacial area would result in a

corrugated surface. The fast relaxation of the wrinkles strongly suggests that the

stabiliser can move easily upon the interface. Smaller objects have an easier time

of diffusion upon the interface. This is because they are not affected by capillary

forces. They are not large enough to distort the interface due to gravity, and

as such are not subjected to attractions and repulsions as they move about the

surface.

To summarise, this industrial powder stabilises dodecane-in-water by small

molecule interfacial adsorption. The next sections detail a different type of

emulsion stabilisation.

5.3.4 Stabilisation of octanol and water

Previously, increasing the protein powder fraction merely reduced droplet size in

dodecane-in-water emulsions. For octanol and water, this is not true, as can be

seen in Figure 5.7. Here, rhodamine B was added to the water phase prior to

protein dispersion. At low concentrations such as 2.4 w/w%, a small number of

o/w droplets can be seen between the two fluid phases. It will be shown later

that the water phase contains small, unstable oil droplets. As the protein powder

is increased, the relative amount of excess fluid is reduced. The excess water

is gone by 3.83 w/w% powder, while a large amount of excess oil remains. The
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number of w/o droplets within this range is correlated with the amount of protein

powder. Between 3.83 and 4.92 w/w% powder concentration, there is a discrete

change in the emulsion appearance. Whereas before a mixture of unstable w/o

and stable o/w droplets could be seen, now a HIPE is formed of o/w droplets.

This emulsion has a yield stress.

Figure 5.7 Emulsification of octanol and water with varying protein powder
fraction. Left to right: 2.40, 2.80, 3.32, 3.83, 4.92%. At low
concentrations of powder concentration, in the presence of dye, some
unstable w/o droplets and a few stable o/w droplets are observed. As
protein powder increases, an increasing number of o/w droplets form
until there is a discrete change in emulsion type, and there is a phase
inversion to a HIPE consisting of o/w droplets.

Two specific micrographs from these samples can be seen in Figure 5.8, from

samples with concentration 2.80% and 3.83% respectively. The two micrographs

are at different magnifications, and show two different aspects of the stabilisation

mechanism. At low magnification and low powder concentrations some order

can be seen in droplets. In (a), large groups of droplets can be seen aggregated

together. There are regions between these large groups of either space or oblong

bright objects. These oblong objects, indicated by the white arrow, are droplets

which are unaggregated, and as such can move freely within the continuous phase.

At higher concentrations, such as in the second panel, fibre structures can be seen.

These fibres have formed from a fluid dispersion of protein powder. The same

material that forms these fibrils is on the interface of the droplets. As such it

is able to cause aggregates of droplets. This is the same reason that aggregated

droplets can be seen in the first panel.
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(a) structured droplets - 2.80% concen-

tration, 10×
(b) fibres surrounding droplets - 3.83%,

63×

Figure 5.8 Different structure can be seen at different concentrations and
lengthscales. In (a) structured droplets can easily be seen, with
strange shapes being droplets moving around immobilised groups. At
larger concentrations and magnifications we can see fibrils such as
those shown in (b). These fibrils immobilise droplets and stabilise
the emulsion.

For the first sample in Figure 5.7, both phases were visualised in confocal

microscopy. Micrographs from the lower phase can be seen in Figure 5.9. Only

small objects can be seen, and few or no droplets. In the first and third panels,

with magnifications of 10× and 63× respectively, small objects can be seen

floating around. At the higher magnification some large structure appears to

be present on the left of the micrograph. Some bright object appears in the right

of the panel, with small dark bits inside. This appears to be some organic matter,

since the dye only highlights organic material rather than either liquid phase. In

the intermediate regime we see some evidence of fibres making a bigger structure.

Similar structures can be seen in other samples in the emulsion phase.
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(a) 10×, 100µm (b) 40×, 100µm (c) 63×, 50µm

Figure 5.9 Lower phase of emulsified octanol and water, the first sample in
Fig 5.7. Some structure can be seen within. The rhodamine B
brightens organic matter under confocal fluorescence microscopy. In
the lowest magnification, roughly circular objects can be seen floating
around. In the middle panel, strands and wisps are visible. There
is some structure within the third panel. Under each panel is the
magnification of the image and length of the scalebar.

A full range of micrographs from the octanol emulsion samples can be seen in

Table 5.4. The micrographs are ordered in terms of concentration of stabiliser

and magnification of either 10×, 40× or 63× oil-immersion. At the lowest

magnification, the broad structure of droplets can be seen. At the lowest

concentration, the upper phase was looked at. This consisted of unstable water-

in-oil droplets which sedimented and coalesced during observation. On increasing

powder concentration, droplets become increasingly ordered. The second image

at 10× is of course the same image as in Figure 5.8. Droplets become increasingly

more ordered on this lengthscale until a HIPE is formed and large expanses of

uniform droplets can be seen in the final image at 10×. The higher magnifications

also show increased ordering of droplets. These droplets are clearly not separate,

but instead are touching and found in groups. As the concentration increases,

droplets can be seen to be sitting within a web of fibrils from the stabiliser. This

is especially obvious in the high magnification image of the 3.83% concentration,

but hints of it are found at lower concentrations. For instance in the 2.80%

concentration, big wisps can be seen above the droplets. This matrix of fibres

is not to be seen in the final image, since all that can be seen is droplets. It is

possible that the organic material is broken up and holding aggregated droplets

together, stabilising them from coalescence.
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2.40% 2.80% 3.32% 3.83% 4.92%

10×, 100 µm 10×, 100 µm 10×, 100 µm 10×, 100 µm 10×, 100 µm

40×, 100 µm 40×, 50 µm 40×, 50 µm 40×, 50 µm 40×, 50 µm

63×, 50 µm 63×, 25 µm 63×, 25 µm 63×, 250 µm 63×, 25 µm

Table 5.4 Confocal fluorescence micrographs of emulsions of dyed octanol and water stabilised by
protein powder. The lowest concentration sample is taken from the top phase, where
unstable w/o droplets can be found. As the concentration of powder increases, following
a phase inversion, droplets become both smaller and more ordered. This reflects the
increasing gel-like structure to be found within the water phase. Looking closely in the
high magnification intermediate images, wisps of bright material can be seen.

The following section looks at the stabilisation of glyceryl trioctanoate and water,

which appears to be stabilised in a similar manner to octanol, rather than that

of dodecane.
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5.4 Stabilisation of trioctanoate and water

5.4.1 Changing concentration of stabiliser

In this section I show that increasing the concentration of the stabiliser takes the

system from an unstable emulsion of oil-in-water droplets, to a stable one. Further

increases lead to HIPE formation. It is also shown that prior to the formation

of the HIPE, w/o droplets are present and at some concentrations of stabiliser,

interfaces with both signs of curvature coexist. I begin with photographs, before

moving onto first micrographs and then graphs of quantitative data. The droplet

sizes were measured using a simple Matlab code where a droplet to be measured

was clicked on at two opposite places upon its interface, as discussed in the image

analysis chapter.
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(a) Without flash (b) With flash

(c) Without flash (d) With flash

Figure 5.10 Emulsifying water with glyceryl trioctanoate with (b,d) and without
(a,c) flash the day (a,b) and 5 days after (c,d) emulsification.
Particle concentration from left to right is 0.8, 1.6, 2.4, 3.6 and
4.8 w/w%. A phase inversion can be seen to occur as the particle
volume fraction is increased. Below a critical particle weight
fraction, there are always o/w droplets and additional particles
correlate with more w/o droplets. Above some critical particle
fraction, only w/o droplets exist. w/o droplets appear to be more
stable than o/w. With and without flash refers to camera flash.
Flash provides more contrast to see different layers within the
sample. For example. in the 1.6% particle concentration particle
in (b) we see three layers. The bottom brown layer is excess water
with dispersed protein. The white layer is water-in-oil droplets.
Its thickness correlates with the number of these droplets. When
there is a turbid top layer, this is excess oil with some small water
droplets within it.

In Figure 5.10 we see that the morphology of the resulting emulsion varies greatly

with the concentration of the stabiliser. For low concentrations, there is a lot of

excess water, and the upper oil phase is turbid. Later I show that this turbidity is

actually the presence of very small water droplets (See Table 5.7). In the bottom

row of this figure, we see the same emulsions 5 days later. The stability of the

droplets is dependent upon their type. The turbidity of the upper phases of the

low powder-concentration emulsions is visibly smaller. A few days later droplets

become more difficult to find under the microscope. This suggests that they have

a lifetime of days. Conversely, the HIPE is still stable 5 days later. The higher

concentration samples appear unchanged. In the intermediate concentrations
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where both types of droplet exist, the white middle later appears to be stable on

the timescale of days. This suggests that these droplets are stable, both when

existing in a HIPE, as well as in lower droplet-density situations.
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(a) 0.8%, 5× (b) 0.8%, 50×

(c) 1.6%, 10× (d) 1.6%, 20×

(e) 1.6%, 20× (f) 2.4%, 10×

(g) 3.6%, 50× (h) 4.7%, 50×

Figure 5.11 Changes in emulsification of water and glyceryl trioctanoate with varying
protein powder concentration. As seen before, below a critical powder
concentration, w/o droplets are always found and the number of o/w droplets
is dependent upon powder concentration. Above a critical point, a HIPE is
formed and only o/w droplets can be found. Micrographs (d) and (e) show the
denser and less dense regions in (c) respectively. Powder concentration and
magnification can be found under every micrograph. Scalebars are all 100 µm.
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In Figure 5.11 we see a broad range of droplet sizes and types. At low

concentrations of stabiliser, we see a well dispersed emulsion consisting of w/o

droplets. These droplets don’t aggregate or flocculate. At slightly higher

concentrations we see a mixture of droplet types. At 1.6% a fine dispersion of w/o

droplets can be seen (in c) coexisting with larger w/o droplets. The o/w droplets

are all located together. This is probably creaming. From the upper region of the

panel we see small, well-dispersed droplets (shown in higher magnification in (b)).

These w/o droplets are larger than those produced from lower concentrations

of protein such as those in panel (a). From the thicker, denser region in the

middle and lower regions of panel (c), we see many spherical o/w (shown in

higher magnification in (d)). Both are located in the same micrograph due to

the method of sample preparation for microscopy. The thicker, white droplets

were deliberately collected, and some of the top phase was collected too. At the

higher concentration of 2.4% we see a coexistence of o/w droplets and w/o/w

droplets. The o/w droplets are smaller than those at higher concentrations, and

continue to shrink with increasing stabiliser concentration. At concentrations of

3.6 and 4.8 w/w%, they form a HIPE. No w/o droplets can be found. The phase

inversion is complete.

The quantitative analysis of these micrographs can be found in Figure 5.12 and

Table 5.5. On approaching the phase inversion, both species of droplets get larger.
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%powder Appearance ā āvol Droplets measured
0.8 w/o + w 2.0 µm 8.5 µm 495

1.6
w/o + w 4.5 µm 16.6 µm 451
+ o/w 6.8 µm 29.4 µm 524

2.4 w + o/w + w/o/w + o 7.8 µm 22.1 µm 456
3.6 o/w (HIPE) 2.8 µm 9.3 µm 494
4.8 o/w (HIPE) 2.2 µm 6.6 µm 539

Table 5.5 Changing the concentration of protein powder results in a gradual
phase inversion. At intermediate concentrations there is a coexistence
of w/o and o/w droplets. As droplets approach a phase inversion they
increase in size.

Figure 5.12 At a concentration of 1.5% both w/o and o/w droplets coexist.
There is a gradual phase inversion with particle concentration.
Both species of droplet get larger on approaching inversion.

5.4.2 Water volume fraction

After showing that it was possible to make a w/o emulsion, the water content was

varied with the aim of producing an emulsion with no excess water. Photographs

of the attempts can be seen in Figure 5.13. In the upper row, emulsions shortly

after emulsification can be seen. Just after emulsification, before droplets had
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time to settle the emulsions looked as if they had no excess water. Within

hours of fabrication excess water appeared at the bottom of the vial. The flash

photography shows the turbidity of the samples. The more turbid the upper

phase, the more w/o droplets are present. This turbidity decreases over a couple

of days. This shows these droplets have a lifetime of days.

Optical microscopy in Figure 5.6 and confocal fluorescence microscopy in Figure

5.7 show little difference in emulsion type and morphology with changing water

content. It is also shown definitively that the droplets are of type w/o. The

bright layer above some of the samples is the result of dripped a few drops of

dyed oil on top of the emulsions. With time, this dye diffuses more evenly into

the oil.
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Figure 5.13 Emulsions made from glyceryl trioctanoate, ProBe1 powder and
water. Nile Red was added following emulsification to the dye
phase. Left to right: Water volume fraction 0.25, 0.15, 0.10 and
0.05. Immediately after emulsification no excess water could be
seen, but in a matter of hours excess water appeared. The oil phase
became increasingly less turbid over a couple of days, indicating
droplet instability. The presence of dye allowed confirmation of
droplet type in fluorescence confocal microscopy. Top row: taken
minutes to hours following emulsification. Middle row: Taken next
day. Third row: Taken two days later.
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φw = 0.25 φw = 0.15 φw = 0.10 φw = 0.05

5×

20×

50×

Table 5.6 Emulsion morphology doesn’t change much with altered water volume fraction. These
optical micrographs were taken the next morning. All scale bars are 100 µm.

φw = 0.25 φw = 0.15 φw = 0.10 φw = 0.05

Table 5.7 Confocal fluorescence microscopy of water-in-glyceryl trioctanoate emulsions. The oil
phase has been dyed with Nile Red after emulsification. Again droplets look similar
across samples. All scale bars are 100 µm.
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5.5 Effect of stabiliser concentration in an

aqueous dispersion

In the previous two sections, we looked at how emulsions of either glyceryl

trioctanoate or octanol and water vary with protein powder content. We saw

that, unlike dodecane and water, increased protein content does not just decrease

the droplet size. Instead, there is a phase inversion. There are two regimes of

behaviour with low or high protein content. With low protein contents, small w/o

droplets can be found at all concentrations. These droplets are unstable when

the oil is octanol, and stable when it is glyceryl trioctanoate. As protein content

increases, the number of o/w droplets is increased, and the amount of excess oil

and water is reduced. At sufficiently high protein content, the emulsion inverts.

No w/o droplets are seen, and instead a HIPE consisting of o/w droplets is formed.

This emulsion has a yield stress. To investigate why this was so, dispersions of

protein powder in water were made up, and rheological measurements made.

To make these dispersions, precisely the same protocol was followed as in the

emulsification itself. First powder was measured into a vial, before water was

measured into the vial. Then the vial underwent two rounds of sonication within

an ultrasonic bath with some mechanical agitation in between. At this point the

mixture was put in the rotor stator under the same conditions that would be

there in the presence of oil.

Concentrations of powder were 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 g of powder within 1.25 mL

water, corresponding to weight fractions of 7.4, 13.8, 19.1 and 24.2%. The least

concentrated sample is made to the same concentration as used in dodecane-in-

water emulsions with a weight fraction of 2.4%. The rheological measurement was

an upsweep in shear rate while measuring shear stress. This data can be seen in

Figure 5.14. The curves with a asterix markers are stress measurements, while the

curves with cross markers are the viscosity. For the lowest three concentrations,

the initial stress within the sample is negligible. The early viscosity measurements

are noisy as a result, but appear to decrease slightly, possibly suggesting shear

thinning behaviour. The most concentrated sample, on the other hand, supports

a stress at the lowest shear rates. As the shear rate increases, the viscosity drops,

indicating clear shear thinning.
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Figure 5.14 Flow curve of various concentrations of ProBe1 dispersions in
water. From lowest to highest concentration: blue, green, pink,
red. Viscosity increases with concentration. Initial shear stress
measured five times greater for the highest particle concentration.
The red curve shows significant shear thinning. It is likely that
a weak gel has formed. Markers + and * refer to viscosity and
shear stress respectively. Dotted black line shows the trend line for
a Newtonian fluid showing how shear stress varies with shear rate.
They are directly proportional with a proportionality constant of
one for a Newtonian fluid. For a Newtonian fluid, the viscosity is
a constant and independent of shear rate.

Comparing the initial measured viscosities, as shown in Figure 5.15, it can be

seen that there is a major, discrete jump in viscosity between the 19.1 and 24.2%

powder fractions. This is indicative of a structure formation within this sample.

These viscosities were measured at a shear stress of 1.44 Pa, the smallest stress

for which all samples had a viscosity measurement.
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Figure 5.15 On increasing the weight fraction of stabiliser within water, there
is a sudden jump in viscosity between weight fractions 19.1
and 24.2%. It is thought that this is responsible for emulsion
stabilisation with some oil-water pairs.

A repeat of this experiment, along with an extra rheological measurement can

be found in Appendix A. This all points to the formation of a percolating gel

structure within the continuous, water phase. This allows emulsions to be stable

with oil-water pairs with whose interfaces ProBe1 is not active.

5.6 Conclusion

In this section, experiments upon the stabilisation of several oil-water pairs with

the protein powder known as ProBe1 were made. As stated in the introduction,

it was found that two entirely different stabilisation mechanisms exist with

different oils. A molecular explanation is found with dodecane, and a structural
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stabilisation is found in the case of glyceryl trioctanoate and octanol. Extra

experiments were done with pendant drop tensiometry for dodecane and rheology

for the protein powder in water. No pendant drop experiments were done for the

other oils.

Experiments on dodecane began with a look at how the concentration of stabiliser

influenced the resulting emulsion. As with many emulsions, increasing the amount

of stabiliser decreased the droplet size. Studies on dyed emulsions using confocal

fluorescence microscopy revealed decorated droplets. These droplets had varying

amounts of organic material on the surface. The amount of material on the

surface roughly correlated with the amount of powder within the system. As

powder increased, the number of decorated droplets increased, and the coverage of

decorated droplets increased. In many cases, the structures protruded slightly or

somewhat into the dispersed phase. In a few examples, the entirety of the droplet

insides were structured. It looks like increasing material stabilises a greater area

of oil-water interface, leading to a greater number of smaller droplets.

A supporting experiment to check material really goes to the dodecane-water

interface was made via pendant droplet tensiometry. In this single droplet

technique, a droplet was injected into a dilute ProBe1-in-water dispersion (of

concentration 1.1 w/w%). Droplets of around 20 microlitres detached within

minutes. When deflating the droplet rapidly, any wrinkles which formed relaxed

very quickly. The fast timescales of adsorption and wrinkle-relaxation strongly

suggest the aforementioned molecular explanation of adsorption. In addition,

adsorbed species are mobile, as shown by relaxation of any wrinkles.

Decoration of droplets is assumed to made possible due to the transport of

material from the water phase to the dodecane-water interface. The precise

mechanism of aggregate build-up was beyond the scope of this thesis.

In contrast to dodecane-in-water emulsions, increasing stabiliser fraction within

water and glyceryl trioctanoate or octanol emulsions does not merely decrease

the droplet size. Rather, it causes a phase inversion to occur. At low protein

powder fractions, a small number of o/w droplets are formed, and these become

more frequent with increased protein powder. Interestingly, w/o droplets are

also present for both oils. These are highly unstable in octanol, but stable on a

timescale of days in glyceryl trioctanoate. Excess water is present in both cases.

At high protein powder fractions, both emulsions invert into a HIPE consisting

of o/w droplets (between 3.8 and 4.9% for octanol and between 2.4 and 3.6% for
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glyceryl trioctanoate).

Confocal fluorescence microscopy studies on octanol-in-water emulsions showed

wisps and strands of organic matter within the continuous phase, rather than

decorated interfaces such as those seen in dodecane. These strands and wisps

were found in greater quantities in emulsions with larger protein fractions in the

low-protein regime. Not only are these structures present, but the droplets form

ordered aggregates. As protein concentration is increased and droplets become

smaller, they also become more ordered and aggregated. This suggests that these

structures within the continuous phase are immobilising the droplets.

To test whether a structured aggregate was being formed within the continuous

phase, a range of ProBe1-in-water dispersions were made up, prepared in the

same way as for emulsification. The four concentrations were 7.4, 13.8, 19.3 and

24.2 w/w% in the water, equivalent to weight fractions of 2.4 to 9.6% fraction if

they had been used for emulsification. Rheological flow curves were made with

increasing shear rate for these samples. The most concentrated sample clearly

showed shear thinning, while it was hinted at in the less concentrated samples.

The sudden increase in low shear viscosity with increasing concentration suggests

that a structure has been formed, which is able to resist low shear stresses. In

Appendix B, it was shown that when the upsweep flow curve was immediately

followed by a downsweep, that the yield stress of the most concentrated sample

decreased, while the yield stress of the lower concentrations increased. This

suggests that structure formation can be due to either concentration or shear

effects. As material is sheared, units of material able to aggregate are brought

into contact, giving an opportunity for network formation. Too much shear will

break up an existing network.

Comparing the emulsification experiments with the dispersion rheology exper-

iments, it should be noted that the weight concentration of protein powder is

greater for the dispersions than the emulsions. This is not a flaw in the experiment

however, since the local concentration of protein powder at the interface will be

greater than the average concentration within the emulsion. This is because, as

emulsification begins and droplets form, some material will be at the interface.

As droplets are forced together, excess fluid is squeezed out of the interstitial

gaps. The local concentration of stabiliser is much greater than the average,

and a network forms. With an insufficient network, droplets can aggregate and

coalescence. When the network is extensive enough, droplets are immobilised

and coarsening stopped. A percolating network cradles them, as seen in the
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micrographs of progressively concentrated emulsions of octanol and water.

Different behaviour from different pairs of oil and water can be understood from

the different chemical and physical properties of the resulting interface. Decane

and dodecane are apolar, whereas octanol is more polar due to its alkyl group.

Glyceryl trioctanoate has a polarity somewhere between the hydrocarbons and

octanol. In addition it is more viscous than the other oils and is a triglyceride so

is much larger. It is an edible oil. If the protein powder used in this chapter were

to be used to make edible emulsions, relatively large amounts of stabiliser would

be required, since the powder was not interfacially active. Foods produced in this

way would have a yield stress, and would not be very runny. As a replacement

stabiliser, it would not be suitable for low-viscosity emulsions since the properties

would be very affected.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this work a variety of aspects of emulsion science have been explored and

investigated. These three, seemingly diverse topics are interrelated by connecting

threads, discussed here.

In the first data chapter we saw a particular phase inversion, in the system of

fumed silica, limonene and water. This system provided an investigation into

whether the clusters of particles really were responsible for this phase inversion, as

previously thought. In the literature, this phase inversion was looked at using the

powdered particle method invented by Binks et al. [11]. This allowed an unbiased

view into what the equilibrium state of the system was without worries of contact

angle hysteresis. The reigning opinion was that the clusters of materials would

break up and thus provide more hydrophilic particles, and this second population

of particles would destabilise the old emulsion and allow interfaces of opposite

curvature to be formed.

Here, by imaging these clusters for the first time, we showed that although

there were indeed aggregated clusters of particles that broke down over time,

physics of flow, or rheology, was more important. Droplets visualised along with

the aforementioned clusters alerted us to the previously unknown, secondary

population of droplets. As droplets shrink with emulsification, the smallest

droplets stop flowing. When this happens, larger droplets are forced to flow.

As they deform and move through smaller spaces, weak patches appear upon

their surface and they become vulnerable to coalescence before growing larger.

Future droplet break-up appears to have little permanence and the population of

large droplets eventually becomes the continuous phase.
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To support this theory, that rheology was more important than surface chemistry

arguments due to the release of particles from the clusters, it was necessary

to perform control experiments upon emulsions of varying droplet size in the

absence of any particle clusters. These experiments confirmed that not only did

smaller droplets have a larger yield stress, making them less likely to flow once

at rest, their viscosity has a weaker dependence on shear rate than their larger

counterparts. As such, not only were bigger droplets more likely to flow, but once

flowing, more likely to keep flowing.

One limitation of this work was the large amount of image processing which was

necessary to quantify the droplet sizes from the images. This could have been

reduced if the original images taken had a greater resolution. In the interests of

statistics, I made the decision to zoom to a magnification of 0.5× with the camera

attached to the microscope. Since the experiment was done by first taking all the

data before analysing, I was unaware of the problems darker corners would cause

in my images. If I were to do it again, I would not zoom out with the camera.

I would increase the number of pixels per image to increase the resolution. This

would reduce the number of required processing steps, and perhaps more data

would be squeezed out of the droplet distributions. In addition to this, I would

take far more pictures at low magnification, in order to capture more of the large

droplets which occurred relatively rarely. A second limitation is that the range

of times emulsified for was not increased. What happens if the emulsification

continues? Does the whole system form a particular size of multiple emulsion

droplets? Does the system eventually invert entirely such as in the experiment

carried out by Binks et al. [11].

The second data chapter looked at adsorption onto oil-water interfaces rather

than the macroscopic properties of the emulsion as a whole. Where before

clusters were looked at to see how they impacted emulsion physics, here it was

roughness of an individual adsorbed vesicle. Rather than emulsification studies,

experiments were done upon a single droplet. As the roughness of the vesicle

was changed, it was found that there was a non-monotonic relationship with

wettability. Two regimes of wetting behaviour were found. At low roughnesses,

all vesicles behaved similarly. This is because the adsorption timescale was slower

than the rearrangement timescales. At higher roughnesses however, adsorption

took significantly longer. This is because as vesicles adsorbed onto the droplet

and the interface became increasingly immobile, it was harder for new vesicles

to find anywhere to adsorb. The timescale for adsorption was faster than the
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time required for vesicles to rearrange upon the interface and make space for

newcomers.

One limitation in this work is the ten minute time delay between consecutive

measurements. This was necessary due to the instability of the software with the

equipment used in this work. In a range of circumstances, the software would

simply crash, and lots of data would be lost. The experiment would have to

be started again. The way around this was to use the software only to take

photographs, and analyse the resulting photos later by hand. The timescale of

these experiments was of the order of 12 hours, so taking photos every minute or

10 s was unfeasible. If I had more time to do it again, and more money to buy

new equipment with software which didn’t crash, I would repeat the experiment

taking much more frequent measurements.

Another limitation is the inability to see individual vesicles. Despite the

experiment being confined to a single droplet, in some ways it is still a bulk

experiment since the shape of the interface is determined by the presence (or

absence) of many, many vesicles. I got the vesicles as a result of a collaboration,

and they had already been made. It would be a fun project to get a new synthesis

done of these vesicles, but with a fluorescent tag. Using a technique developed

for looking at proteins in the fluid in the spine, it is possible to get incredible

resolution of tagged materials, well beyond the diffraction limit. Using confocal

microscopy, and carefully optimising the system to see the insertion of vesicles

onto interfaces, and how they moved would give a lot of insight into what is

happening. It would help disentangle the different stages of adsorption - how

vesicles approach the interface, adsorb onto the interface, and how they interact

with each other. Interactions are especially complicated with rough vesicles, since

they cause corrugated line tensions around them. These corrugations exhibit

attractions and repulsions in complicated ways which are difficult to predict.

From studies on individual droplets, this work turned to an industrial system,

to discover the stabilisation mechanism. In the previous two chapters, the

stabilisation mechanism was known, and the questions answered more specific

based upon that knowledge. Here, scoping experiments were required to find

out which oil-water interfaces could be stabilised, in order for the stabilisation

mechanism to be known. It was discovered that the stabilisation mechanism

depended upon which oil-water pair was chosen. In the protein studied in the

main work, as opposed to the appendix, it was found that a different mechanism

operated with water and dodecane as opposed to that with water and either
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octanol or glyceryl trioctanoate. In the former case (dodecane and water), we

found that a molecular surfactant was at play. Powder concentration at all

measured concentrations was inversely correlated with droplet size. Confocal

fluorescence microscopy showed material present at the interface of droplets.

Pendant drop tensiometry showed that droplets would quickly detach after

being injected into a dilute dispersion of protein powder. The investigation

into emulsification with varying protein concentration, in combination with

the pendant dropp tensiometry measurements is strongly indicative of a small

molecular surfactant. This wasn’t the case for the other oils. At low

concentrations of powder, few droplets of o/w were observed. The quantity of

these droplets increased with powder concentration until a HIPE formed of o/w

droplets formed, and the samples developed a yield stress. In the water phase of

these emulsions oil droplets were observed. In the case of glyceryl trioctanoate

they were stable, but they were unstable in octanol. The larger quantity of powder

required to observe an emulsion suggests that the stabilisation mechanism is not

molecular. Increasing the powder concentration does not result in a linear increase

in droplets, but rather the emulsion is suddenly a HIPE whereas before there was

excess fluid in both phases. Emulsion droplets which are not stabilised through

particles sitting at the interface can be immobilised by a solid continuous phase.

To check if the sudden change in emulsion stability was in fact due to protein

powder interactions within the continuous phase, a range of dispersions with

different protein fractions were made up. As the protein fraction increases, the

zero shear viscosity of the dispersion increases slowly between samples with a

weight concentration of 7.4, 13.8 and 19.3%, and then there is a sudden jump

between 19.3 and 24.2%. At some concentration in this range, a percolating

network is able to form within the continuous phase. This network is able to resist

some small amount of stress before flowing. This is enough to prevent droplets

from coarsening. This percolating network is formed of both fibres and droplets.

At higher concentrations fibres cannot be seen anymore due to the high density of

small oil droplets. This is the second, different stabilisation mechanism at play in

this system. Although there may be a small molecular component to adsorption

in these oils, it is very unlikely. If there were a molecular component then at the

concentrations of protein investigated, a large number of small droplets would

be expected. This is due to the huge surface area small surfactants can cover.

The droplets themselves are stabilised by their immobility within the continuous

phase. If they can’t collide with each other, they cannot coalesce. Rheological

experiments showed that the stabiliser within the water forms the percolating
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network. If a droplet is surrounded by fibres, then it too could contribute to the

percolating network. It can only do this when completely surrounded by fibres

or protein material. Absence of the protein would lead to coalescence.

One limitation of this experiment is the small amount of material to experiment

upon. This meant that experiments had to be well planned, and the number of

samples kept small. With more time and more material, it would be interesting to

see what happens to the viscosity of protein powder suspensions between 13.8%.

Is it a smooth curve, or a discontinuous jump? With lots of money to buy

or build equipment to allow in situ visualisation during emulsification would

be interesting. This would need a strong vial with a thin bottom to allow a

microscope to see through it, with a high speed camera in order to capture small

moments during the emulsification. Would the dodecane-in-oil droplets seen in

fluorescence microscopy during emulsification be seen to grow some structure

from the outside in? This experiment would require heavy image analysis, since

droplets would move in and out of the focal plane of the microscope. By taking

many snapshots and looking at the average droplets in each image, a story would

be able to be built up. In the case of emulsifying octanol or glyceryl trioctanoate,

would the fibre structures seen slowly grow? Are they formed by lengthening

strands of material, or some mechanism starting from larger aggregates? Are

they nucleated from the powder-in-water itself, or from the collision of oil droplets

with some material in their interface, crushing and aggregating protein?

In summary, this work has looked at emulsification physics at large, by

investigating phase inversion of the fumed silica, limonene and water system.

It has looked a bit closer at the interface of a single droplet at a time to build an

idea of what occurs on an individual droplet level with varying Pickering stabiliser

roughness. Finally, by looking at the bigger picture of emulsions, some idea of how

protein powder can stabilise certain oil-in-water emulsions at all was carried out

in the final chapter. These seemingly different chapters unite to explain different

characteristics of various systems in terms of soft matter physics.
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Appendix A

Eccentricity Data

In Chapter 3, it was discussed that some number of large elongated silica

structures are formed. During the image segmentation process, clusters were

analysed by their size and shape. An analysis of this from the low magnification

(10×) images can be seen in Figure A.1. Low magnification images are chosed

for eccentricity analysis due to the larger field of view within each microscope.

The title above each subplot indicates which sample the clusters were segmented

from. Small clusters, on the left side of the graph are shown to have a large range

of eccentricities where 0 refers to a perfect circle, and 1 to a line segment. There

are some number of small clusters present at all times, but it can be seen that

they substantially decrease in number, from approximately 800 after 1 minute to

150 by 25 minutes of emulsification time. In the 5 minute, and 10 minute panel,

some number of large eccentric clusters can be seen in the upper right quadrant

of the plot. These correspond to the large clusters referenced in the main text. It

can be seen that they weren’t there in the earlier panels, and so they have been

created during the emulsification. With time, these clusters too can be broken

down, as shown by their disappearance. In total 3085 clusters were analysed from

the low magnification images.
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Figure A.1 These scatter plots show both the gradual break down of clusters,
as well as the transient appearance of large, elongated clusters of
silica particles within the low magnification (10×) images. Titles
refer to the emulsification time of the sample and R to the cluster
radius. Eccentricity runs from 0 to 1, where 0 represents a perfect
circle and 1 a line segment. Number of clusters analysed for each
sample is as follows: 782, 339, 768, 494, 547, 155. Numbers are in
ascending order of emulsification time. In total 3085 clusters were
segmented and analysed.
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Appendix B

ProBe2

Chapter 5 saw two different stabilisation mechanisms exhibited by the protein

powder ProBe1. This Appendix details experiments done with a similar powder,

known as ProBe2. This protein was not heat treated during its extraction, and

so had a limited shelf life. It was found that the method of predispersing the

protein powder affects the resulting emulsion. Protocols and their result on

different oil-water pairs are discussed first. Following on from this, it was checked

whether emulsification time and protein concentration affected dodecane and

water emulsions. As will be seen, emulsification time has little effect, whereas

protein concentration does. Finally, a comparison is drawn between ProBe1 and

ProBe2 before a short discussion.

B.1 Predispersal methods

The method of emulsification matters. In the initial protocol given to me, a large

amount of foam was created. This was due to the particles being dispersed within

the water phase by vortex mixing. This method introduces a large amount of air

into the system, which then is stabilised by the powder. Since the aim of the

study was to look at emulsions, not foams, the protocol was changed to a gentler

method.
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B.1.1 Initial Protocol

ProBe2 powder was kept in the freezer, at a temperature of −10°C. When a

sample was to be made up, the stock bottle of powder was removed from the

freezer and a clean spatula was used to measure a given mass into a vial before the

stock bottle was immediately returned to the freezer. To this, a known quantity

of water was added to the ProBe 2 powder. This was then dispersed using a

vortex mixer for 2 minutes. This produced a large height of foam. One of five

different oils was then measured into this vial before the sample was homogenised

using a Polytron PT 3100 rotor stator with a 12 mm head for 2 minutes at 10,000

rpm. The emulsion was then examined under a microscope. On adding the oil,

the foam sometimes collapsed, and sometimes would cream above the oil.

The samples produced using this method can be seen in Figure B.1. ProBe2

with this predispersal method was capable of forming a HIPE with octanol

and isopropyl myristate. Some droplets were also produced following the

emulsification with either dodecane or silicone oil. Both of these had excess

oil. In the case of dodecane, an oil-in-water emulsion was produced, while water-

in-oil droplets were found on emulsifying water with silicone oil. Micrographs are

presented in Figure B.1. Analysis of droplet sizes is given in Table B.2.

(a) Without flash (b) With flash

Figure B.1 Emulsifying ProBe2 powder predispersed in water with (left to
right): octanol, dodecane, silicone oil and isopropyl myristate.
When initial dispersion of ProBe2 powder into water was done
using a vortex mixer, HIPE o/w emulsions were formed with the
oils octanol isopropyl myristate. Phase separation occurred with
silicone oil and water. Some emulsion was formed with excess oil
and water with dodecane. Powder weight fraction = 2.4% and water
volume fraction = 25%.
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Dodecane Isopropyl myristate Silicone oil Octanol

10×

20×

50×

Table B.1 Microscopy of various emulsions with ProBe2 at different magnifications. Dodecane
droplets were the largest, followed by silicone oil, octanol and then isopropyl myristate.
Air bubbles appear to be present in octanol emulsions. All scale bars are 100 µm.

Oil Emulsion Type ā (µm) āvol (µm)

Dodecane o/w 12 31

Isopropyl myristate o/w 3.2 10

Silicone oil a + w/o +a/o 7.1 26

Octanol o/w 5.7 13

Table B.2 Emulsion characteristics made using the first protocol. Biggest
droplets are those from dodecane, and smallest from isopropyl
myristate.

B.1.2 Second Protocol

To improve on the previous protocol, the powder was dispersed into the water in

such a way that less air would be introduced. This prevented the formation of

a foam. ProBe2 powder was still kept in the freezer, but after the powder was

measured in a vial, the vial was sonicated for five minutes in a sonic bath, before

5 minutes gentle agitation before 5 more minutes of sonication. Following this

point, the protocol proceeded as previously.
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The resulting samples can be seen in Figure B.2. The same oils as for protocol

1 were tested, as well as glyceryl trioctanoate. Isopropyl myristate is the only

oil unaffected by the change of protocol. Dodecane and silicone oil now form a

HIPE as does glyceryl trioctanoate. Octanol no longer forms a HIPE, but instead

forms a w/o emulsion with excess oil. This protocol works for a larger number of

oil/water pairs.

(a) Without flash (b) With flash

Figure B.2 Emulsifying ProBe2 powder predispersed in water with (left
to right): Isopropyl myristate, octanol, silicone oil, glyceryl
trioctanoate and dodecane. When initial dispersion of ProBe2
powder into water was done using a combination of ultrasonication
and agitation, different combinations of oils are stabilised as
compared to the earlier protocol. The emulsion with octanol no
longer forms a HIPE, but has excess oil. Isopropyl myristate again
forms a HIPE. Dodecane and silicone oil form a HIPE where they
didn’t before, and glyceryl trioctanoate, not tested with the previous
protocol, also forms a HIPE. With this predispersal method, ProBe2
generally becomes a more effective stabiliser.

B.2 Effect of emulsification time on dodecane and

water emulsions

The effect of emulsification time on emulsion characteristics was investigated.

Two samples of dodecane and water were emulsified at a water volume fraction

of 25% and particle concentration of 2.4 w/w% for either 2 or 16 minutes.

These times were picked arbitrarily for large and short times. 2 minutes is

sufficient to see emulsion formation, and so was picked for the short time.

During emulsification, the sample was watched to see if any qualitative changes

in emulsion type occurred. None were observed. Confocal fluorescence images
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can be seen in Figure B.3. At both times the emulsion has formed a HIPE, and

this can be seen in non-spherical shapes taken up by the droplets. Droplets left

on the rotor stator after 16 minutes were also observed, but looked similar to the

others.

2 minutes 16 minutes 16.5 minutes (RS)

Table B.3 Emulsion morphology doesn’t change significantly with altered
emulsification time. The droplet size distribution appears narrower
with smaller volumes after 16 minutes as opposed to 2 minutes. The
droplets stuck to the rotor stator look very similar to those within
the bulk sample. (RS) - This sample was scraped off of the rotor
stator. These confocal fluorescence micrographs were taken one day
after sample preparation. Red - Nile Red in dodecane, blue - Nile
Blue in water. Top row: 10×, scalebar 100 µm. Bottom row: 63×,
scalebar 25 µm.

The spherical shape of the droplets suggest that the interface is well-covered, and

stable. These pictures are taken with two laser channels. Dodecane is dyed with

Nile Red and is falsely coloured red. Similarly, water is dyed with Nile Blue and is

falsely coloured blue. The blue doesn’t completely match up with the interstitial

gaps between droplets but this was due to the time delay between measurement

with both lasers. Both samples have droplets uniform over large areas, as seen in

the top row with the lower magnification.

Comparing the droplets from smaller and larger emulsification times, we can see

that longer emulsification results in smaller droplets overall, and a smaller size
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distribution. Comparing the two longer-emulsified samples, the droplets scraped

from the rotor stator, and the droplets from the bulk, insight is gathered as to

why some droplets stuck. Droplets appear more ordered in the bulk sample, with

regions of hexagonal packing. Since ordered shapes have larger maximum packing

fractions, the effective droplet density of droplets is smaller here. Droplets stuck

to the rotor stator are less ordered, and likely have a larger yield stress.

B.3 Droplet size dependence on particle

concentration

Emulsions were made and observed with progressively less stabiliser. With less

stabiliser droplets became larger as predicted. At a weight percentage of 0.024%,

droplets are millimetric but coarsen and become centimetric over a few days. This

suggests that the interfaces of these droplets are patchy.

Emulsions formed with higher weight fractions of powder were more stable with

time. It was noticed that white emulsions made with no dye darkened over time.

Removing the lid released a bad smell, informing us that the sample had rotted.

Droplet sizes measured with particle concentration will be discussed in compari-

son to the other batch of ProBe powder later within this chapter.

Figure B.3 Incorporation of less powder results in larger, less stable droplets.
Left to right particle concentration: 2.4, 0.24, 0.024 w/w%. The
rightmost vial shows the third vial after 5 days. The droplets coarsen
and become much larger. This reflects patchy stabilisation upon the
fluid-fluid interfaces. Emulsions are dodecane-in-water where the
dodecane has been dyed with Nile Red.
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B.4 Comparing ProBe1 and ProBe2

Comparing the two batches of ProBe powder, we can see that droplets are smaller

when the emulsifier is ProBe2. This is shown in Figure B.4. It is possible that

bacteria present in that powder were helping to stabilise the emulsion. It is also

possible that the stabilising units are smaller in size for ProBe2. This would mean

a smaller volume of material would be needed to obliterate the same surface area

of interface.

Figure B.4 Droplets stabilised with ProBe2 are smaller than those stabilised by
ProBe1, suggesting it is a more efficient stabiliser.

B.5 Discussion

In this Appendix, we have looked at the emulsification behaviour under various

conditions. We have shown that droplet size is inversely proportional to stabiliser

concentration, and that emulsions are only stable given sufficient stabiliser. Large

drops ripened over a period of days. This suggests weak spots upon the interface,

or that the droplets were originally bridged. It was seen that 2 minutes within

the rotor stator was sufficient to emulsify dodecane-in-water emulsions. Further

emulsification didn’t change the emulsion significantly.
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The investigation of ProBe2 was stopped due to possible contamination of the

stabiliser itself. During microscopy bacteria was observed within water droplets.

It is unknown whether this bacteria was there when the material arrived, or

whether the material rotten within the fridge. Before this point, it was found

that the method of predispersion had an effect on type of emulsion, and even

emulsion stability. Stabiliser concentration was inversely proportional to droplet

size, and very low concentrations of powder were able to stabilise an emulsion

which strongly coarsened over the course of a few days.
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Appendix C

More rheology of edible

mycoprotein suspensions: sweeping

down stress after sweeping up

In Chapter 5, we have seen that increasing the concentration of a ProBe1

suspension results in a gel, with a large zero shear viscosity. This gel shear

thins with increasing shear rate. One experiment which was carried out was

to sweep down in shear rate immediately after sweeping up. The results from

this can be seen in Figure C.1. The initial graph broadly agrees with the

figure within the other chapter. We see strong shear thinning only for the

largest concentration of ProBe1 powder. The other curves merely suggest some

slight shear thinning behaviour. We see that stress within the sample gradually

increases with increased shear rate.

In this Figure, we also see the behaviour on sweeping down. We can immediately

see that as the shear rate approaches zero, the stress does not. Instead it plateaus

to a finite value, which happens to have the same value for all concentrations.

We see that the low shear rate viscosities are higher than for the upsweep for

the lower three concentrations. We also note that the initial stress measured for

those samples in the upsweep was very low, approaching the tolerance for the

machine.
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(a) Sweeping up

(b) Sweeping down

Figure C.1 Viscosity and shear stress are denoted by markers + and *,
respectively. In the initial upsweep (a) of shear rate, stress is built
up within the lower concentrations. The higher concentration shear
thins. In the following downsweep (b) the stress within the lower
three samples does not go to zero. Rather all samples show shear
thinning, with the highest concentration dispersion having a lower
viscosity that before. Its initial structure was broken and a weaker
one has formed.
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We see that the low shear rate viscosity for the highest concentration sample

is reduced on the downsweep as compared to the upsweep. This suggests that

some initial structure present at the start of the measurement was broken by the

time higher shear rates were reached. A new structure with a smaller yield stress

was seen on the upsweep. This suggests that some intermediate stress-bearing

structure forms during shear.
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